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INTRODUCTION 
In [FSl] we announced a precise asymptotic formula for the ground- 
state energy of a large atom. One part of our proof of that formula is a 
refined analysis of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of an ordinary 
differential operator -d2/dx2 + V(x). In particular, we need to improve on 
the standard WKB approximations for rather general potentials V. This 
paper contains our results on individual eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of 
ordinary differential operators. Our later papers [FS2, FS3, FS4, FS5] will 
study sums of eigenvalues and sums of squares of eigenfunctions, and then 
pass to spherically symmetric three-dimensional problems by separation of 
variables. In [FS6] we will apply our knowledge of three-dimensional 
problems to the study of atoms, which is a 3Ndimensional problem for 
large N. Finally, in [FS7] we study the Hamiltonian flow in a three- 
dimensional potential arising in atomic physics, in order to verify a crucial 
hypothesis in [FS4, FS5]. 
We begin our discussion of ordinary differential operators - d2/dx2 + V(x) 
by reviewing the standard WKB approximation in one dimension. The 
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approximation applies to large, slowly varying potentials. A basic example 
is 
V(x) = A2V,(x) (1) 
for fixed, smooth V, and I b 1. For simplicity, we suppose V;(O) = 0 and 
V;‘(x)>c>O for all x. 
According to WKB theory, the eigenvalues E, of -d2/dx2 + V(x) are 
given approximately as the solutions of 
where 
4(&c) = 0 + 4) for integers k, (2) 
4(E)=J{L,(.V)<g: 
(E- V(X))“~ d.u. (3) 
Under our assumptions on V,, { V(x) <E} is an interval [x,,,(E), 
xright(E)]. The endpoints xlen(E), xright(E) are called turning points. 
For Ek not too near the minimum of the potential, WKB theory also 
gives approximate formulas for an eigenfunction Fk(x) corresponding to 
Ek. In the simplest case, we take E, > (min V) + ~1~‘. Then Fk(x) is given 
by several different formulas in overlapping regions, and (2) is the 
consistency condition for the different formulas to agree. The formulas for 
Fk are as follows. 
For x E [x,,,(E,), xright(Ek)] not too near the turning points, 
Fk(x)z(Ek- V(X))~“~COS (4) 
For x near xleft(Ek), a smooth change of variable x + y = yk(x) 
transforms 
-$+ V(x)-E 
> 
F&)=0 
approximately to Airey’s equation 
In fact, the function 
213 
XH ( Ek - V( t))“2 dr 
for xc Cxd&), x,e#,) + cl 
(6) 
(7) 
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extends to a smooth function yk(x) on [xleft(Ek)-C, x,,,(E,)+c] that 
transforms (5) approximately to (6). 
Airey’s equation (6) has a special solution Fk(y) = I-1’3A(122’3y), where 
A is the Airey function, defined by 
Pulling back pk ( y) by the map x H y,(x), we obtain a formula for Fk (x) 
near x&E), namely 
-l/2 
A(A2’3~, (xl) for Ix - x,~&%)I < c. (9) 
The Airey function is well-understood, so (9) gives a good understanding 
of Fk near xle,(Ek). 
Similarly, 
- L/2 
x A(n*“y,(x)) for IX - X+ht(Ek)l < C, (10) 
where Jk is a smooth change of variable analogous to y,. 
Outside [xleR(Ek), xright(Ek)], Fk(x) is exponentially small unless x is so 
near turning point that (9) or (10) applies. Hence we have an approximate 
description of Fk(x) for all x. 
WKB theory also asserts that the L2-norm of the eigenfunction described 
by (4), (9), (10) is given by 
A standard reference containing rigorous results to justify (2), (4), 
(9), (lo), (11) is Erdelyi [E]. For instance, it is known that d(Ek) = 
rr(k + 4) + 0(1-l) for eigenvalues Ek. Equation (4) holds modulo an error 
O(I-‘(E, - V(x))-‘14), provided x E [x,,,(E,), xriBh,(Ek)] stays bounded 
away from the turning points. As x approaches x&&), the error degrades 
to O(~-‘(X-X,,,(E,))-~‘~ (Ek- V(x))-‘14), and similarly for x+,JEk). 
The first main purpose of this article is to give more accurate approxi- 
mations than the above for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of 
-d2/dx2 + V(x). When V(x) is given by (l), our results are essentially 
as follows. 
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(A) The eigenvalues Ek satisfy 
4(Ed+&+(Ek)=n(k+4)+O(i-2+c), (12) 
with 
$(E) = lim 
6+0+ 
V”(x)(E- V(~))~~‘*dx-q(E)b-~‘~ (13) 
1 
and 
q(E) = 
2 V”(X rlg,JE)) _ 2 V”(x,,,(E)) 
V’(-xright(E)) V’h,,(E)) 
(14) 
If E, > (min V) + cA2, then an eigenfunction Fk(x) corresponding to E, 
will satisfy the following. 
(B) For x E C-~,,,(E~L Xright (Ek)] not too near a turning point, we 
have 
(Ek- V(t))“2dr+~k(~) (15) 
with 
and q,(E,) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit (16). 
“Not too near a turning point” means that Ix- xlen(Ek)l, Ix -xright(Ek)j 
> AEP2’3. Equation (15) holds modulo an error O(A-‘(E, - V(x))-‘14), 
provided x stays bounded away from the turning points. When x is close 
to xleR(Ek), the error degrades to O(AP2(x- x,JE~))-~(E~ - V(x))-‘14), 
and similarly for xright( Ek). 
(C) Near the turning points, we can describe Fk with great accuracy 
by formulas (9) and (10) for suitable smooth coordinate changes yk(x), 
jk(x). In fact, 
Fk(x)=Ap1’3 2 pL:2A(I.2’3yk(x))+O(I-N) 
( > 
for Ix-x,,,(E,)J <II? (17) 
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and 
Fk(x)= fbp’3 -2 
( -1 
- l/2 
A(A2”j,(X)) + cq-“) 
for IX-xX,ight(Ek)l <A-“, (18) 
with E > 0 arbitrary small and N > 0 arbitrarily large, and with b, a real 
constant satisfying Ibk - I]< CAEP2. However, the formula (7) for yk(x) 
and its analogue for Jk(x) have to be corrected to achieve (17), (18). This 
was known already to Cherry [C]. 
Away from the intervals where (B) or (C) holds, we know already from 
standard WKB theory that Fk(x) is exponentially small. 
(D) The L2-norm of Fk is given by 
~~F*~~2=&/,,,<Ek) 
(Ek - v(x))y2 dx. (1 + @n&-2)). (19) 
Thus we have improved on the accuracy of standard WKB theory in 
describing the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for potentials of the form (1). 
The second main point of this article is to deal with potentials more 
general than (1). We need the added generality in order to understand 
atoms. Already from the hydrogen atom, we get 
which is certainly not of the form (1). Hugles [H] extended the standard 
WKB theory to potentials relevant to atomic physics. For the potential 
(20), our results yield analogues of (Ah(D) above, with I playing the role 
of the large parameter 1. 
To capture the behavior of a general potential V, we introduce positive 
weight functions S(x), B(x), and assume the estimates 
l(f)” v(x)~ G C,W)(B(x))-“, on a suitable interval Z. (21) 
For instance, if V(x) is given by (l), then (21) holds with S(x) = A2, 
B(x) = 1, Z= [ - 1, 11, and our results apply to eigenvalues E for which 
Cxle~(Eh Xright(E)l E1 
For the potential (20) we can take S(x) = l/x, B(x) = x, and (21) holds 
on Z= (Z(Z+ l)/lO, co). In. (21), S(x) controls the size of V, while B(x) 
controls the lengths of intervals over which V is essentially constant. Thus, 
(21) gives a precise meaning to the notion of a large, slowly varying poten- 
tial. A closely related idea underlies the Beals-Fefferman pseudodifferential 
operator calculus [BF]. 
Our general WKB theorems apply for instance to potentials that satify 
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(21) and have no critical points on I except for a single non-degenerate 
minimum. More precisely, for an x,, E I we assume 
V’(x0) = 0 (22) 
V”(X) > cS(x) B-Z(x) for Jx-xx01 dc,B(x,) (23) 
1 V’(x)1 > d(x) B-‘(x) for xelwith Ix-x,,( ac,B(x,). (24) 
In addition, we make various technical assumptions on V(x), S(x), B(x). 
Under these conditions, we can prove analogues of (A)-(D) above. 
We focus on the eigenvalues E, that are not too close to the minimum 
of the potential V. Our results are essentially as follows. 
(A’) If E > V(x,) + cS(x,) is an eigenvalue of -d*/dx* + V(x), then 
&E)+&(E)=n(k+~)+O(A-*) for an integer k, (25) 
with 4 and I,$ defined by (3) and (13) and with 
d-x 
s’*(x) P(X)’ 
(26) 
Moreover, an eigenfunction F(x) corresponding to E has the following 
properties. 
(B’) For x E [xlef,(E), x,,,(E)] not too near the turning points, we 
have 
(E- ?‘(t))‘/‘dt+ w(x)) (27) 
with w(x) as in (16). “Not too near the turning points” means Ix - x,,,(E)1 
>GG ““B(XI,~(E)) and 1-x - X,ight(E)I > ~rTg~~‘(X,igh,(E))~ with 
heft = S”*(x,,,W) &e,(E)) 
and (28) 
Aright = S”*(x,e,(E)) B(x,,(E)). 
Equation (27) holds modulo an error O(A’+*(E- V(x))-‘j4), provided 
Ix - %fd~)I > WxdE)) and IX - Xright(E)I > cNxrig,t(E)). When 
Ix - x&E)1 < cB(x,,,(E)), the error is degraded to O(n’-* . ((x - xlcrt(E))/ 
B(x,,~~(E)))-~ . (E- V(x))-‘j4), and similarly for xrigh,(E). 
(C’) For Ix - x,,dE)l < 4S~(x,&)) we have 
d 
(3 
- 112 
F(x) = q3 -& 4aT Y) + WA -“~“‘b,,ftvm, (29) 
with Y a smooth function of (x - x,,~,(E))/B(x,,,,(E)). 
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Similarly, for Jx - X,ight(E)I < I,;&B(x,~,,,(E)) we have 
+ Otn -“B”2(xrigh,(E))), (30) 
with P a smooth function of (x-x,~~,JE))/B(x,~~JE)), and with a real 
constant b satisfying 1 b - 11 < CA’~ 2. 
Outside the regions where (B’), (C’) hold, F is exponentially small. 
Finally, the L2-norm of F is given by 
(D’) llFl12=ffvc.~j<E(E- V(~))~*‘~dx~(l +0(/I-‘)). 
These are our basic results on the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of 
ordinary differential operators. Their accuracy is determined by the number 
/i in (26). For V(x) as in (1) one checks that A N 1, while for I’(x) as in 
(20) one gets n w 1. In view of (A’), (B’), the uncertainty in the phase at 
an eigenvalue and the percentage error in F(x) at a typical point of 
[x,,,(E), x,~&E)] are O(neP2). These errors are 0(1-l) for the standard 
WKB approximation applied to potentials (1). Thus (A’)-(D’) sharpen the 
standard approximations. We will need both the precision and the 
generality of (A’)-(D’) in order to deal with atoms in our later papers. 
We will investigate what happens to (A’k(D’) when the eigenvalue E 
gets close to the minimum of the potential. As in standard WKB theory for 
potentials (1 ), we find that the accuracy of (B’)-(D’) is degraded for E near 
(min I’), but (A’) retains its full accuracy. Also, we will work out a very 
crude WKB theory that applies, for instance, to the hydrogen atom (20) 
for small 1. The reader should consult the main body of this paper for a 
careful statement of each of our WKB theorems. 
Note that (8) differs slightly from the usual Airey function. In our 
normalization, A(y) satisfies 
( ) $+, A(Y)=0 
A(y) N Re 
[ 
e-(n,4jie(~l~3’2 ( 1 + f c,y-(3/2b )I as y-+00 s=l 
4y)=O(IK”),wM as y+-co. 
See [AS]. 
We are grateful to Maureen Kirkham for expertly TEXing our paper. 
Let us now begin the work of solving ordinary differential equations. 
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APPROXIMATE LOCAL SOLUTIONS 
OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let p E C” [ - 1, 1 ] with p(O) = 0, p’(O) > 0. Our goal in this section is 
to write down in closed form a function F(x, ;1) defined for 1x1 Q c, A> C 
that solves the ordinary differential equation 
-g F(x, A) + A2p(x) F(x, ;c) =o (11 
modulo a high power of l/i. 
Our approximate solution F is patched together from three different 
approximations F-(x, A), F,Jx, A), F+(x, A) defined on the three regions 
.A = {xc -Acp2’3), &b= (1x1 <Ape), Y+ = (x> +IZE-2’3). Here E>O is a 
small constant to the picked (much) later. 
In .Y- we simply set Fp (x, A) = 0. 
In & we attempt to transform (1) into Airey’s equation 
(2) 
by a change of variable y = y(x, 1). The change of variable makes (1) 
equivalent to (2) via the transformation law F(x, A) = 
(@(x, n)/a~)-“~A(y(x, A), A), provided y satisfies the equation 
(3) 
We construct a formal power series y in x and JVP2 that solves (3) to 
infinite order, and then truncate y at degree N to obtain a function 
y,(x, A) that solves (3) modulo errors 0(1-&“) in J$. As our solution of 
(2) we take ,4(y, I)=iP”3A(12’3y), where A(t) is the Airey function 
defined in the introduction. Thus our approximate solution of (1) in & is 
F,(x, A) = ,I ~ 1’3 (~(x,i))~“2~(j*/3yN(x,(*)), (.tl<r”. (4) 
We call this the Nrh Airey approximation. Note that F- and F, differ by 
0(1-“) on Y- n& for any M, since A(t) decreases exponentially as 
t+ --co. 
In Y+ = {x > AE-2’3}, our approximate solution of (1) is 
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where uO(x), u,(x), . . . . uN,(x) are defined for x E (0, c] and satisfy the 
transport equations 
#gE 1 (6) 
2iu; + 1 + (h(p7*p-5i2 - tp’~p-3/2) uk 
_ i p’p - 315; + p ~ w4 = 0, O<k<N’. 
If we put (5) into (1) and expand formally in decreasing powers of 1, we 
get (6), which is the classical motivation for the transport equations. We 
expect Q(X) to have a singularity like x-(‘/~)“ at x= 0. Hence the suc- 
cessive terms uk (x)L -’ decrease rapidly, provided we take x > AE-2’3. This 
is the classical motivation for using (5) only on Y+ . 
The transport equations (6) let us solve successively for each uk + , in 
terms of t&. Each time we do this, we get an arbitrary constant of integra- 
tion. There is a unique way to pick all these constants of integration in 
order to make (4) and (5) agree on the overlap X0 n 9, modulo a high 
power of l/L With the integration constants picked in this way, we get the 
canonical solution (u,(x), ul(x), . . . . uN,(x)) to the transport equations. 
Thus we produce three excellent approximate solutions of (1) on the 
regions Y- , & Y+ , which agree closely on the overlaps. A partition of 
unity lets us patch these solutions into a single approximate solution 
F(x, A) defined in 1x1 <c, I > C. 
It will be important to understand how F,(x, A) and F+(x, A) depend on 
p. To keep track of this, we introduce the following notation. 9 denotes 
the set of polynomials in the derivatives (p’“‘(O)), p I and in P’(O)-“~. By 
c*, C,, C*, etc. with the subscript *, we denote positive constants that 
depend only on an upper bound for 11 p[I c,,,r- ,, i, for some m, and on a 
positive lower bound for p’(0). Similarly, CiP denotes a constant depending 
only on a, fi, upper bounds for some 11 pII Pc- 1, r,, and a positive lower 
bound for p’(0). 
We now indicate in more detail how to carry out the program outlined 
above. 
LEMMA 1. There is one and only one formal power series y(x, A) = 
Ck,120fklX’A-Zk with f,,, = 0, fol > 0, and satisfying (3) as a formal power 
series. Moreover, each fkl belongs to 9. We have fol = (~‘(0))“~. 
Sketch of Proof: Set yk(x)=x,bO fk,x' so that y(x, A)= 
&20yk(x)-~-2k, anddelinez,(x) by setting (~?,y)~y+I-2{y,x}-p(x) 
=Ck20Zk(X)A- . 2k By induction on k we show that yk can be picked 
uniquely in terms of p(x) and earlier y,. to make zk =O. If k =O, this 
amounts to justifying the obvious solution y, = ($Igp”2(t) dt)2’3 in terms 
of formal power series and checking that for E 8. 
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If k >O then the contribution of nP2{ y, x} to zk is determined by 
Yo “‘Yk-1, and the contribution of (a, y)*y to zk has the form 
2yo(c?yo/8X) dyk/aX + ((a/ax) y,,)* yk + [Stuff determined by y, . . . yk ~ i]. 
Hence to make zk = 0 we must solve the regular singular equation 
2yo(8yo/i?x) ayk/ax + (ayo/ax)2 yk = given formal power series. 
To solve this we take yk = xlro fklx' and solve successively for 
fkO? fkl) .... It is again easy to check that each fk,E 9. 1 
Once we have found y(x, 2) by Lemma 1, the truncation y,(x, 2) is 
defined as 
yN(x, A)= c fk,X';1-2k, with 
1 
N % - to be picked later. (7) 
O<k,l<N E 
Thus 
vanishes to order N - 3 at x = 0, ;1 -2 = 0. (8) 
LEMMA 2. For 1x1, K’ < cz we have ay,/ax > c*, so the Airey approxi- 
mation (4) is well-defined. Moreover, l(a2/ax2) Fo(x, 2) + ,l’p(x) Fo(x, A)[ < 
C~l-“N12 for 1x1 <A-” and ,l>CiN. For -I.-“<xc -~E-2/3 and A>C!/ 
we have I(a/ax)“F,(x, A)[ G c”,~I-“~” for CI = 0, 1, 2. 
Sketch of ProojI Airey’s equation (2) holds exactly for A( y, ,I) = 
A- “3A(122’3y), h ence F,(x, A) satisfies d2Fo/ax2 + n’p(x, A)F, = 0 with 
ThUS ~2~o/aX2+~2p(X)Fo=~2(p(X)-~(X,;i))Fo. 
Regard (x, JP2) as the independent variables in y,, F,. Then p(x) - 
d(x, A) vanishes to order N - 3 at the origin, and Iat & [p(x) - p(x, ,I)][ 
< C:flN for 1x1, 11P21 <cc. Taylor’s theorem with remainder yields 
Ip(x) - p(x, A.)1 < Cz(IxI + A-2)N-3 for 1x1, P2 < cz, hence 
(p(x) - jqx, n)l d CCL-@-‘) if IxI<1-“and1~C~. (8bis) 
Since the Airey function A(r) is bounded, a look at (4) gives IF01 < 
c;a. - ‘13, so ~~*(p(x)-~(~,;l))F~l<C~1~-“‘~“(~~~)for [xl<,?-“, n>Cc. 
I 
Thus, F. is an excellent approximate solution of the basic ODE (1) in 
X0, and F. agrees very well with F_ G 0 on X0 n X- . 
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We prepare to construct a solution (5) that agrees very well with F0 in 
X0 A Y+ . Clearly the first task is to understand how F,, behaves in Y-, n Y+ . 
LEMMA 3. For AEp2/’ < x < A-” and A> C”,” we have 
e fin/4 ,i 5: (~2p(t))L~z dt N 
F,(x,A)=Re 
(h44P4 
l+ c A-kW,(X) 
k=l II 
+ Error(x, 1) 
where [(8/8~)~ Error(x, ,?)I < C”;yl-“N’lo (u = 0, 1, 2) and wk(x) 
c- ‘k<l<Mk wklx ‘I’, wk[ E 8. We have wlo = 0. 
Sketch of Proof: We use the asymptotic form of the Airey function, 
A(t) = Re 
,+in/4 e(2/3)it3/2 
t’l4 
1 + f C,t-W2b >I + Error(t) s=l 
= 
with la; Error(t)1 6 CtpM for t > 1 and a = 0, 1,2. Put t = 122’3y,(x, 1) and 
substitute the result in the definition (4) of F, to obtain the following: 
F,(x, A) = A - “’ (E YN(X, ;i))~1’2 (A2’3y~(X, A))-“” 
x ~~ 
[ 
e + in/4 eiA. (2/3)( .v,&x. 1))3/2 
( 
1 + f c,(A2”yN(x, 1))-(“2)S 
s=l )I 
+ junk,,(x, A). (9) 
Throughout he proof of Lemma 3, junk,(x, A) denotes a function j(x, 1) 
which satisfies 
18: j(x, A)1 < C”,NA-6N’S for a=O, 1, 2 and i-2’3<~cIZ-E, l>CiN. 
(In particular Error(12”yN(x, 1)) contributes the term junk,,(x, A) in (9), 
provided we take M large enough.) 
To understand how F. behaves by using (9), we must understand the 
three expressions 
exp 
( 
; u(yN(x, A))“” , 
> 
(& yN(x, A))-li2 (yN(x, 1))-‘/4, and (yN(x, 1))-(‘12”. 
We begin with the exponential. 
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Recall that y,(x, I) = C[,=, fk,~‘L-2k with fk,e9, and that y,(x) = 
Cy= 0 for x’ satisfies ( yb)‘y,, = p(x) to order 2 N - 1. It follows that 
s b (p(t))“’ dt + junk,(x, 2). (10) 
(An error of order 2 N- 1 is small since we are looking at the region 
1x1 <IF.) 
Also, 
Regarding the factors in curly brackets, we note the following: 
X 
-=(p’(o))-“3. 1 + i (p’(o))-“3f0,x~ 
Yob) ( [ 
-‘. 
I= I I> 
Expanding the factor (1 + [ ... 1)) ’ in a high-order Taylor series with 
remainder, we find that 
&=,~ofTx’+.iunk2b7 A) with f,# ~9. (12) 
A high enough power of 1,-*/x has the form junk,(x, A), since we are 
working in the region A’+*” < x < ,I -‘. Hence substituting (12) in (11) and 
then expanding (1 + { . . . } ) 3’2 in a high-order Taylor series with remainder, 
we get 
( y,(x, 1))3’2 = ( yo(x))3’* . 
+ junk,(x, A) 
> 
with f,"," ~9. 
Putting in (lo), we conclude that 
3 A( y,(x, A))3/2 = jf (A.2p(t))“2 dt 
+;l(y,(x))-“* 2 2 fk#(#X9? 
k=l I=-k 
+ junk,(x, A). (13) 
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The proof of (12) shows.also’ that (yo(x)/x)3’2=~~~/=,~,#x’+junk2(x,1) 
with 7;’ E 8. Writing the factor ( J+,(x))~/* in (13) as ( ~,,(x)/x)~/*. x3/* and 
putting in our result for (yO(x)/x)3’2, we obtain from (13) the following: 
; iA( y,(x, 1))3’2 = i J; (/l*p(t))“* dt 
+ f 5 hklx(I+3/*)~-(2k--l 
k=l 1=-k 
+ junk,(x, A), h,, E 8. (14) 
We prepare to exponentiate both sides of (14). First of all, exp(junk,(x, A)) 
= 1 + junk,(x, 2). Secondly, set X= I,“=, C;“= -k hk, xc’+ 3/2);1-(2k- ‘). A 
high enough power of X will be of the form junk4(x, A), so we can evaluate 
exp(X) using a high-order Taylor series with remainder. If s > 2 then X” 
contains no terms of the form x”A-‘; while for s = 1, x” = X contains terms 
of the form x02- ’ only for non-integer a. Consequently, C,“= i Y/S ! 
contains no terms of the form xaA-’ with a an integer. Moreover, a 
monomial ~(‘+~‘~)1-(*~- ‘) with 1 <k < N, -I < k <N (i.e., the sort that 
appears in X) has the form 
x1’/2~-k with l<k’G2N,2-k’<I’<2N+3. 
Hence C,“=, Y/s! =CF=, Cf!=,_,, h&x1’12Amk’, h&.cP, for some 
large iiZ. 
Putting together the conclusions of the preceding paragraph, we obtain 
exp 5 5 hkIX(l+3/2)A-(2k-1) 
( k=l I=-k > 
5 h; xI21-k +junk,(x, A) 
k=ll=2-k 
with hz E 9, and with hc = 0 for 1 even. 
Substituting this into (14) gives our basic result on the exponential term, 
namely 
ev U( y,&x, A))3” 
> 
(A’p(t))“* dt 1 + y 
.I 
F h$ x”211-k+junk,(x, A) (15) 
k=lI=2-k I 
with hk”; E 9 and hz = 0 for k = 1,1 even. 
‘Note that the factor (~‘(0))~“~ in the proof of (13) becomes now (p’(0))‘i2. This still 
belongs to 8, since we carefully included (~‘(0))~“~ in the definition of 9. 
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Next we study the expression (+,(x, ,I)/ax)-“‘(y,(x, ,I)))‘/“. 
Since ( yb)‘yo = p(x) to order >N- 1 and both sides vanish to 
first order at x = 0, we have (yb)*yO = p(x). (1 + (x”-‘g(x)) with 
Ia: g(x)1 G CT CL = 0, 1, 2, for 1x1 <ct. We know also that (~?y~/CIx)~y, = 
(Yb)‘Yo + lx:“= , c:“, 4k,X’~ -2k with qkl E 9> since YNk A) = 
~;,=,&[x’~P2k. Thus 
3N 3N 
y,=(l +xN-2 g(x)) p(x) + P2 1 
k=l /=O 
= P(X). 1 + 
( [ 
xN-Zg(x) 
+(T)(k)(:E, ,;oqk,x’i-2’k-1’)]). (16) 
As a function of (x, ,I), we have x NP2g(x) = junk,(x, I). (Recall that we are 
working in the region 1x1 <A-&). Also 
E p’l’ox’-‘+junkl(x,l) PI 
,=2 I! P’(O) 
for large M, so that by expanding (1 + X) - ’ in a high-order Taylor series 
with remainder, we get 
d, x’+ junk,(x, 2) with B,E~‘, do=(p’(0))-‘. (16bis) 
Hence (16) yields 
~-2 4N 4N 
X c 1 &,X'~-2k 
k=O I=0 
+ junk,(x, L) I> with qkl E 9. (17) 
We prepare to raise both sides to the power -i. Since a high enough 
power of n-*/x has the form junk,(x, 1) (recall that we are working in the 
region 1” ~ 2’3 < x < 2 -“), we may expand ( 1 + X) -1’4 in a high-order 
Taylor series with remainder, taking X= the expression in square brackets 
in (17). The remainder will have the form junk,(x, 2). Therefore, from (17) 
we get 
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=(p(x))-“4. 1+ 5 5 
( 
qg x’lPZk + junk,(x, A) 
k=l I=-k 
with qz ~9’. 
> 
(18) 
This is our basic result on (~?y,/&-“~y; rj2. 
We turn now to (yN(x, 2))-(3’2)s. 
From (17) we conclude that 
(aYN;; 4) -3s 
(y/$(x, A)) -c3’*Js 
= (p(x))-(3/2)~. 1 + ; 5 q&x’I-2k + junk,(x, 1) 
k=l I=-k 
with q;, E 9. (19) 
This follows in the same way as (18), except that we raise (17) to the power 
-$s instead of -$. 
Also 
Equation (16bis) shows that 
(3Pb N 
p;x’+ junk,(x, L) with ~7~9. 
(To derive this we use a high-order Taylor expansion with remainder for 
(1 + X)““‘“.) Hence 
~-s(~(~))-(~/~)s=~--s~-(~/*)s ki, ,i, &, x’A-~~ + junk,(x, 2) > 
with &, E 8. (20) 
Since y,(x, I) = Cc,=, fkl ~‘1~~~ we have also 
aYN +3s 3N 
(3 ax =k~of;,~~1-2k exactly, jl;,~.5?. (21) 
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Rewriting (19) as 
+ 3s 
.n-yP(X))-W’~ 
l+ 2 5 q;,x’IZPZk+junk,(x,;l) 
k=l 1=-k > 
and substituting (20), (21) into the right-hand side, we obtain 
F(y,(x, ;1))-‘3’*‘3 
c hi, x’ApZk + junk,(x, A) 
> 
with hi, E 9. 
k=O /= -k 
This is our basic result on ( yN)-(3’2’s. It gives at once 
1 + E c,(A2’3y,(x, A)))(3’2’S 
s=l > 
2 h,,x’/Vk+ junk,(x, A) 
k=l I=p3k > 
(22) 
with hk,E 9 and A,,= 0 for 1 even. 
From (15), (18), (22) we get 
e+m/4 e(2/3)rl(y~(s,i.))3/2 
n”‘(ay,px)“* y$ 
1 + z c,(Py,(x, A))-‘3’2’” 
s=l > 
x 
[( 
1 + y F hgx”2A-k +junk,(x, A) 
k=l 1=2-k > 
x l+ f 5 q,#,x’lP2k+junk4(x,;1) 
( k=ll=-k > 
1 + : ; hk,xU2,Ck + junk,(x, A) . (23) 
k=l I= -3k 
The product of the three series has the form (1 + CL”:, I;“=“_,, /zL x”~A-’ 
+ junk,(x, A)), with hk: E 9. Since hi, - # 0 and fi,, = 0 for even 1, it follows 
at once that h; = 0 for even 1. In particular h& = 0. Now the conclusion of 
Lemma 3 is immediate from (9) and (23). 1 
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LEMMA 4. The functions w,Jx) in the statement of the previous lemma 
satisfy the approximate transport equations 
where we set wO(x) - 1 and 
yw E (&(pf)2p-5/2 - +pfp-3/2) w _ ;p~p-3/2wf + p-~/2wrr. 
Sketch of ProoJ: We start with a seeming digression. The Airey function 
A(t) may be written as the real part of a complex solution A,(t) of Airey’s 
equation d2A,( t)/dt2 + tA,( t) = 0, having the asymptotic expansion 
with 
A,(t) = 
e f in/4 e(2/3)it3/2 
p/4 1 + F cst-w=b + Error,(t) s=l > 
~($~Error,(t)(SC,tPM for a=0,1,2andt>lO. 
Whereas A(t) is bounded on the whole real line A,(t) is bounded on 
[ - 1, co) but grows rapidly as t + - co. Using A,(t) in place of A(t), we 
define a complex analogue of F,(x, A), namely 
F,( x, 2) = A - u3 (““N;; “‘) - “= A,(12/3yN(~, 2)). 
Thus F,,(x, A) = Re[F,(x, A)]. Note that A,(IZ2’3yN(~, A)) remains bounded 
by CiN when O<X<C”,~ and Iz> cE*N. To see this, we write 
y,(x, I) = y&) + O(ne2) with y,(x) > 0 for 0 < x < c”,“. Hence 
A213yN(x, A)> - 1 and A,(12’3yN(x, A)) remains bounded as claimed. 
Now we can repeat the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 above to derive their 
complex analogues: 
-& Fcb, A) + A2p(x) F&x, A) 
G c”,N~-“N’2 for O<X<I-“,I.>C;~ (24) 
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e + in/4 &J;(12p(r))‘12 dt N 
FJX, A) = 
(n2Ax)Y4 
1+ c P%,(X) 
k=l > 
+ Error(x, A) 
with la: Error(x, A)1 
< c;Nn- “N110for~~E-22/3<x<~-E,~~CE*N,CI=0, 1,2. (25) 
The proof of Lemma 2 used the boundedness of A(A2j3yN(x, A)), which 
we have just verified for A, when x>O. Otherwise, we can repeat the 
proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 virtually word for word. 
Now we return to the proof of Lemma 4. Setting we(x) = 1 and wN+ I = 0 
we obtain from (25) by elementary calculation the formula 
( g + A’P(X) > FAX, 1) 
ekin/4 ,if~(d*p(t)l ‘I2 dr N 
= 
(m4)1’4 
c 1-k{2iw;+1(X)+.=9w&)) 
k=O 
for AE-2’3<~<A-E A>CEN 
The last expression 02 th*e’right-hand side is dominated by C,NA PENI2, by 
virtue of (24). Therefore, 
; P(2. ’ 
k=O 
rwk+~(X)+~wk(X)}~ 
< CiNX W~(JQ,(~))W < c”,N~--W (26) 
for AE-213<~<A-E J.aCN 
Had we not taken the tr&ble to remove the real part from the statement 
of Lemma 3 by passing to F,(x, A), the derivation of (26) would have 
been more difficult. For 0 < x < c”,” and 1 E [i, 11, set A = XX-“‘. Thus 
;1p-2/3 <xc A-” and 12 C,“, so (26) holds. Since ;1= ~x-r/’ with 
1~ [i, 11, (26) becomes 
f F[Xk’&{2iW;+ 1(x) + YWk(X)}] < cE,Nx”‘C 
k=O 
(27) 
Fix XE (0, c”,“]. Since (27) holds for all XE [i, 11, it follows that 
Ixk”{ 2iw; + , tx) + ywk(x)} 1 d c, ENxN’16 for 0 d k< N. The conclusion of 
Lemma 4 is now obvious. i 
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Clearly Lemmas 3 and 4 put us in position to pick an exact solution 
(u,(x), u,(x), .--, u,,,(x)) of the transport equations to match F,(x, A) with 
F, (x, 2) defined by (5). Put N’ = [N/100]. 
LEMMA 5. There is a solution (u,(x), u,(x), . . . . uNs(x)) of the transport 
equations, defined for x E (0, c”;“), with 
I(-$” bk(X) - w,(x)> / 
< c”*NxN’lm for 0 < u d N/100, x E (0, CELL]. 
With F,(x, A) defined by (5) in terms of this solution, we have 
z {Fob, a)-F+(x, J)> 1 
<C”,N1-“N’200 for ~“-2/3<~<a-E,~~CE*N,a=0,1,2. 
Proof: With .Z? as in Lemma 4, we start by studying uk = 
2iw;+, +ywk. 
For it4 as large as we please, we have 
p(x)=p’(O)x. l+ 1 -x 
( 
M P”‘(O) 
,=* I! P’(O) 
I- 1 + XM+ lg,(x) 
> 
with 18; g,(x)1 < Cy for 1x1 < 1. We can raise this equation to the 
5 3 powers -3, -3, -7 ’ using a high-order Taylor series with remainder for 
(1 +X)-“‘2. As a result, the coefficients of 9 all have the form 
x-5’2(C;U_Oe,x’+xM+1 # eM(x)) with e,EB and la: eg(x)l < Cf;“” for 
I-4 <c:, all a. The functions Wk(x), to which we apply 9, have the form 
c;“= - ,k wkl x”2 with wk, E 9. Therefore, 
N+ 10M 
vktx)= 1 vk, xi'* + x -3k--m[ g;(x) x1'* + gkMg(x)l (28) 
I= -3k-100 
with ok,Eg and la:gz(, lazg,“:I < Cpk for 1x1 <cr;‘. 
Lemma 4 shows that ok!= 0 for k < EN/~& I < N/32 (provided we take 
M= lOOON, which we now do.) Hence (28) shows that uk(x) may be 
written as (28bis) 
uk(x) =X’fk(X”*) with m= g [ 1 and 18; fk( y)l < cGN for I y( G p, all a, 
for 0 <k <&N/32. 
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Now we define uk(x) = wk(x) + U,(x) with Uk picked to make uk satisfy 
the transport equations. That is, U0 - 0, and 
2iU’ k+l= -yiPk+vk. (29) 
By induction on k we check that Uo, UI, . . . . U, can be picked to satisfy 
(29), with Uk of the form 
u,(X)=x”-5kVk(X”2) with Ii?; V, ( y)l ,< CikN for ( yl< cz, all cz. 
In fact, for k = 0 this is clear. To pass from k to k + 1, we use the inductive 
hypothesis and (28bis) to write (29) as 
2i$ Uk+ I(x) = -~(x’-5kVk(x”2)) +xNfk(xl”). (30) 
The right-hand side may be written as x Rij(k+“hk(x1’2) with la;h,(y)J < 
C “,“” for 1 yl < ct, all ~1. Putting Uk + 1 = x’- 5(k+ ‘) V, + ,(x1”) for unknown 
V k+ , , we may therefore rewrite (30) in terms of y = x112 as 
y-’ dy %Y 2’-‘o’k+‘)Vk+,(y))=(const.)y2”~‘o’k+’)hk(y). 
This has a solution Vk+ I with la~V,+ 1( y)l < CikN, completing the 
inductive transition. 
Our solution (uo(x), U,(X), . . . . uNS(x)) of the transport equations has 
u,(x)-w&)=x ‘-5kVk(x”2) with ld;V,(y)l < C:kN for ly( <cc, all ~1. 
Therefore by induction on a = 0, 1, . . . . m-- 5k we have 
i?~{uk(x)-w,(x)} =XN-5k-z: vkl(x”2) 
with 18-t Vkz( y)l < C”,PkN for 1 yI < cc, all fi. 
In particular la:{u,(x) - w,(x)}1 d C~xN”Oo for a 6 N/100, k < N/100, 
which is one of the conclusions of the lemma. 
By the defining equation (5) for F+(x, A), and by Lemma 3 for F,(x, A) 
we have 
Fob, A) - F, (x, 1) 
AekWk(x) + Error(x, A) 
k=N’+l >I 
for AE-2/3<~<A-E l>CcN 5 H *’ 
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Hence for a = 0, 1,2 we get 
la:{m n)--F+k WI 
C”N~lO N’ 2 
<--+ij 
(P(X)) I 
k;l p;. P!(Wk(4--kw)l Vk 
+ $ APk j8twk(x)I + 18: Error@, A)l. (31) 
k=N’+l > 
The last term on the right is at most C;ENA--sN’lOO by Lemma 3, and the 
double sum in braces is dominated by 
cNxN/loO < CENA -eN/lOO 
* ’ * for AC-2/3c~<;1-e. 
The single sum in braces is dominated by C,“=,,+ 1 I-k(Ck;NX-(3/2)k)~--p 
since Wk(X) =c;“= -3k wk/xff2 with WklEp’. Since A-2/3+E<X<IZ-E, this 
sum is in turn dominated by Cp(A--E)N’. Hence (31) yields 
cNe~l0 
GL. 
(P(X))‘” I- 
EN/NH 
Since also (p(x))-” < C”,NA20’3 for I”- 2/3 < x < A-“, the tinal conclusion of 
Lemma 5 is obvious. 1 
COROLLARY. The solution of the transport equations constructed in 
Lemma 5 may be written as &(x) = x-(~“)~ fk(x”2) with fk( y) smooth in a 
neigborhood of the origin. 
Proof: We defined &(x) = wk (x) + x’-‘~V, (xl’*) with vk( y) smooth 
in a neighborhood of the origin. Since wk(x) = cj”= -3k wk[+829 the 
corollary is obvious. 1 
Next we seek to understand how a general solution of the transport 
equations depends on arbitrary constants of integration. 
LEMMA 6. Let (uo(x), u,(x), . . . . uN(x)) be a solution of the transport 
equations. Then the generalsolution (Go(x), 9,(x), -.., iiN’ (x)) of the transport 
equations is given by i&(x) = Cf=, ct uk-t(x), where cl, . . . . cN’ are arbitrary 
constants and co = 1. The constants (ck) are uniquely determined by the (uk) 
and (&). 
Proof: Trivial induction on N’. 1 
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COROLLARY. Every solution of the transport equations may be written as 
Uk(X) = x-(3/2)k fk (xl”) with fk ( y) smooth in a neighborhood of the origin. 
Proof Immediate from Lemma 6 and the corollary to Lemma 5. 1 
This corollary is not immediately clear by inspection of the transport 
equations, since successive integrations of x ~ power singularities might give 
rise to logarithmic terms. 
Lemma 5 constructed a solution of the transport equations to match 
F,Jx, A), but we have not yet checked the uniqueness of (u,, ur, . . . . uN). 
This is taken care of in the next result. 
LEMMA 7. Let (z&(x), i?,(x), . . . . iiN( be a solution of the transport 
equations, for which F,(x, A) defined by (4) matches F+(x, A) defined by (5) 
in the sense that IF,(x, A) - F;,(x, A)\ < ziA-EN’200 for IZE-213 <x < I-“, 
I > c. (Here 2: denotes a positive number independent of x and 1.) Then for 
0 <k < EN/~@& the function ii, is exactly the same as the function uk 
constructed in Lemma 5. 
Proof: Let c denote any positive number independent of x and A. By 
Lemma 6 we have ii, = C:=, c, ukP ,, where c,,, . . . . cN, are constants with 
c0 = 1, and (uk) are the functions constructed in Lemma 5. We want to 
show that ck = 0 for 1 <k < &N/300, for then iik = uk in that range. We 
assume ck,#O for some k, between 1 and EN/~OO and deduce a contradic- 
tion. Take k0 to be as small as possible. Thus ii, - uk = C:=,, cI uk- /. By 
the corollary to Lemma 5, we have therefore 
iik-uk=o for k<k,, iik,,-uko=ck,,, 
Iilk - Uk(X)I < Z;X-(3’2)(k-ko) for k,<k<N’. 
Hence 
N’ Ic n-“(ii,(x) - up(x)) - rk”Cko 
Ik=O I 
N’ 
k=ko+l 
for A”- *I3 < x c h-e, and therefore 
I [ 
e ih/4 ,i fG(i?p(r))‘/* dr N’ 
Re 
(n2P(x))1’4 
c n-k(fi,(x) - uk(x)) - ;i-koCko 
k=O Ill 
CA --ko- (.V*)E 
G (12p(x))“4 
for AE-*“<x<IZPE. (32) 
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On the other hand, since F+(x, 1) matches F,,(x, 1) as in the hypothesis 
of the lemma, both for (zQ(x)) and for (z&(x)), we have 
,+in/4 ,i~(A2p(r))3/2dl 
(~‘Pbw4 
Combining this with (32), we obtain the following: 
< CA -&N/200 + 
CA -ko- O/2)& 
(~2Pbw’4 
for AE-213<~<IZ-&,jl>Z;. (33) 
For 1E-2’3c~<IZ-E we have (12p(~))-“4~~(~2.~-E)-“4~~~~10. Since 
k, <.sN/300, it follows that the second term on the right-hand side of (33) 
dominates the first term on the right. Thus, 
,+in/4 ei,f~(p(r))1/2df 
(n2p(,))l/4 ’ A-koCko II 
Z’n-ko- (3/2)& 
G (Pp(x))“” 
for LE-2/3<~<J-E n>Z; 2 H . (34) 
For small positive x, let Z, = (,I 1 $x-‘/’ c1 <x-“‘}. Note that 
il”- 2’3 < x < I-“, ,I > 2; if x is small enough and 1 E Z,. Thus (34) holds if 
x is small and A E Z,x. Also, ff (p(t))“’ dt > zx3j2, while the length of Z, is 
large compared to x - 3/2 when x is small. Therefore, as 1 varies over 
Z,, ,I Jg(p(t))“’ dt varies over an interval whose length is large, say more 
than 100~ Hence we can pick some L,EZ, for which 
(p(t))“2dt+ar&,o)=0 mod 2~. 
Putting this into (34) yields liko Ic~~I/(A~~(x))~‘~< &;k~-(3/2)E/ 
(nt.p(~))“~. Since lckol #O, and since 1 x + co as x + 0, this is clearly false 
for small enough positive x. Thus we have derived a contradiction, and the 
lemma is proven. 1 
Set N” = [sN/300]. 
DEFINITION. A solution (u,(x), . . . . UN”(x)) of the transport equations is 
called the canonical solution (for potential p(x) at the turning point x = 0) 
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if we can define uNZ.+ i(x) . ..u.,,,(x) for which (u,(x), . . . . U.&X)) still solves 
the transport equations, and for which 
IF,(x, A) -F+ (x, A)1 < wEN’200 for AE-2/3<~<12-E J>Z: 9 N 3 
with F. defined by (4), F, defined by (5) and 2; independent of (x, 1). 
Lemmas 5 and 7 show that there is one and only one canonical solution 
of the transport equations. We want to write down the canonical solution 
rather explicitly. Our method is to write down an “elementary solution” of 
the transport equations, whose properties are easily understood, and then 
to relate the canonical solution to the elementary one. To write down the 
elementary solution we proceed we follows. 
If 24 = (U,(X), . . . . U,,,,.(X)) solves the transport equations, then define the 
residue 
3k 
Res, (u) = lim uk(x)- c gk,x-u2 > 
x-o+ /= 1 > 
where the g,, are uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the 
limit. The corollary to Lemma 6 shows that Res,(u) is well-defined. If u = 
(u,(x), u,(x), ..., U&X)) and ii = (Go(x)) are two solutions of the transport 
equations related by ii, = Cf=, c, uk -, as in Lemma 6, then we have 
ReS,(ii) = i C, ReS,~,(U). 
I=0 
Note that Res,(u) = 1. 
DEFINITION. A solution ii = (ii,(x), ii,(x), . . . . iiN(x)) of the transport 
equations is called the elementary solution (for potential p(x) and turning 
point x = 0) if Res,(ii) = 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . . N”. 
LEMMA 8. There is one and only one elementary solution of the transport 
equations. 
Proof: Let a= (a,, ui, . . . . uN,, ) be any solution of the transport 
equations. We show that there is one and only one sequence co, c, . .. cN,, 
with co = 1, for which iik = Et= o c, uk ~, has residue zero, k = 1, 2, . . . . N”). 
Since the equations to be solved for the (ck) may be written as 
ck + cf:d cI Res, _ ,(u) = 0, the ck are uniquely determined by an obvious 
induction. m 
The elementary solution is given rather explicitly by the following result. 
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LEMMA 9. The elementary solution (u,,(x), uI(x), . . . . u,,,“(x)) is obtained 
from the inductive procedure u,-,(x) E 1, 
gk,8-u2 , 
I= 1 1 
with 9 as in Lemma 4, and g,, uniquely specified by demanding the 
finiteness of the limit. The gkI alI belong to 8. We can write uk in the form 
u,(x)=x- (3’2’k fk (X1’2) with fk smooth and (djdy)” fk (0) E 9 for all a. 
Proof: By the corollary to Lemma 6 we can write 
3k+3 
-2iuk+ I(t) = c qk, tp”2 + 4k(t1’2) 
I= 1 
with &(y) smooth. 
In particular, lim, _ ,,+ [2iUk + 1 (t) + z;:;3qklt-N2] = -qk(o), so 
2i Res, + 1(u) = -gk (0). For the elementary solution the residues are zero, 
so kjk(0) = 0. Now we return to (35) and differentiate, obtaining 
-2iu~+,(t)=3~3( -~)qk,t-//2-1+~t-1,29;(t1,2). (36) 
I=1 
Integrating from t = 6 to t = x, we get 
f x (-2iu;+,(t)) dt 6 
3k+3 
= ,I;, qkl(X-1’2-d-“2)+&(X1’2)-~k(ij1/2)s 
Since gk is smooth and vanishes at the origin, it follows that 
I=1 1 
3ki3 
= c qk,x-“’ + cjk(x1’2) = -2iuk+ l(x). 
I=1 
The inductive formula for - 2iuk + i(x) in the statement of the lemma now 
follows at once, since - 2iu; + i(t) = puk (t) by the transport equation. The 
gk/ are equal to the qk[. Again using the corollary to Lemma 6 to write 
uk(x)=x-(3’2)kfk(x1’2) with fk(y) smooth, we see from (35) that the qk, 
are proportional to the derivatives of fk + 1(y) at y = 0. Hence the assertion 
&, E 9 will follow, once we prove that (d/dy)“f, (0) E 9. So it remains only 
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to verify the latter assertion. We proceed by induction on k. For k = 0 we 
have fO( y) = 1 and there is nothing to prove. Suppose we know that 
(d/dy)‘f,(O) E P for all ~1. Then 
-2iu;+ I(t) = Yuk(f) 
With y = t*” we have d/dr = $y-‘WY, p(t) = g,(y), p’(t) = g,(y), 
p”(t) = g3( y), y’/p”‘(t) = g4( y) with g,(y) smooth functions and 
(d/dy)“g,(O) E 9. Hence 
x= (g,(y)+ L%(Y) WY+ g,(y) d2/dY)fk(Y) 
9 
Y 
3k + 5 
where again gi( y) are smooth and (d/dy)“g;(O) EL+‘. By inductive 
hypothesis, the numerator is smooth, and its derivatives at y = 0 all belong 
to 8. Taylor’s theorem with remainder gives therefore 
3k+5 
x= 1 @k/y-‘+ik(y) 
/=I 
d 
with $k[ E 9, Qk( y) smooth, dk(O) Es. 
That is, 
3k + 5 
-2iub+I(t)= 1 cjk,f-“2+cjk(t’/2), by definition oft and X. (37) 
/= 1 
Comparing (36) and (37) gives 
3k+5 
c 
ikl t-112 - 
I= 1 
qk,t-‘12-1=~~-‘:2~~(t1/2)-4k(tl/2), (38) 
where the ’ on the right is taken with respect to y. The right-hand side here 
is O(t-‘I’) at the origin, while the left-hand side is a sum of negative 
half-integer powers of t. We conclude by matching like powers of t that 
2, 
qkl= -jqk1+2 (f=1,...,3k+3) (39) 
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and that &2 = 0. Hence (38) simplifies to dklf-‘/2 = 
7t ’ -1’2ij;(t1’2) - fjk(t’12); i.e., (d/dy) qk( y) = 2dk, + 2ydk( y). Since gk(0) = 0, 
we conclude that 
(40) 
Since Qk,eP and (d/dy)“G,(O)EB for all ~1, Eqs. (39), (40) show that 
qk,EY and (d/dy)“4i(O)EB for all tx. Therefore, (35) allows us to write 
uk+l(x)=x- (3/2)(k+ l)fk+ 1(x’l’) 
with .fk+&)=+ 3kC+3qk,y3k+3-‘+y3k+3&(Y) 
( I= 1 > 
and thus (d/dy)“f, + r(0) E .P for all CI. The induction step is complete, and 
the lemma is proven. 1 
Now it is trivial to relate the canonical to the elementary solution. 
LEMMA 10. Let u = (u,,(x), u,(x), . . . . u&x)) be the canonical solution of 
the transport equations, and let ii = (ii,,(x), . . . . G&x)) be the elementary 
solution. Then we have up(x) = cf=, ck+- I ii,(x) with cc = 1 and cl E g. In 
particular, cc = 0. The coefficients (CL ) are called matching coefficients. 
Proof: In view of Lemma 6, the only points to be checked are that 
c: EC? and that c: =O. Now 
if I=0 
if I>0 
by definition of ii, so Res,(u) = Cf=, ck+-, Res,(zi) = CL. We must therefore 
show that Res,(u) E 9. 
Lemmas 3 and 5 give 
~k(~)=(“k(~)-wk(x))+ 1 WklX 
112 
--3k<iSMk 
with Wk,E 9, WI,, - 0, and XlF+ @k(x) - wk(x)) = 0. 
Therefore lim, _ ,,+ [uk(x) - C _ 3k G ,< _, wk, x”‘] = wko, which shows that 
‘k + = Res,(u) = wko E S. Also, CT = wiO = 0. The lemma is proven. m 
Remark. It would be interesting to exhibit the first few matching 
coefficients beyond CT. In principle, this is routine. In practice we do not 
even know whether the higher cz are all zero. 
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Next, we want a priori bounds on the C” seminorms of the functions fk 
in Lemma 9. For later application, we take the potential p(x) to depend 
smoothly on an additional parameter z, and investigate how fk(x, z) 
depends on (x, r) together. 
LEMMA 11. Let p(x, z) be C” on (Ix\, ItI < l} with ~(0, z)=O and 
(a/ax)p(O, 7) 3 cl > 0. For earh fixed z, let (uO(x, t), u,(x, t), . . . . u&x, t)) 
be the elementary solution to the transport equations for potential 
x H p(x, 7). Then define fk( y, z) by u,(x, z) = x-(3’2’k fk(x1’2, 5) as in 
Lemma 9. The C” seminorms of fk can be bounded a priori in terms of the 
C” seminorms of p(x, z) and the constant c, . 
Proof. We use induction on k. For k = 0 we have fk ( y, r) E 1, so there 
is nothing to prove. For the inductive step, we use C,,, CY,,, etc. to 
denote constants determined a priori in terms of the C” seminorms of 
p(x, 5) and the lower bound c1 for 8p(O, 7)/8x. Thus we must prove that 
ldF,,fk+ rI < C:, for all or, given that ld;,,fkl Q C;, for all ~1. 
Let Q be a small square about the origin with p(x, z)/x > $cl for x> 0 
and (XI/~, t) E Q. We make our estimates on Q. Note that the size of Q is 
bounded below by c.+*. 
We have ~u,(x, z) = P’(x-‘3’2)k fk(x1/2, t)) = x-(3’2)k-55/2(~~fk)(x1’2, T) 
with 
where p, p’, p” are evaluated at ( y2, 5). 
The defining formula for pk may be written in the form 
+ a:“( y, 5) A + ai”( y, ?) ay 
with at’ smooth on Q and laF,,af)(y, t)l < Cik,,., ( y, z) E Q, all CL. Since 
alsO !a;.rfk ( y, ‘5) I ,< CGk* by the inductive hypothesis, we have for 
gk = pk fk the estimates la;., gk ( y, r )I < C”,“, On Q, all c1. 
We have also guk (x, T) = x-‘~/*)~ ~ 5/2gk (xl”, z). Applying Taylor’s 
theorem with remainder to g,, we get smooth functions gk,(?) and a 
smooth function gk( y, r) that satisfy ~u,(x, t) = C:L: 5 gk,(z) x-v2 + 
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2kW2, 7), Ia: dd7)l 6 cikk:, and la”,,gk(y, 7)l < Ctk:, on Q. Therefore, 
Lemma 9 says that 
-2iuk+ I(x, 7) = lim 
3k+3 
+ c &(7) 6-“2 
I=1 1 (41) 
for suitable functions g,,(t). In particular, the limit exists, which shows 
that &2 ~0. (Otherwise the integral would produce a logarithmic 
singularity in 6, which could not be remedied by any choice of the gk,(r).) 
Hence (41) means that 
-2&+1(x, 7)=3;35 (s) x-(‘-2)‘2gk[(7)+ gf(x1’2, 7) 
with gk” (J’, 7) = 2&,(7)y + Jby &(S, 7) .2S ds. (42) 
We have P;,,g,“(y, 7)l <C”,” on Q, by virtue of our estimates for gk[(7) 
and gk(.b 7). 
By (42) we have u~+~(x, 7) = ~-(~/~)(~+‘)f~+ 1(x1/2, 7) with 
3k+5 
fk+l(Y, 7)= ,g3 & ~ki(7)~‘lk+3’-‘“‘-~~3k+3g:(~, 7). 
Our estimates for gk,(r) and gk#(y, T) show that la;,,fk+ I(y, 7)l <C”,* 
on Q for all a. The induction is complete, and the lemma is proven. 1 
COROLLARY. The conclusion of Lemma 11 holds also for the canonical 
solution of the transport equation. 
ProojI Express the canonical solution in terms of the elementary 
solution using the matching coefficients cl. Since CL E 8, the matching 
coefficients depend smoothly on 7, and the corollary follows at once from 
Lemma 11. 1 
It remains to verify that F+(x, A) approximately satisfies the basic 
differential equation (1). Since we only established the uniqueness of the 
canonical solution (u,(x), qr(x), . . . . &(x), . ..) for k <N”, we prefer to 
truncate the sum (5) defining F+(x, A) below k = N”. We check that the 
truncated solution still agrees well with F,(x, A) as in Lemma 5. (This 
problem arises only from the technicalities of our exposition. Clearly the 
canonical uk(x) are defined for all k, by taking N large enough depending 
on k. We did not want to bother with the N dependence of uk.) 
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LEMMA 12. Set N”’ = [&N/500] and define 
I 
with (u,(x), . . . . uNss(x)) the canonical solution of the transport equations. 
Then for A’-“‘<x<IZ-~ and ,l>CYeN we have ~~~{F++(x,~)-F~(x,~)}~ 
<C”,N(l~3’2)-N”‘L10 (a =O, 1, 2). Also (@‘/8x*+ L*p(x)) F, +(x, A)[ Q 
CE,N(A~3’2)-N”‘A10 for AE-2i3 <x < ciN, A 2 CTN. 
Proof. For x, II as in the lemma, we have from Lemma 5 
< ,qN), -&N/ZOO < c”,N(lx3/2) ~ N”‘J IO 
(a = 0, 1,2). 
So the first conclusion of Lemma 12 will follow if we 
la;{F+ +(x, A)- F+(x, J,}l < CE,N(L~3’2)pN”‘IZI0 
Now F,, -F+ is a sum of real parts of expressions 
can show that 
(a=O, 1,2). (43) 
e f in/4 
x= (2p(x))“” 
eij~(12p(r))1/2dr ~-k~,(~) with N”’ < k < N’. 
(o! = 0, 1, 2), while Also, Lemma 5 gives 18;{uk(x)- w,(x)}1 <Cl 
la;wk(x)l < C”,NX-(3’*)k-x (a = 0, 1, 2) since wk(x) = CyJ-,, w,,x”‘, 
w~,EY. Hence l8p,(x)l d C”*Nxp(3’2)k-’ (cl=O, 1, 2). Putting this into the 
definition of X, we find that la:Xl < CE*NA-k~-(3’2)k .xp3A3 (c1= 0, 1,2). 
In the region IZE-2J3 <x < I-” this implies la”,Xl d C”,N(1~3’2)-k;110 
(a = 0, 1,2), which proves (43). 
To establish the second conclusion of the lemma, note that 
2 + k2p(x) 
> 
F+ +(x7 1) 
= Re e’in;A;;;;;;;“‘2d’ p(x)l/2~uN,,,(x) + (44) 
because (uk (x)) SatiSfy the transport equations. 
In proving Lemma 11, we showed that 9’iik(x) = ~~(~‘~)~--(~/~)g~(x~/~) 
with 18; &( y)l < ceNa, O< k d N”, all tl and all I yl 6 CiN. Here (iik(x)) 
denotes the elementary solution of the transport equations. 
Since the canonical and elementary solutions are related by the matching 
coeffkients cl E 8, we have the same result for the Yu, (x) arising from 
the canonical solution. In particular, I 9uk (x)1 < C”*Nx--(3/2)k- ‘I2 for 
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0 < k < N” and all x E (0, ~$1. Taking k = N”’ and substituting in (44), we 
obtain the second conclusion of the lemma, since we are in the region 
Aa-=f3<X 3,>CEN 7 0 *’ 
We pause to write down in detail the function ul(x) for the canonical 
solution of the transport equations. Since the first two matching coefficients 
are cl = 1 and CT = 0 by Lemma 10, the elementary and canonical 
solutions have the same ul(x). Therefore, recalling that uO(x) = 1, we may 
apply Lemma 9 and the definition of JZ to derive 
-g,s-w-g2p-g3~-3~= 1 (45) 
with g,, g,, g, uniquely specified by depanding the finiteness of the limit. 
We need not bother to compute g,, g,, g,. 
Next we rescale our approximate ODE solutions. 
Let F,(x, A), F+(x, A) be the matching approximate solutions for 
g+A=p(x) F=O 
> 
given by (4), (5). 
For t>O define p+(x)= t2p(x). Then let F,X(x, A.), FT(x,A+) be the 
matching approximate solutions for 
a2 
dxz+l$p,(x) F#=O 
> 
given similarly. (47) 
If we set I, = t-‘A, then (46) and (47) are the same equation. One 
checks that y#(x, 1,) = t2j3y(x, tA,) solves the analogue of (3) for p,(x). 
Therefore F,” (x, I # ) = F,(x, A); i.e., our Airey approximation really 
depends only on the potential, not how it is factored. Since F f (x, Ax ) and 
F+(x, A) match F,X(x, A,) and F,(x, A), it follows that FT(x, I,) = 
F+(x, 1) as well, and the canonical solutions (u,(u), u,(x), . . . . u,(x)), 
(uffw, UT, ..-, U,“(X)) are related by uf (x) = t-%,(x). Thus, J-%,(x) 
depends only on the potential and not how it is factored. 
There is a second kind of resealing for our approximate solutions. With 
t > 0 we take p#(x) = t2p(tx). The solution of Eq. (3) for p,(x) is 
y.(x, A)= y(tx, A). Thus 
(@$ “‘)-‘;‘= t-l/2 (qJ2, 
so the Airey approximation for p #(x) is F,X(x, A) = t-“2Fo(tx, A). 
@P/95/2-3 
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Again, since F T matches F,# and F, matches F,, we can deduce the 
scaling laws for F, and for the canonical solution of the transport 
equations we get F T (x, A) = t ~ “‘F, (tx, A), 
uk” (x) = Uk( tx). 
For both notions of resealing, the elementary solutions of the transport 
equations scale in the same way as the canonical solutions. Details of the 
resealing are easily filled in by the reader. 
The main application of our local results is to the one-parameter family 
of potentials p(x, r) = ~(x+x(r))-t, where x(r) is the solution of 
p(x(z))= +z. If p(x) is C” with p’(O) >O, then F(x, z) is C” with 
j$O, r) = 0, @/3x(0, r) > ci > 0 for 1 p(O) - tl small. For each fixed r we 
apply the local ODE results of this section to d(.v, r). 
Quantities belonging to 9, such as the matching coefficients cc or the 
fk, in Lemma 1, evidently depend smoothly on 5. The r-dependence of the 
canonical solutions to the transport equation is given by the corollary to 
Lemma 11. Therefore, after a small change of notation, we obtain the 
following result. 
LOCAL WKB LEMMA. Let E, N be given and put N’ = [&N/500]. Let p(x) 
be a smooth function on [ - 1, l] with p’(0) > 0. For IE- p(O)1 <c let x(E) 
denote the solution of p(x) = E, nearest to x = 0. Then there exist functions 
y(x, E, S) and u,(x, E) (0 Q k < N’) with the following properties. 
(A) The function y(x, E, s) is smooth and satisfies ay/ax > c >O on 
{ Ix - x(E)1 < c, IE- p(O)1 < c, I.3 < c}. 
(B) The function 
F,,(x, E, A)= iw3& y(x, E, k2))-“’ .d(~2’3y(X, E, A-‘)) 
satisfies l(d2/dx2+;12(p(x)-E)) F,(x, E, A)[ <CE.TN’for Ix-x(E)1 <Ape, 
IE-p(O)1 <c, A>C. 
(C) We have la:F,(x, E,)b)I d CPN’ for -P’<x-x(E) < 
-AE-2’3, [E-p(O)1 <c, 1>C, u<2. 
(D) The functions u,(x, E) are defined for 0~ x-x(E) < c, 
IE- p(O)1 < c and have there the form u,(x, E) = (x - x(E))-‘~‘~)~ 
fk ((x - x(E))‘/‘, E) with fk ( y, E) smooth. 
(E) The function 
exp( fix/4 + il. J&j (p(t) - E)1’2 dt) 
;1”‘(p(x) - E)1’4 
E Apkuk(x, E) 
k=l >I 
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satisfies I(~2/dx2 +A’(p(x)- E)) F+(x, E, A)1 <CA”. (x-x(E))-(~‘*)““A-~’ 
for A”-2’3<~-x(E)<~, IE-p(O)l<c,I>C. 
(F) We have 
ld;{F+(x, E, A)-F,(x, E, A)}[ <CA”. (x-x(E))-(~‘*)~‘A-~’ 
for cr<2, AE-2’3<~-x(E)<A-E, [E-p(O)1 KC, I>C. 
More precise information on the functions y(x, E, s) and uk (x, E) is given 
by the following: 
(G) We haue (a, y(x, E, s))*y(x, E, s) = p(x) - E + (x - x(E))n’ 
go@, E) + sg,b, E s) with g,(x, E) smooth on {lx-W)I Gc, 
IE-p(ON <c> and g,(x, 6 1 s smooth on {lx-x(E)I, [E-p(O)/, Isl<c}. 
For (E-p(O)l<c, (x-x(E)j<A-“, s=A-*, L>C we have 
[(a, y)* + s{ y, x} - (p(x)- E)I < CAPN’-*, with { y, x} given by (3). 
(H) For each fixed E, (u,(x, E)) is the canonical solution of the 
transport equations for the potential p(x) - E and the turning point x(E). 
In particular uo(x, E) G 1 and u,(x, E) = (i/2) lima,o+[~~~E~+b(&(p’)2 
(p-E)-5’2-~p”(p-E)-3’2)dt-~~=,q,(E)6-t’2], with q,(E) uniquely 
specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
We can give a positive lower bound for c and positive upper bounds for C 
and for the C” seminorms of the functions y(x, E, s), fk( y, E), g,(x, E), 
g,(x, E, s) depending only on upper bounds for the C” seminorms of p(x) 
and on a positive lower bound for p’(0). 
APPROXIMATE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS OF 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section, we attempt to write down explicit, highly accurate 
approximate solutions of the ordinary differential equation 
-$+ (E- V(x)) F=O 1 (1) 
in an interval Z containing two turning points xlelt < xright. First we cover 
Z by two subintervals I,,, fright, each containing only one of the turning 
points. Next we apply the local theory of the previous section to construct 
an accurate approximate solution F&x, E) of (1) in a small neighborhood 
J left = Z,eft of the turning point. We then extend F&x, E) from the small 
neighborhood Jlen to the whole of Zlert. It is quite simple to define the 
extension: Near the left endpoint of Jlcft, F&x, E) is very tiny. Hence we 
may simply set F,ert = 0 to be the left of Jlert. Near the right endpoint of 
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Jlelt, F,er, is given in terms of the canonical solution (z+) of the transport 
equations. A glance at the transport equations shows that the solution (uk) 
can be continued until we get to the second turning point. Thus (~4~) may 
be defined in all of Ileft n (xlef,, co ), and then Fi,r,(x, E) may be defined in 
terms of (uk) to the right of J,eft by the usual formula. Thus we have 
extended our approximate solution to all of Ileft. Of course we still have 
to see how F,ert behaves on its enlarged domain, and check that it 
approximately satisfies (1). Also, there is an approximate solution 
Fright(X, E) on ‘right, completely analogous to Fleft 
Finally, we attempt to patch together F,,, and Fright into a single 
approximate solution of (1) defined on the whole of I. Unless E lies near 
an eigenvalue of -d2/dx2 + V(x), we expect F,,, and Fright to disagree, so 
that the patching cannot be done. We define complex approximate solu- 
tions FF(x, E), Flgh’(x, E) on Zlert n Iright and a complex number 
R(E) eiQcE) 
and Fy 
with the following properties: F,ert = Re(FF”), Fright = Re(Fy’), 
is very well approximated by R(E) ei@(E)FFh’(x, E). Thus, when 
Q(E) = 0 mod rc the two solutions F,,ft, Frlghr are nearly proportional, and 
can therefore be patched together into an approximate eigenfunction. It is 
natural to conjecture that the true eigenvalues of -d2/dx2 + V(x) are 
well-approximated by the solutions of Q(E) = 0 mod II, and that the true 
eigenfunctions are nearly proportional to F,ef, on Ilet,, and to Fright on Iright. 
However, we postpone discussion of the true eigenvalues and eigen- 
functions to a later section. Our task here is to construct the approximate 
solutions F,eft(x, E), Fright(x, E) and the complex factor R(E) exp(i@(E)). 
We start by formulating our hypotheses on the potential V(x). They 
involve auxiliary functions S(X), B(x) used to capture the size and 
smoothness of V. Our hypotheses are as follows. 
(HO) V(x), S(X), B(x) are functions defined on an interval Z, and E,, 
is a real number. 
(Hl) S(x), B(x) > 0 on I. If x, ye Z and Ix- yl < cB(x), then 
cB(x) < B(y) < CB(x) and cS(x) < S(y) < CS(x). 
(H2) For x E Z and GI > 0 we have J(d/dx)” V(x)/ < C,S(x)(B(x))-“. 
(H3) The equation V(x) = E, has two solutions xleh < xlight in I. 
(H4) We have distance (xlert, i3Z) > cB(x,,,) and distance 
tXright? ‘0 ’ cB(xright)’ 
(H5) For XE Cxlefty xleR+ c1Wd1 we have - V’(x) > 
cS(x,,,YW,,,). 
W6) For XE CX,ight -Cl B(Xfight)y X,ight] We have + v’(x) > 
CS(X,ight)/B(X,ight). 
(H7) For x ’ CXleft + clB(xleft)y Xright - clB(Xright)l we have 
E, - V(x) > cS(x). 
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We will denote by C,, c#, C$, etc. a positive constant depending only 
on the constants c, C, ci, C, appearing in (Hlb(H7), but not on V(x), 
S(x), B(x). 
EXAMPLE. Take E0 = 0, B(x) = 1, S(x) = 1*, Z= [ - 1, 11, V(x) = n*p(x). 
Then (Hl)-(H7) hold if p is smooth and {p < 0} = (xlelt, xright) with p’ # 0 
at Xlefty Xright* Constants C, depend on the C” seminorms of p(x) and on 
lower bounds for Ip’(xteft)l, Ip’(xright)(, but are independent of 1. 
The following quantities play the role of the large parameter A in the 
local WKB theory of the previous section. Set n(x) = S”*(x) B(x) and 
define A by the equation 
1 
-= 
A s 
*ra 1 dx -h&It dx --= 
Xklr 4x) B(x) s Xlclt S”‘(X) P(X)’ 
In our elementary example above, A(x)=,$ n = (const.)A. Our 
approximate solutions will satisfy (1) modulo a large negative power of /1. 
Another basic quantity is o(p) = s$“‘(A dy/il( y) Sa( y) B(y)). We note 
that 
Ml) G bJuwB for O<B,<fl, (Ho A) 
as follows from Holder’s inequality and the definition of/i. This implies the 
useful inequality 
4B1) 482) G a1 + 82). 
We define also B = min, E I S(x). 
(Ho B) 
We begin the work of constructing the approximate solutions Fieft, Ftight. 
Let E, N be given, and let N’ = [sN/SOO] as in the local WKB lemma. We 
change notation slightly and allow the constants cx, C, , etc. to depend on 
E, N as well as on c, cl, C, C, in (HO)-(H7). We construct an approximate 
solution of 
( -$+E- V(z) 42, E)=O > 
in a small neighborhood of the turning point xlelt. To do so, we simply 
rescale the problem to reduce matters to the setting of the local WKB 
lemma. Specifically, set z(B) = (solution of V(z) = E near z= xleft) for 
IE- &I < C# w%,). Then define A,=, = Si’*(x,~,) B(xleft), p(x) = 
- WYW,,,), E= -&W,,,), where z = xleft + c# B(x,,,)x. 
The point is that p(x) satisfies the hypotheses of the local WKB lemma, 
with constants depending only on c, c, , C, C, in (HO)-(H7). We assume 
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Lrt 2 CT+. Then the local WKB lemma produces approximate solutions 
F,(x, E, I), F+(x, E, A) to (a2/8x2 + A*( p(x) - E))F= 0. 
Recall that F, and F, are defined in terms of auxiliary functions 
y(x, E, s), u,(x, E). Conclusion (G) of the local WKB lemma shows that y 
can be written as y(x, E, s) = y,(x, E) +sy,(x, E, s) with y,, y, smooth 
and y,(ay,/d~)~ = p(x) - E to order 3 N’ at x(E) = (solution to p(x) = E). 
We pull back F,, F, , y, y,, y,, uk as follows. With z = xlert + c # B(x,,,) .x 
and E= -E/:ls(x,,,) as before, define 
Po(z, E) = P2(x ,.a) . Fo(-x, 6 4ert) 
p+ (z, El = B”2(x,,,) . F+b, E, J,,,) 
Y(,-, E) = y(x, E, A,$, Yo(i, E) = Y~(x, E), 
Y,k J% = Y,(x, E, &f, 
Uk tz, J% = &$,(x, E). 
Note that B”‘(x,,rt)(8y(x, E, Ib$)/3xP ‘I* = (aY(z, E)/&- ‘j2, so that 
go(z, E) = %;f;‘3(dY(z, E)/&-“2A(%;$ Y(z, E)). Also, Y= Yo+%~ffY, 
and %, YO(~YoPz)* = S(.x,,,) Y,(~Y~/~~)’ = S(X,,,)(P(X) - E) = B- V(Z) 
to order at least N’ at z = z(E). 
Regarding E,, we note that E”2(_x,,,)/~:e::(p(x) - E)‘14 = l,/(E- V(Z))‘/~ 
and Aleft f&)(~(t) - El “‘dt=[&(E- V(t))“*dt. Thus, 
E+(z, E) = Re 
e*in/4 eiJ:,g,(E- V(r))“2dr N’ 
(E- V(z))“” 
1 Uk(& a . 
k=O 1 
Our discussion of resealing in the previous section shows that for fixed 
$ (uk(z, E)) iS the canonical solution of the transport equations for the 
potential E- V(z) and the turning point 2 = z(E). Hence after an obvious 
change of notation, we arrive at the following resealed version of the local 
WKB lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose V(x), S(x), B(x) satisfy (HO)-(H7). For [E-E01 < 
c# S(xlelt), let x,,~~(E) be the solution of V(x) = E near xleft. Set llen = 
S”‘(x,,,) B(x,,~~), and assume Aleft > C,. Let (uE”(x, E)) be the canonical 
solution to the transport equations for the potential E - V(x) and the turning 
point xler,(E). Then there exist auxiliary functions Y(x, E), Y,(x, E), 
Y,(x, E) with the following properties. 
(I) Set Fb”“(x, E)=1~~;‘~(8Y(x, E)/ax)-“*A(Az;Y(x, E)). Then 
for Ix-xlen(E)j < n;LB(x,,,) we have [(8*/8x2 + E- V(x)) FYI < 
C, 1,$‘B-3’2(x,,,). Also, for 0 <u < 2 and for -n;lB(x,,,) < 
x-x,,,(E) < -Iti;ei2’3B(~,,,) we haoe larJ?l d C, %,$“‘B”2-“(x,,,). 
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(II) Set 
F’p(x, E) = Re 
,&in/4 ,i j&fi,a (E- V(f))‘p d? 
(E- v(x)p4 
Then for 2fe;2’3B(~,,,) c x - xle,(E) < c# B(x,,,) we haoe l(c?‘/ax’ + 
E- V(x)) F’tftI < C, L,,iJn:,::(x - x,,~~(E))/B(x,,,))-(~‘~,~‘B-~‘~(x,,~,). Also, 
f or 0 < a G 2 and n~~;“‘R(x,,,) < x - xleft(E) < L$B(x,,,) we have 
la:{Fb”“-f”:f’}l <C, ~;~t(~~~(~-x,eft(E))/B(~,eft))-(3’2)N’B1’2--(~,eft). 
(III) We huoe Y(x, E) = Y,(x, E) + J$Y,(x, E) with 18; a;( YO, Y,)I 
G C”,BB-Yxleft) S-‘heft) (~11 a, B) for Ix - x,eftWI < c# Wx,,,) and 
J.k, Y,,(~Y,,/~x)~ = E- V(x) to order at least N’ at x=xleft(E). For 
lx-x,,,(E)I < &3kft) we he I%, Y(~J’/~x)~ + { Y, x> - (E- W))l G 
c, ~-N’w,,ft). 
(IV) The functions u:“(x, E) may be written us 
u;“(x, E) = 1,~~; (“~~~~~~))-iP’2rk.fk((Xa;:~~~$))1’2,~) 
with Ia; a!fk(y, s)l < C$ (all a, B) for I yl, IsI c cx. 
(V) We huoe u,,(x, E) - 1, and 
- l$‘l q,(E) 6 -‘I2 1 
with q!(E) uniquely determined by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
Remark. The subscript in Y, has nothing to do with our convention 
for constants C, . Note the signs in (V), which are correct for the potential 
E- V(x). 
Thus, we have succeeded in finding a good approximate solution of 
our ODE(l) in U= {[E-E,1 <cXS(xleTt), -n,T,“B(x,,,)<x-x,,,(E)< 
cx B(x,,,)}. We simply patch together to two solutions FF”, I;‘:“, with a 
partition of unity. The intersection of U with a line E = const. is the interval 
which we called .Z,eft at the beginning of this section. 
Our next task is to continue the approximate solution of (1) into a larger 
domain by extending the canonical solution of the transport equations. 
Thus define Uccntcr = { IE - E,I < ~‘$)a, xleft + c(:,B(x,,,) < x < 
xlight - c$)B(x,,,,)}. The intersection of U,,,,,, with a line E = const. is an 
interval which we call Z,,t,,. If we first take c$) small enough and then 
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take c(i) small depending on c # , “) then the following properties hold: 
I center n Jlen # @ if IE- E,I -c ~‘$)a. Also x - xlcft(E) > c# B(x,,,) for 
I,!- &, < C$)O and x E Jlef, n I,,,,,,. Hence for such (x, E) we have from 
Lemma l(IV) the estimates 
laa ap,uyyx, E)I .Y 
G C”KPW-“(x,,,) ~-%1en) (all 4 B)(x, E) E Un Ucenter. (3) 
We continue (u~(x, E)) to a solution of the transport equations in U,,,,,. 
This can be done, as follows by inspection of the transport equations and 
the fact that E- V(x) > E,- V(x)- c’,O’a> c# S(x) in U,,,,,,. We must 
estimate u:“(x, E) and its derivatives in Ucenter. This is accomplished by the 
following result. 
LEMMA 2. In U,,,,,, we have Ia”, ~$u~~~(x, E)I < C$/i pkBp”(~) o(j). 
Proof Cover I,,,,,, by intervals I, = (x E I I Ix-x,, <b,}, 1 d v < vmax, 
with b y N B(x,). We may arrange the b,, x, so that x,, i -x, w B(x,), 
1” n 1” + 1 #Qr, but Z,nZ,=@ for lp-vyI>l. In each I,, we take 
(4Xx, E)h<k<w . . to be the solution of the transport equations 
u;;(x, E) = 1 
2iau ;+ 1(x, E) 
5 (V’(x))’ 1 V”(X) 
ax + iii (E - V(X))~‘~ + 4 (E - V(X))~‘~ 4Xx, El 
1 V’(x) a~‘(~ E) 
+?i (E- V(X))“’ ax k ’ 
1 
%(x E)=O 
+ (E- v(x))‘12ax2 k ’ 
(4) 
for x E Z,, IE- E,I < c(,O)a, with boundary conditions u;(xy, E) = 0 for 
k > 1. In this region we have E- V(x) > E, - V(x) - c(,O)a 2 c# S(x,). 
Therefore the transport equations take the form 
with la;a~P,( G C~,~1'2~B(~,)B~2+1~z(~,) (all IX, fi) for x E I,, 
(E - E,I < c(,O)a. Hence an easy induction on k shows that 
Ia: a$;(X, E)I G cgn-k(X,) B-"(X,) s-'(Xv) (all 01, PI (5) 
for XEZ,, JE-E,,( <c!j)o. 
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Next we relate (u;(x, E)) to (u;+‘(x, E)) on Z,nZ,+,. Lemma 6 in the 
previous section shows that 
4(x, E) = i h;(E) 24;“: (x, E) (6) 
I=0 
for uniquely determined (h;(E)) with h;(E)= 1. In particular, h;(E)= 
uL(x, E) - cf:d h;(E) u;?t (x, E) on I, n I,, 1, Hence an easy induction 
on k using (5) shows that 
ld;h;(E)I < C$ Pk(x”) KB(x”) for [E-E01 < ~$0, (all b). (7) 
Using (6), we can patch together the (u;(x, E)) for 1 <v< v,,, into a 
solution ( Uk(x, E)) of the transport equations on U,,,,,. We define 
U,Jx, E) = i H:“(E) u; ~ ,(x, E) for XEZ,, IE-Eel <c(#ob, (8) 
I=0 
with 
U-l 
H:“(E) = c n h$3 for p<v 
lp+lM+,+ (.. +L,=r ,“p 
H?“(E) = :, 
for I=0 
for I#0 
for p=v. 
On each region Q, = {xEZ,, IE-E,I < ~‘#)a}, Eq. (8) defines a solution of 
the transport equations. Moreover, our descriptions of U,(x, E) on 0, and 
on Qv+, agree on QYnQ,+, by virtue of (6) and the definition of HP”(E). 
Next we estimate the global solution U,(x, E). To do so, we use the 
inequality 
“max c n y=, 4X”) SB(X”) 6 c, fJ(B), (9) 
which follows from the definition of @) and the geometry of the x,. We 
begin with the size of the Hy”. We have for p < v 
,io A’ IWWI < 
v-1 
,&+ .,, + ,,,-, bN’ g n’i IhGE)I 
1 
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For each j we have C;“=l, A’ Ih{(E)I < 1 + C;“=1, C, /i’A-‘(x,) by (7), and 
the right-hand side is less than or equal to exp(C,A/A(x,)). Putting this 
into (IO), we find that 
The right-hand side is at most C, by (9) with /I=0 and therefore 
IHy(E)I < c, A --I (0 < 16 N’) for [E-&I <c’,#J,~Lv. (11) 
Obviously, (11) holds also for p = v. 
Next we control the derivatives of H$“‘. We show that 
la$Hi’(E)I d C$ A -“a(/?) (all /?) 
for O<k<N’, lE--E,I <c’,‘a,~<v. (12) 
We use induction on /?. The case /3 = 0 is already known. We assume (12) 
for ObB</?and then prove (12) for j?=p+ 1. The case p=v is trivial, so 
suppose p < v. Differentiating the sum of products defining H:“, we get 
1 
ahi2 (El 
Hi@) 7 [ 1 Hi: l”(E), (13) j=p kl+kI+kj=k 
and therefore 
x coeff (81B2P3)(a~H~~)(a~~+‘h:~)(aB’Hif’” E k3 1. (14) 
We use inductive hypothesis (12) together with (7) to estimate the terms 
on the right of (14). Note that we may restrict the sum in (14) to k, > 0, 
since for k2 = 0 we have h&(E) E 1 so that a $?+1h{2-0. Hence from (7), 
(14), and the inductive hypothesis we get 
v-1 
las,+lHg < cB# c A-kla(pl) Kk*(x,) v+-I(Xj) AP’a(P3). 
j=p kl+kz+k)=k 
Since 2(x,) > A, this implies by virtue of (9) and (Ho B) that 
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Thus we have proven (12) for jl = fi + 1, completing the induction step. So 
(12) is proven for all /?. 
Now from (5), (8), (12), and (Ho B) we obtain easily the estimate 
18; i@,(x, E)I < c”,BA-kB-“(x) a(p) for (x, E)E U,,,,,. (15) 
To complete the proof of Lemma 2, we relate u~‘~(x, E) to U,(x, E). By 
Lemma 6 in the previous section, we have 
I=0 
for a unique set of (h,(E)) with h,(E)= 1. 
To estimate h,(E), we take for each E some x0 so that (x0, E) E U n U,,,,, . 
Estimate (3) applies at (x0, E), from which we deduce the weaker estimate 
l~~u~“(x,, E)I < CB, A -“o(b). (17) 
Since h,(E) = z$“(xo, E) - X:&i h,(E) Uk-,(x0, E), an obvious induction 
on k, using (15) and (17) and (Ho B), implies the estimate 
l@ik(E)I < cs, i’i -k@) for IE-E,I<c$‘a(all/?). (18) 
From (15), (16), (18) and (Ho B) we get 
18; @“(x, E)I 
< c$?l -kB-“(X) a(B) for (x, E) E Ucenter, 0 <k <N’ (all a, j?). 
This is the conclusion of Lemma 2. 1 
It is now trivial to show that 
e f in/4 ,i j:,, c&C- L’(r])‘/*dr N’ 
F1Sf’(x, E) = Re 
(E- V(x))“” k;o ulk% El I 
approximately solves the ODE(l) in U,,,,,. The result is as follows. 
COROLLARY. I(2J2/ax2+E-V(x))Fy(x, E)I GC.A-“‘S-‘~“(X)B-*(X) 
in ucenter. 
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Proof: A formal calculation using the transport equations gives 
( -$+E- V(x) > Fy 
= Re[e+id4 eij:,,f,(nlE- V(r))“2df (E- V(X))““UU,~(X, E)] (19) 
with 
1 V’ a+ 1 a2 +Z (E- ~~3'2 ax (E- vp2axz' 
Since only negative powers of (E - V) appear in (E- V)“42’, and since 
E- V(x) > c# S(x) (as we saw in the proof of Lemma 2), we see 
that (E- V)1’49 = C;=, P,(x, E)(a/ax)’ with IP,I G C, S-“4(x) B-‘+‘(x) 
in UC,,,,, . Therefore ((E - V)1’49uN,I d Cy=, C, S-‘14(x) B-‘+‘(x) 
la~u,.(x, E)I < Cy=, C, S-1/4(x) BP2+‘(x). C, KN’B-‘(x) by Lemma 2. 
That is, [(E- V)1’43u,,(x, E)I < C, ,4 pN’Sp1’4(~) F’(x) on Ucenter. The 
corollary now follows at once from (19). 1 
We have carried out the task of extending F’F(x, E) to an approximate 
solution of (1) in U,,,,,,. Completely analogous to our solution of (1) is 
another approximate solution defined near x = xright (E). This solution has 
the form Fy (x, E)=&g-aYright(x, E)/ax)y2A(~f/;h,Y’igh’(~, E)) 
for l~--~,ight(E)I < Ar&&htB(Xright)? IE- Eel < C# S(Xright)? with Aright = 
S1’2(Xright) B(Xright) and a suitable function Yrighr(x, E). For 
-C# B(Xright) <X--right(E) < -‘~i~h?3B(Xr,ght)? IE-4 < CR S(Xright) we 
have 
[ 
e F in/4 e - ifiIlphtcE1(~- v(r))1/2d, N’ 
Fy(x, E) = Re 
(E- V(X))“~ c 
u;;‘““‘(x, E) , 
k=O 1 
where in an obvious sense (nfkgh’(x, E)) is the canonical solution of the 
transport equations for the potential E - V(x) and the turning point 
xright(E). As in the preceding lemma, (nzght(x, E)) continues to a solution 
of the transport equations in Ucenter, and the function Fy’(x, E) 
approximately solves the ODE( 1) there. In particular ~f;lBh’(x, E) = 1 and 
(20) 
with q;iBhf(E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
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Our next task is to compare (uy(x, E)) with (r&?(x, E)) in U,,,,,,. 
Both solve the same transport equations, so by Lemma 6 in the previous 
section, they are related by the equation 
u;“(x, E) = f G,(E) u;;‘Bh;(x, E) (4 E) E Ucenter (21) 
I=0 
for uniquely determined oeflicients (G,(E))O~I~NT with G,(E) z 1. We can 
estimate G,(E) by using Lemma 2 and its analogue for z@~‘(x, E). In 
particular, we have 
in u,,,,, (all B). (22) 
Since Gk (E) = r.$“(x, E) - X’;:,,’ G,(E) uEhi (x, E), an obvious induction 
on k using (22) and (Ho B) shows that 
l@&(E)1 < Cl9, A -“o(B) for IE- Eel < C$J (all b). (23) 
As a simple but important consequence of (23), we have 
for IE- E,I <ccob # ’ (24) 
provided we have A > C, . 
We need an explicit formula for G,(E). Since $ = uf;lght = 1 and 
G,(E) e 1, Eq. (21) for k = 1 becomes 
G,(E) = uy(x, E) - u;ight(x, E), k El E ucenter .
Using the known formulas (20) and Lemma l(IV) for z$“~, uyt, we 
obtain 
q:Otal(E) ij-“2 1 (25) 
with qpfa’(E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
Formula (25) can be simplified, using the elementary identity 
5i V’ 
> 
’ 5i ( V’)2 5i V” 
48(E- V)3’2 =z(E- V)5’2+z(E- ?‘)3’2’ 
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which integrates to 
I .+~ght(E)-d 5i (V’)’ 5i I/” dt .XlcftlEl + 6 { 2 (E- v)5’2+G (E- V)3’2 1 
5i V’(x) 
1[ = Xngh, ( E) - 6 
=G ((E- v)b))3’2 r= qcr,(E)+d 
(26) 
For x = xJE) + 6 we have V’(x)/(E - V(x))3’2 = 
cV~“[((E- V(X))/~)~~‘*~‘(X)], and the quantity in square brackets is a 
smooth function of 6. Hence 
5i V’(x) 
48 (E- w))3’2 .x=.qef,lE)+6 
= a(E) s-3’2 +b(‘q s-“2+ o(s+1’2) 
for small 6 > 0. A similar formula holds for x = .xright(E) - 6, and therefore 
(26) implies 
-,i 
q;x”“(E) (y-l/2 = 0, 
1 
with (q:‘““(E)) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
Subtracting this equation from (25), we obtain 
G,(E)=&ln+ [jrr’- V”(t)(E- V(t))p3’2 dt 
-Vef, (El + 6 
-,i, 
qr;““l(g 6-W ) 1 
with q?(E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
The integral is easily seen to be 0(6- 1/2), so q:““‘(E) = 0 for 1= 2, 3. Thus 
we obtain our basic formula for G,(E), namely 
V”(t)(E- V(t))-3’2 dt-q(E) C“* , 1 (27) 
with q(E) specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
Now we apply Eq. (21) and our knowledge of the G,(E) to compare the 
approximate ODE solutions F’F(x, E) and Fy’(x, E) on their common 
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domain U,,,,,, . We will see that they are real parts of complex approximate 
solutions Fr”(x, E), Fy(x, E) which differ only by a complex factor 
d(E) module a tiny error. In fact, define 
F’,e”(x, E) = 
e*W4 eij:M,,E)(E- V(~))~/~dt N’ 
(E- v(x)p4 k;. 4”(4 El 
for (4 El E u,,,,, 
@“‘(x, E) 
k=O 
for (x9 El E k,,,, 
4emiclassical (E)=exp fi ~+i~X”gh’(E) (E- v(r))il2&} 
xkft (a 
for IE- E,( < c(‘)cr # 
d correction (El = 5 G/c(E) = 1-t E G/c(E) 
k=O k=l 
for IE- E,I < ~(~43 # 
d(E) = 4emiclassical(E) .4orrection (~9 
for JE- E,I < c(O)0 # . 
Note that I~Aiclassical(E)I = 1 and I1 - dorrection WI < h by (24). 
Evidently, F’tft = Re(Ff”) and F$h’= Re(Fcgh’) on U,,,,,,. We have 
d correction fE) ’ 5 uf”‘(x, E) = 5 Gk, (E) u;p(x, E) 
k=O k,,kz=O 
= kEo up@, E) + c Gkl (E) . u;fht(x, E) 
kltk2>N’ 
(28) 
by virtue of (21). 
To estimate uerror(x, E) we recall that IGk,(E)I < C,kkl by (23), and 
la;u;;h’ (x, E)( < C> A-“‘B-y(x) by the analogue of Lemma 2 for (uy). 
Hence ~~~(Gk,(E)u~~‘(~,E)}I~C~~-N’-‘B-”(~) for k,+k,>N’, SO 
ioerror (x, E)I < C’$ A -N’--lB-a(x) in K-. (29) 
Thus u,,,,,(x, E) is extremely small. 
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Also 
Multiplying this identity by (28) and recalling the definitions of Ff”, Faph’, 
we get 
d(E) Flph’(~, E) = FF”(x, E) + 
[ 
Asemiclassical (E
e T in/4 e ~ iJ>Fht’E’(E- V(r))‘j2dr 
X 
(E- V(x))“” 
. %ror(x~ E) 1 
= F’,‘“(x, E) + F,,,,Jx, E). (30) 
Since I4emiclassical (E)I = 1, estimate (29) gives 
IFerr&, E)I <C, ApN’-‘(E- V(X))~“~ in Ucenter. (31) 
Also 
& Ferrer (4 E) = w- vx))1’4u,,,,,(x, E) 
I I 
+; (E- v(x))-5’4v’(x) .Uerror(X, E) 
+ (E- J+))-1’4 ;il; ~,,,,,(X, E) 
< (E- v(x)p4 
1 
Iu err&~ a . (1 + b- w))r3’2 I V’(x)l) 
+(E- vx))r1’2 &,,(X,E) 
II 
<c, (E- V(X))“4{A-N’-’ .(l +(I?- v(x))-3’* IV’(x)/) 
+ (E- v(x))-“2. A -N’-1B-‘(X)} (31) 
by (29). Since E- V(x) 3 c# S(x) in Ucenfer and 1 v’(x)1 d C, S(x) B-‘(x), 
this gives 
k Ferro,(x, E) < C,(E- I’(x))““(A~“‘~’ . (1 + s-l’*(x) BP(x))). 
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Since S”2(x) B(x) = n(x) > c# n > c#, this implies 
;F,,,,.(x, E) <&A-“‘-‘(E- J’(x))+“~ in Kent,, . (32) 
Estimates (31), (32) show that F,,,,, is extremely small. 
Note that F’,““(x, E) and FFh’(x, E) are excellent approximate solutions 
of ( 1) in u,,,,, . In fact, the proof of the corollary to Lemma 2 shows that 
I( -$+ E- V(x) Fy’ > I 
< c, A-N’S-1’4(X) B-Z(x) in Kent,, . (33) 
We have almost completely carried out the program sketched in the 
introduction to this section. What remains is to write the complex factor 
d(E) in the form R(E)e ‘@v) That is, we have to define a branch of the . 
complex logarithm of d(E). This is quite easy. Let log( 1 + z) be the branch 
of the logarithm defined on ( 1zI < &,} and equal to zero when z = 0. Then 
define the complex phase 
O,(E)= fii+iJ 
-+tht(E) 
(E- P’(c))“~ dt 
an (El 
G,(E) 
> 
for IE- E,,I c C(~)CJ # . 
This makes sense by virtue of (24). Now we have d(E) = R(E) e’@@) with 
R(E) = exp( Re O,(E)), O(E) = Im( @,( E)). We make some straightforward 
estimates on R(E), Q(E). From (23), (27) we have IG,(E)I <C,Kk, 
Re G,(E) = 0. Therefore 1Re Q,(E)1 6 C, /iP2, so IR(E) - 11 < C, .K2. 
Also, 
+ Im G,(E) + ClogU + G(E)) - GW)I 
>I> 
and the two expressions in square brackets satisfy la{[Expression]l G 
C$n-‘o(/?) by virtue of (23). Thus B(E)= +n/2+jzz,$$)(E- V(t))“2 dt 
+Im G,(E) + Gerror(E), with l@D,,,,,(E)I < C$n - a(b). Recalling 
60719512-4 
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Eq. (27) for G,(E), we see that a(E)= ~x/2+J:;‘$;~~‘(E-- V(t))‘j2 dr + 
& lim6-o+ C{Z;::;&’ V”(t)(E- V(t))-3’2 dt -q(E) 6-l 2] + D,,,,,(E) with 
q(E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
THE GLOBAL WKB LEMMA 
In this section we assume the following 
Hypotheses. (HO) We are given positive numbers E, N, and we set 
N’ = [&N/500]. On an interval Z, we are given positive functions B(x), S(x) 
and a real-valued function V(x). We are given a real number Eo. 
(Hl) If x, YEZ and lx-+ c&(x), then ci B(y)/B(x)< C and 
c < S( y)/S(x) < c. 
(H2) For xgZ and ~120 we have I(d/dx)‘V(x)l < C,S(x) B-‘(x). 
(H3) The equation V(x) = E, has two solutions xleft < x,,~,,~ in Z, and 
they satisfy dist(xlelt, al) > cB(xlert), dist(xrIght, 8Z) > cB(xrigh,). 
(H4) For Xl& G -x G X1eft + cl Xx,,,) we have -V’(x) > 
Cs(X,,,) Bpl(Xleft), and for X,ight - Cl B(X,ight) <X d X,ight we have 
+ v’(X) > CS(Xright) ‘-l(Xright). 
(H5) For xl.+ + Cl B(x,,,) 6 X 6 X,ight - cl B(xrIght) We have Eo - v(X) 
> cS(x). 
(H6) The number A, defined by /i-‘=J;$‘S-“*(x) BP’(x)dx, 
satisfies A 2 Cl, , where Cl, is a positive number determined entirely by 
E, N, c, cr, C, and finitely many of the C, in (HO)-(H5). 
Assuming these hypotheses, we make the following 
DEFINITIONS. Set i(x) = Lv2(x) E(x), L, = inf,. I S(x), a) = 
j-jyy ;t( y’;! “1 B( Y))9 &It - me,)? &f, = c%rtL &eft = &f,)> 
rtght - right ) right = S(Xright)? 12right = A(Xright 1. 
For E-E01 < c# Sleft, define xlert (E) to be the solution of V(x) = E near 
Xleft * 
For 1 E - EoI < c # Sri&t, define xright (E) to be solution of V(x) = E near 
Xrighte Define regions 
u far,ert = {(x, El I IE- Eel < c# &t, x E 4 x < x,er,(E) - J&2’34ed 
UAirey left = {(x,E) I IE-Eel <c#&ef,, Ix-x,,dE)I <G&,) 
Umedium left = {(x, E) I IE- Eel < c# &t, x,ertW 
+ Gei 2’3&rt < x < x,,nW + c # hen > 
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u center = { tx3 E, I lE- EOI < C(XO)Smin3 Xleft 
+c(l)B,,ft<x<x. nght - C$)Bright } 
Umedium right = {(%;I 1 IE-EcBI < c# Sright9 Xright(E) 
- 
C# Bright < X < Xrjght(E) - A:ilFh:j3Bright} 
UAirey right = {(X3 E) I IE-EoI <C#Sright, IX-Xright(E)I <AilhtBright) 
Ufarright = {(Xv ‘Y I IE-EoI <C# Sright, XE 1, X’ Xright(E) + L:Gz’3Bright}. 
We pick the constants cx, c$), c$) so that for IE, - ,??,I c c(‘)S the 
intervals defined by intersecting the above regions with {E= ET} r:er I. 
The c# , c’$, c(i) depend only on E, N, c, ci , C, and finitely many of the C, 
in hypotheses (HOk(H5). 
For IE- EoI < cx Smio, let (utft(x, E))OQk6 N, be the canonical solution 
of the transport equations for the potential E - V(x) and the turning point 
xlert (E). Similarly, in the same range of E, let (~:gh~(x, E)) be the canonical 
solution of the transport equations for the potential E- V(x) and the 
turning point xtight(E). Then define 
FLe”(x, E) = 
,*iin/4 e’j;krcE,(E- Y(r))‘/*dr N’ 
(E - V(X))“~ k;. dF”tx, El 
and 
-. 
F$%ht(X, E) = e + lrr14 e 
-i@h@)(,!- y(,))t/2& N’ 
(E- v(x))~/4 c Uf;lBhttX,E). 
k=O 
Thus, r$“(x, E), z@@(x, E), Fr(x, E), and F~‘(x, E) are all well- 
defined for I E - EJ < c # Smin, xleft (E) < x < xtight (E). 
In terms of these definitions, our conclusions on the construction of 
approximate solutions of (d2/i?xZ + E - V(x))F= 0 are as follows. 
GLOBAL WKB LEMMA. Assume E, N, E,, V(x), S(x), and B(x) are gioen, 
and that hypotheses (HO)-(H6) are satisfied. Then there are functions 
Yleft(x, E) and Yright(x, E) with the following properties. 
(I) Satisfying the ODE 
(A) On UAircy left, define FAircylcft(X, E)=AL~:‘~(~Y”~~(x, E)/ax)-“‘e 
A(A:j,: Yleft(x, E)). Then [(8*/3x2 + E- V(x)) FAireyleft( < C, Aif; Biz/’ on 
u.4irey left. 
(B) On Umemiumleft we haue l(a2/8x2+ E- V(X)) Ff”J < 
C, #:t t% tx - xlert tE))IB,,,)-3’2N’B~~‘2. 
(C) On Ucenter we haoe ((a2/8x2 + E - V(x)) F’,eRydghfI < 
C, A -N’S-1’4(x) B-2(~). 
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(D) On Umedium right we have l(d2/ax2 + E- V(x)) FytI d 
C, AflPght . (A?‘&, (Xright (E) -~)lBright)-~‘~~’ . Br~iLf. 
(El On UAirey right 9 define FAirey right (4 E) = ArTp’h/: ( - 8 yrlght(.% E)/ 
a~)-~‘~ .A(Afi’,, Yright(x, E)). 
C # 1 rigti Br;$! on 
Then I (a2/aX2 + E- v(x)) FAirey right/ < 
U Atrey right. 
(II) Behavior of the Solutions 
(A) On UAirey left we can express Yleft us Yleft(x, E)= Yr(x, E)+ 
&if: Yy”(x, E) with 18: a$YyI < Ca#PB,~f~S,~f~ and Ai, Y$“(~?Y$“/~x)~ = 
E- V(x) to order >N’ at x = xleft(E). Also IL:,, Y’ert(dY’eft/a~)2 + 
{ y’ef*, x> - (E- f’(x))1 6 c, &i/‘S~eft On UAirey left. 
(B) On b’mediumleft we can express L$” us uy(x, E) = 
;l~~((x-~,,,(E))IB,,ft)~‘~‘~‘~ ~f~ft((X-X~eft(E))IB~,ft)1’2, @-&Y&d with 
Iam aaf’k”“( y, s)l < cap 
JJ ’ (C) 
#’ 
On Ucenter we have (8: 8{uy,right(x, E)I < C”,BLkB-“(x) o(B). 
(D) On Umedium right We CUn eXpWSS Upht(X, E) LZS 
with 18; aff;;‘““‘( y, s)l < C$. 
(El On UAireyright we can express Yright(x, E) as Yright(x, E) = 
Y~‘(x, E) + $$ Y:pht(x, E), with la: 8: YfishtI < C$B,,$,$3,r,Bh, and 
A$htYy(8Ytg ‘/~x)~=E- V(x) to order >N’ at x=x,,~~~(E). Also 
[Afight Yright(aYright/c?x)2 + { Yright, x> - (E - V(x))1 < C&&ght on 
UAirey, right. 
(III) Patching the Solutions Together 
(A) On ufar left n ~~~~~~ M we have lVAirey leftl < C, &Y’B$f ~ I*, 
O<cc<l. 
(B) On UAirey left n Umedium left we haoe Ia: { FAirey left - Re F y } I < 
c.n:~~(n~~(~-x,~~~(E))/B,,~~)-(~’~)~’.B:~~-”Sor O<cr< 1. 
(Cl On u,,,,, we can satisfy up(x, E) = If=, G,(E) us”!; (x, E) 
for a unique sequence (G,(E)),.,.,. with G,(E)= 1. With d(E) = 
[exp i{ fn/2 +[~$f$f’(E- V(t))‘j2 dt}] *C,“r=, G,(E), we have 
IFy(x, E)-&‘(E) FFh’(x, E)I < C,A?-‘(E- V(X))-“~ 
and 
& {F;“(x, E)-&(E) Fr’ght(x, E)}I QC,kN’-‘(E- V(X))+“~ 
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$&(x’ a E ~ceItter* We have la~G,(E)I < C$A-to@) for IE-E,,I < 
# mm * 
P) On Umcdium right n UAirey right we hm? IaZ{FAirey tight - Re F?‘} 1 
~ C, IZ~~ht (newt (X,ight (E) - X)/Bright)-(3’2)N’ . B~~~h~ OL for a = 0, 1. 
(El On UAirey right A Ufarright we have IaY,4irey right1 G c, &$‘%‘&Y”, 
O<a<l. 
(IV) Explicit Formulas 
(A) For IE- E,I <e$)Smin and x~~~~(E)<x<x,~~~~(E) we have 
uE”(x, E) = uFht(x, E) = 1 and 
-,cl qy(E)6-“‘I 
u:Bht(X, E)= - 1’ 6Jy+ [,:““‘“‘” {; ,;$5,2+; (E;;),12} dt 
-,i, 
qI;iphf(E) 6 --1/z 1 
with q:“(E), q;iBht(E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the 
limit. 
(B) For IE- E,I < C(#O)S,in we have G,(E) = 1 and 
xri8h’(E)--b Y”(t)(E- v(t))-3/2dtmq(E) d-‘/2 1 
with q(E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
(C) For IE- EJ < C~‘S,in we haoe &(E)=R(E) eiecE) with 
IR(E)- 11 KC, k2 and R(E) real, 
f&(E) = f ; + ~““““““’ 
-wn c--9 
(E- V(t))1’2dt+&61iy+ 
V”(t)(E- ?‘(t))-3’2 dt - q(E) 6-“2 1 + 0,,,,,(E) 
with o,,,,,(E) real and satisfying Ia@,,,,,I < Cs Ae2a(j3) for all j? 2 0. 
(V) What the Constants May Depend On. 
The constants C,, cx, C> , C$, and Cz in parts (Ik(IV) above depend 
only on E, N, cl, c, C, andfinitely many of the C, in the hypotheses (HO)-(HS). 
Proof All these assertions were proven in the previous section. 1 
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Remark. Fix E and N, and set N’ = [&N/500]. Suppose V(x) is any 
smooth potential defined on an interval Z, and let E be a real number. 
Assume {x E Z I V(x) <E} = (xlen(E), X,ight(E)) for xleft(E), X,ight(E) in the 
interior of Z, and assume also that V’(x) # 0 at x = xlert (E), xleft (E). Then 
the canonical solutions u?“(x), u F’(.x) to the transport equations for the 
potential E - V(x) are well-defined for xleft (E) <x < x,,~,,~(E). Hence also 
the coefficients G,(E) with utff = Cf=, G, uphi are well-defined, so the 
complex factor d(E) of III(C) above is well-defined. If ]Cfl i G,(E)1 < &,, 
then the functions R(E), Q(E) in IV(C) are also well-defined. The point is 
that the definition of R(E), Q(E) is independent of the choice of weight 
functions S(x), B(x) used to describe the problem. 
EIGENVALLJES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS OF SCHR~DINGER OPERATORS 
In this section we compare the exact eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a 
Schrodinger operator with the approximations developed in the preceding 
sections. Recall that the global WKB lemma constructs several 
approximate solutions of (d2/dx2 + E - V(x))F= 0, which are mutually 
consistent if the phase D(E) is an integer multiple of X. We will prove that 
the eigenvalues of H = -d2/dx2 + V(x) are very close to the solutions of 
Q(E) -0 mod 71, and that the eigenfunctions of H are very close to 
constant multiples of the approximate solutions in the WKB lemma. 
Thus let V(x) be defined on an interval I,,, (possibly [0, 00) or [w’). We 
impose Dirichlet or Neumann conditions at the endpoints, so that H 
becomes a self-adjoint operator on L2. Perhaps H has continuous 
spectrum, so we assume 
(El) The continuous spectrum of H lies entirely in [E, , + co) for a 
critical energy E,. 
We fix an energy E, d E, and a subinterval Zc I,,, on which V(x), E, 
satisfy the hypotheses (HOk(H6) of the global WKB lemma. We adopt the 
definitions and notation of the previous section, and we make the following 
additional assumptions. 
(E2) If IE- E,I < c(#O)S,~~ and Ed E,, then V(x) 2 E outside 
(x~t(E), Xright(E)). 
(E3) If IE-E,,~<c$)S,,,~, and EQE, then for some z~(0, 1) we 
have 
r(V(X)-E)eXp 2 (1 -r)Jx 
( 
(V(t)-E)“*dt 
*&d~) > 
2 ’ :ght .max(E- V) 
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and 
r(V(x)-E)exp 2(1-r)S~~‘B’(Y(I)-E)1J2dt) 
( x 
2 42 .max(E- V) 
for xeZBvP, x < Xl&W) - AL 4eft * 
(E4) max(& - V) < A$htSright and max(& - V) G ~Er~&.r~. 
(E5) For IE-&I <c(#O)Smin we have 
dx +?hfW dx 
. S”Z(X) B4(x) 1 [I 1 <AK. 4&(E) w- W)P2 
(E6) For IE, - E,I < c”, Smin we have 
(E7) l&l G C, Smin- 
Here K is a large positive number. We assume that N in the global WKB 
lemma has been taken larger than Kc-“. We broaden our notion of 
constants C, , c* , etc. to allow them to depend on r and K, as well as on 
the constants in (HOb(H5). 
Assumptions (El) and (E2) are very natural, while (E3b(E7) are 
technical but are satisfied in most of the examples we care about. 
Before we can study the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of H, we need a 
crude lower bound for the L2-norm of the approximate ODE solutions 
Re(Fy), Re(F?ht) in the global WKB lemma. (After all, knowing that 
(H- E)F is small tells us nothing if F is small also.) Such a lower bound 
is easily proved using a standard stationary phase inequality. 
LEMMA 1 (Stationary Phase). Suppose e(x) is supported in 
{Ix-x01 <S} and satisfies I(d/dx)” 0(x)1 < C,6-” for m 20. Let #(x) be 
real-valued and satisfy I(d/dx)” Q(x)1 < C,6-” (m 2 0) and Id#/dxl > cd-’ 
on {Ix-x01 < S}. Then for L a large number we have 
e(x) eu4(x) dx G C,I -KS, any K>0. 
Sketch of Proof: Make repeated use of the identity ei@ = (l/i@‘) 
(d/dx) ei@ and integration by parts. 1 
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Our lower bound for IIRe(Pp)II is as follows. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose [E-E,1 <c$)Smin and suppose J= (lx-xol < 
c # B( x,,) } is contained in ( xleft( E) + c # Bleft , xrigh,( E) - c # Bright). Then for 
loI= 1 we have 
Sketch of Prooj Let x(x) be a smooth cutoff function supported in J. 
We have 
The first integral on the right is negligibly small, by virtue of the stationary 
phase lemma with 8 =x(x,“:, u~“(x, E))2/(E- V(x))“‘, A = 1(x,,), 4(x) = 
(1/2(x,)) !:,,(I!- V(t))‘j2 dt. The second term on the right of (1) is the 
complex conjugate of the first term and so is also negligibly small. The 
third term on the right in (1) has the correct order of magnitude. 1 
COROLLARY. 
Proof: On the right we can change the limits of integration to x,,,(E) + 
c # 4ert 9 Xriglm - c # Right without changing the order of magnitude of the 
integral. The Corollary then follows by simply dividing [x&E) + c # Blert , 
xright - c# Bright] into intervals J, to which we can apply Lemma 2. 1 
Of course we have analogous results for Re(Fy). 
Now we begin to study the eigenfunctions of H. Thus suppose 
FE Domain(H), fIsvp I FI 2 dx = 1, F is real-valued and 
- -$F+ VF=E,F- for some E, with IE, - E,,I < c(#O’S,in, E, GE,. 
We compare F with the approximate solutions in the global WKB lemma. 
To do so, we look separately at each of the following intervals: 
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Z far left = {x E ZB”P I x < -%fdJ%) - G~2’34eft > 
zAirey left = {x~ZI (4 EI)E UAireyleft} 
Imedium left = {X E Zl (XT EI ) E Umedium left} 
Z center = ix E 4 (x9 El) E k”d 
zmedium right = {X E ZI (X7 El) E Umedium right > 
zAirey right = {X E II (XT EI I E UAirey right > 
Zfar right = {X E ZBVP I X ’ Xright(El) + il:i$‘3Bright}. 
These intervals cover I,,,. After understanding how F is forced to 
behave on each of these intervals, we check our information for consistency 
on their intersections. We begin with Zfa, ,eft. Our basic tool is Agmon’s 
decay estimate, specialized to the trivial one-dimensional case. 
LEMMA 3 (Agmon Lemma). Define an auxiliary function q(x) as 
follows: 
(p(x) = jy (V(t)-El)“2dr if x G Xleft(&)3 
cp(x)=O if x,,ft(E,) G x G x,,ht(E, 1, 
Then we have the estimate 
T e2(l-Tk7 +(I/-El)F2 dx 
~nvP\(-~leR(~l).xn*hl(El)) 1 
G (E, - V) F2 dx. 
Sketch of Proof Integrating by parts formally we get 
O = f, ( $ - 7bF) - dx B vp 
d ’ & d = ew -r)rp K 3 z +(V-E,)F2+2(1-r)z z F dx. (3 1 
This formal process is easily justified: We approximate cp by a smooth 
function assumed constant near the endpoints of ZsvP and pass to the limit. 
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Outside (xlert(El), X,ight(El)) we have (&/dx)’ = (V-E,), so the expres- 
sion in brackets is greater than or equal to r{ (dF/dx)‘+ (V-E,) F2}. 
Inside (xlert(El), X,ight(El)) we have cp = dq/dx = 0. Therefore 
which proves the lemma. u 
Let us see how Agmon’s function q(x) behaves to the left of x,,,(E,). 
We know that 
V(x)-E,>c, 
( > 2 (x,edE, 1 - x) left
for xleftWl 1 - c # heft < x < -h(E, 1. 
Therefore V(X) 2 c# J.,,,((x,&Er) - x)/B,,~,)~‘~ in that range of x. In 
particular, in Jr = (xlen(EI) - c# Blelt <x < x,,,(E,) - 2;ei22/3B,cft} we have 
44x) 2 C# 4dt (3’2)E. Since q(x) is decreasing in Ifarleft, it follows that q(x) 2 
c# n/:r)’ throughout Z,, relt. 
So Lemma 3 implies that 
and 
s +ht(E) d (E, - V) F2 dx 6 max(E, - V), aff(El) 
since F has norm 1. 
We invoke the elementary inequality 
C 
s 11 
F2dx~(~)zj-oF2dx+ 111~2.i,,(~~2dx 
0 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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for intervals I0 c II, taking I,-, = (x&E,) - 2, Blcft < x < xleft(E1) - 
it x heft 1 and 4 = Zrar left n {x ’ x,,(E) - w4eftl. 
Estimates (2), (3), (4) together imply 
Hypothesis (E4) gives max(E, - V) < iliftS,,rt, and by definition 
B&, . SleFt = A;, . Therefore 
On the other hand, hypothesis (E3) gives ze2B( Y- E,) > ,IEtt. max(E, - V) 
in Z lar ,ert\Zl. Therefore Lemma 3 implies 
ma&% - J’). A& f F* dx 
Jcar icct\h 
s XnghdEl ) < (E, - V) F* dx < max(E, - V), wt(~l) 
again because F has norm 1. Thus, j,farkn,I, F* dx < I&“. Together with (5), 
this gives the following conclusion. 
LEMMA 4. we have Lfarleft F* dx 6 C, &;. 
There is of course an analogous result for Zrar right. 
Next we study how F behaves on ZAirey ,eft. We need some elementary 
results on Airey’s equation. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose d’u/dy’ + yu = f in an interval [ - T, + T] with T 
greater than a large universal constant. Assume IT, ) f (* dy < CTpZM and 
f~c/u~dy<C(M~2~ Then th ere is a constant b of size lb1 < C for which 
~1,2&4+--4~N dyCJ2-2M. 
Sketch of Proof: First we set up a Green’s function for Airey’s equation 
with good bounds. Let A,(y) = A( y), and let A,(y) be another real 
solution of d2A2/dy2 + yA, = 0, taken so that the Wronskian 
A; A, - A;AI - &l. Both A,(y) and A*(y) remain bounded as long as 
y> -C for some fixed constant C. As y+ -co we have IA,(y)1 < 
Ce-(2’3) ““‘/I yI 114, IA,( y)l < Ce+(*j3) lY13’2/l y( ‘14. Hence the Green’s function 
G(x, y) = A,(min(x, y)) . A,(max(x, y)) remains bounded on all of R*. 
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Using the Green’s function, we construct the special solution ui(x) = 
JT.G(x, y)f(y)dy of d*~,/dy*+y~i =fon C-T, T]. Moreover, 
j~T,~l(y)/2dy~CT2j~Tlf(~)12~~~CT2-2M since IG(x, y)l <C. 
The given solution u may be written as u = u, + b, A, + bzA2 on [ - T, T] 
for constants b,, b2. Our estimate for IJuiI(* and hypothesis on llu[l* 
together imply 
5 = lb1A,(y)+b,A,(y)l*dydC. -T (6) 
For T greater than a large universal constant, we have 
In fact, the left side grows as a power of T, while the right side grows 
exponentially. Thus A, and A, are nearly orthogonal in Lz[ - T, T], so (6) 
implies 
and 
1 T Ib,A,b)l* &G C PT 
I T lb,A,b)l* &G C. -T 
(7) 
(8) 
Estimate (7) implies lb11 <C, while (8) implies j’F$ Ib,A(y)l*dy< 
C,TZPZM. (Again we exploit the exponential growth of jr, IA2(y)12 dy.) 
Now u(y)- b,A,(y)=u,(y)+ b,A,(y), and the two terms on the right 
both have norm squared at most CMT2P2M in L*[ - T/2, + T/2]. Thus 
I 
T/2 
-T,2 l~(~)-b~A(~)12~~~C,T2-2M, Ib,lGC. I 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose [d’/dy’+ W(y)]u=O on C-T, T] with T 
greater than a large universal constant. Suppose also I W(y) - yJ < CTPM on 
C-T, T] andj?TIu(y)12dy<C. Thenfor a constant b of size Ib( GC,,, we 
have 
I 
+ T/2 
-T,2 lu(y)-bA(y)12~y~C,T2-2M. 
Proof: Just write d*u/dy*+ yu= [y- W(y)]u=f and apply 
Lemma 5. m 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose [d2/dy2+ W(y)]u=O on J= [-cl-&, +cA-‘1 
with 0 < E < $ and 1 greater than a large constant depending on E. Suppose 
IF+‘(y)-12yl GCA2-N’ on J, andsuppose iJ Iu12dy< 1. Then for a constant 
b, of size lb01 <CA we have JJ [u(y) - b,A(A2/3y)12 dy < CA10-2N’, where 3 
denotes the middle half of J. 
Proof: Rescale to reduce to Corollary 1. m 
We apply the Corollary 2 to study our eigenfunction F on the interval 
zAirey left. 
LEMMA 6. For a constant b of size Ibl 6 C, A.:,& B,;,’ we have 
s Ix--wt(~1)I <cxIl;r:h IF(x) - bFz+irey left (x, El)1 2 dx < C, A;e;t- 2N’. 
ProoJ We use the change of variable XH Yler*(x, E,) = y to reduce 
matters to Corollary 2 of Lemma 5. Recall that a general ODE [d2/dx2 + 
(E, - V(x))] F(x) = 0 is transformed by a change x H y(x) of independent 
variable to [d2/dy2 + I&‘(y)] f(y) = 0, where F(x) = (~Y/L?x)-‘/~ f(y(x)) 
and E, - V(x) = (ay/a~)~ l@(y) + { y, x} with y = y(x). We rewrite this as 
WI - v(x)) = ~~ft(Wax)2 Y + {Y, x> + (ay/dx12 (I@(Y) - lEft Y). The global 
WKB lemma tells us that 
for Ix-~,,~~(E,)I <AiiBleft, and also that 
I I 
!?? -B-l 
8X 
left for Ix-x,eft(Edl +=&3,eft. 
Thxefore for Ix - x,,,(E,)I < 1i;B,,, we have II@(y) - lLftyl < 
C, IZI;fy’Sleft Bfeft = C, A:,; N’, with y = y(x). That is, with 
f= {Y(X) I Ix - x,eft(EdI < G&t 1, 
we have I@(y)--l~ftyJ<C,l&N’ on t Also 
= 5 1.x - -wt(El )I < &ffBkn IF(x g 2dx ( > 
< 
f Ix--wdEI)I <&f&n 
lF(x)l’dx.C,B~~~C,B~~. 
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Hence on 1, the function &p(y) has norm at most C, and is annihilated 
by d*/dy*+ l&‘(y) with 1 @(y)-If,, yl < C.;12pN’. Note also that i 
contains an interval j= { 1 yl < c# A,ii}. The Corollary 2 tells us that 
jj, P,&=o -_boW%-? Y)I* 4 < C, J-w, lo- 2N’ for a constant b, of size lb01 < 
C, A$. Here J, = (Jyl < c# 1,;;) for a smaller constant c# than that used 
in the definition of j. 
Now set r^, = {Ix- x,,rt(E1)l < c# A,;;&,} for yet a smaller constant c#. 
Then the image of 1, under x H y(x) is contained in 3,. Therefore 
4% Y(X)) * dx 
< _ I~(=(y(x))-boB~~~A(~:,::y(x))l*. I I1 
(since (ayjax) - l&i on II) 
We have by definition boB~f~(ay/ax)-‘/2 A(A$y(x)) = (boB~r~L~$) 
FAirey left (x, E,). Putting b = boB~f~l~$, we have Ibl <C,lztB,;f: and 
El;e-zgAyiyigJe;4 i bFAlrey dx7 4 )I * dx G G #i; 2N’. The proof of 
Set j*irey krt = {Ix-X,edEI)I <4,3&d, so that Lemma 6 asserts that 
s- IF(X) - bFAirey left (x, E,)I* dx d C, /l;:;2N’. (9) lA,rey left 
Of course there is an analogous result asserting that 
s- IF(x) - b’F*irey right (x, Ei)12 dx < C, IZ;,0g;t2N’ (10) IAmy n&l 
with i of sizeAme&$;3= fi,-;igdEdl <d&B r@,t), and another constant b’ 
. # nght ,,,‘,, . Since F is real, we can take the constants 6, 6’ 
to be real. 
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Next we study how F behaves on Zmediumleft. We make use of the 
following result. 
LEMMA 7. The equation (d2/dx2 + E, - V(x)) u1 =f on Zmedium,eft has a 
solution u1 with 
Proof Let us write FFft(x) for F’,e”(x, E,). We define an approximate 
Green’s function 
Gb, Y) = 
Fy(x) m if x<y 
m Ff”( y) if x> y. 
Thus IG(x, ~11 GC.IC(E,- J’(x))(EI- VY))I”~ on Zmediurnleft XZmediurnleft, 
while (af + E, - V(x)) G(x, y) = H,(y) 6(x - y) + H(x, y) with IH(x, y)l < 
C, %(%+ - x,,rt(E1))/B,,rt)-(3’2)N’ B;:‘2(E, - J’(Y))-“~. 
These estimates are immediate from the global WKB lemma. Here 
H,(y) = (const.) Im(8,Fr”(y, E,) . FF”(y, E,)). We have therefore 
X s dy Idiurnlen (El - ‘(Y))1’2 
<c, ~:~t-3&N’B,7F:S,~f~‘2= c, 31;,91;3EN’, 
and 
s I% v)l’ dx dy Imedium kfl x Imedium kn 
dx 
> 
2 
<Cc, 
ItmdiumIdt (El - v(X))“’ 
G c, (S,;fy24rt J2. 
Thus f t+ &f(x) = S~mcdium,en Zf(x, y) f(y) dy has Hilbert-Schmidt norm at 
most C 1+ 19/2-(3/2)EN’, while ft+ Gf(x) = Ildiurnlm G(x, y) f( y) dy has # left 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm at most C, Sif,!/2B,eft. We next study H,(y). Recall 
that 
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FF”( y) = 
e’i(“/4),i~~,~,,,,,,(~t- v(t))“*df N’ 
(E, - VY)Y4 
(11) 
UfYY, E,) 
k=O 
+ (El - VY))Y4 
( 
kEog eYY> Ed) 
+f (E, - v(y))v5’4 V’(y) f Ul,““(Y, El) 
k=O 
= ,~i(rr/4,,i~~,.A(E,(EI ~ V(1))“2dl 
(El - VY)P4 
x i E uy(y,E,)+ 
{ k=O (El - VY))“’ 
+ V’(Y) c,“r., 4”(Y~ El) 
4(E,- V(y))3'2 . (12) 
In zmedium krt we have C,“l, uy(y, E,) = 1 + O(A,;~“‘)‘) and 
-(y, E,)= f O(a$B;~3'2)k(y-X,eft(E,))-(3'2)k-1), 
k=l 
by the global WKB lemma, since uy = 1. The last estimate simplifies to 
Since also El - VY 1~ &ftKfi(y - xkf@, )) in Zmedlum left, we get 
c::owaY) 4.3~~ E,) ~ C.~~f~B~~‘2(Y--xleft(E,))~5’2 
(El - VYW2 s:,::Kfy2(Y -xkft(m1’2 
‘!G-i&.(~-~~~~l~)-3 
= C# 
( 
pC, (Y - Xleft(El)) -3 
B left > 
d c, aiffe in zmedium kft y (13) 
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and 
c::, C’YY, 4) I C x &rt Bid 
4(El-- w))3'2 ' S:!,: Bi?*b - xdE1))3’2 
L# 
= S:,/,:~,,((Y - x,,,(&W,,,)3’2 
C# 
= C@i((y - x1,A(E1))lB1,rt)13” 
< c, l~;3’2’E in zmedium left. (14) 
Putting (13) and (14) into (12), we find that 
dy FF”(y, E,) = e- +i(d4)eiS<encE,$Et - v(f))“* dr(E, _ v( y))l14 . (i + error) 
(15) 
with 
lerrorl c C, 11-(3/2)E in zmedium left. (16) 
From (11) we get at once 
+i(x/4)eiS~~~,c~,,(Et - v( )) 
Ft”(y, E,)=e- (E _ V(Y))r,4 I”“.(1 +error’) 
1 (17) 
with 
[error’) < C, L,;~3/2)E in zmedium left. (18) 
Equations (15), (16), (17), (18) show that 
H,(y) = (const.) -Im(a,Ff”(y, E,) .Fr”f’(y, E,)) = (const.) + (error”) 
with Ierror” < C, 12ii3’*” in Imedium ieft. 
All we need from this is IH,( y)l > c x > 0 on Imedium ,ert. 
Now we can. complete the proof of the lemma. With operators d 
and G as defined above, we know that llGl[ < C,S,;,"*B,,, and llS[l < 
C, pi* - m)EN’. R ecall that N’= [eN/SOO] and that we pick N>> &-lo. 
Thus II 6’11 6 inf.vE Imd,um ,dt IH,(y)l. It follows that the equation H,(y). 
f&) + B”fl(.d =f(.d On zmedium left can be solved by a Neumann series with 
II .A I/ L2(ldiumtdt) G C, II f II L*(lmediumId). Then taking ~1 = WI y we have 
607/95/2-s 
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( $+E,- V(X) > J u,(x) = wt. + E, - W)) W-T Y)l f,(Y) 4 
= H, .fi +&f, =f(x). 
Thus we have constructed the desired solution with good bounds. 1 
COROLLARY. There is an exact solution F,(y) = Fy( y, El) - F,,,,,(y) 
to (d2/d~2 + E, - V(X)) F,(x) = 0 in Imedium left, with IIF~;,,,,,II Lz d 
c, ;1;,“I; W~W’S~~;I~. 
Proof: Set f= (a’, + E, - V(x)) Fy(x, E,) and take F,,,,, = U, as in the 
preceding lemma. Clearly F, is an exact solution of the ODE, and 
IIF,,,,,II Lo 6 C, S;r~‘2B,ert II f /I Lo. The global WKB lemma gives 
If( dG~q$ 
( 
A:,::(x -xlef,(E,)) -‘3’2’N’ 
B > 
w2 
left 
< c AlO- (3/2)&N’~,;~;‘2 
’ # left 
so llf II L~~,,,d,um,ef,) < C, 2::; (3’2)EN’B;f:. The corollary follows at once. u 
Now we can understand our given eigenfunction Fin Imedium ,elt, by com- 
paring it with the known solutions F, and F=. We fix a cutoff x supported 
in the middle half of Imedium ,ert, thus safely away from x&E,). Then 
we work in the Hilbert space 2 = L2(Zm,d,Um ,eft, x dx). (Say 0 < x < 1 
everywhere and x = 1 in the middle third of Imedium left .) 
Now llF:“II$ = IlF;t-‘“Il:, N Sif;‘*Bleft, while the stationary phase lemma 
(Lemma 1) shows that (F y, Fy), =s x2(FFf’)’ < S$‘B,,,. 
Since llF,,,,,II Jy < II F,,,,,II L~(,,,,,d,um,enj < C A”- ‘3’2)EN’S~f~‘2 and the right- # left 
hand side is small compared to liFfftIIH, it follows that the exact solutions 
F,, F= have norms in A? of the same order of magnitude as IIFrllX, and 
F,, F= are nearly orthogonal. 
In particular, F,, Fc are two linearly independent exact solutions of 
(d2/dx2 + E, - V(x)) F= 0. Hence our eigenfunction F may be expressed as 
a linear combination 
F= b, F, + b2FC 
for uniquely determined complex coefficients 6, , b,. Since F is real, we have 
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b2 = 6, and F= 2 Re(bF,). Since F, and FC are nearly orthogonal in S’, we 
have 
1 = IV-II &lsvpj 2 llFll~~~.AcW,1* llFcll~+ Ib,l* II&II>). 
So lb,1 G C, IIF&’ < C,S;$B&‘*. 
Now F- 2 Re(b, Ff”) = 2 Re(b, F,,,,,), so 
since S :,i Bleft = Aleft. Thus we have proven the following result. 
LEMMA 8. For u constant bmedium left of size I bmedium leftl < C, S :Li B,~f~‘2 
we have 
s IF(x) - Wbmedium left FF”(x, El))1 * dx < C, A;zt- 3EN’. 
~mcd,um left 
Here the constant bmedium left is complex. 
There is of course an analogous result on Imedium right. 
Next we study the given eigenfunction F on I,,,,,,. The ideas are 
analogous to the proof of Lemma 8, but easier. 
LEMMA 9. On Z,,,t,, we can solve the equation 
( -$+E,-qx) u=f > MJith IMlL2~ C# s,,, (E 1 -d;(x))I,2 Ilf II+ 
Proof: Define the approximate Green’s function 
G(x, Y) = 
F:“(x, E,) F;“(y, E,) if x<y 
F?(x, E, 1 J’%G El) if x > y. 
As in the proof of Lemma 7, we have (~*/c?x’ + E, - V(X)) G(x, JJ) = H,(y) 
6(x-- Y) + H(x,Y), H,(y) = (const.) Im[(Wy) FFft(y, E,). FFR(y, E,)], 
and IW, ~11 < CA% - VX))-‘/~ (E, - V(Y))-“~ on zcenter x I,,~,,, 
lH(x, ~11 G C, A-N’S-“4(~) B-*(X)&~ - V(JJ))-“~ on ZC,,t,, x I,,,,,. 
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The estimates are immediate from the global WKB lemma. In particular, 
the Hilbert-Schmidt norms of the kernels H(x, y), G(x, y) are estimated as 
follows: 
Q c, A -2N’ 
(J 
S-“‘(x) Bp4(x) dx 4 
L..t.r (El - V( Y 1) I’* > 
< c, AK-ZN’ by hypothesis (E5), (19) 
and 
> 
112 
IGh y)12 dx dy 
<c, 0 dx > Lnter (El - w))“* . (20) 
We turn to H,(y). The equations (1 l), (12) hold also in I,,,,,,. Moreover 
we have in I,,,,,, the estimates 
N 
1 uyyy, E,) = 1 + o(n -1) 
k=O 
by the global WKB lemma. Also E, - V(y) > c# S(Y) and 1 v’(y)1 < 
C, S(Y) B-‘(Y) in L,t,,. Hence, 
ICk”~,(dl~Y)~j,en(Y,E,)l~C,~-‘B~’(Y) &A-’ 
(El - UY)P2 s”*(y) 
=- 
l(Y) 
and 
I UY)l rc,“:, uy (Y,E,)14C,S(Y)B’(Y)= 
(El - uY))3’2 s3’*(Y) 
c, _ c, 
s1’2(Y) WY) l(Y) 
<C&C in Icenter. (23) 
Putting (21), (22), (23) into (11) and (12), we get 
2 F Fft( y, ,r) = e”(X/4),iI~kn(E,)(Et - V(r))‘/* dr 
3Y 
(E, - V(Y))“~ {i+error} 
with (error/ < C, A-’ 
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and 
Fyyy, E,) = 
e*i(n/4)ei j<,en,~,j(E~ - Ur))“* tft 
(El - JwP4 
. { 1 + error’} 
with Ierror’ <C, A-‘. 
Hence H,(y) = (const.) Im[(aF~“/@).F~“] = (const.) + (error”) with 
Ierror” < C, /i-l. All we need from this is IZ-Z,(y)l > cx > 0. Now we solve 
H,(Y) f,(Y) + JIcc”,er WY> z) fib) dz =f(v) by a Neumann series and put 
4x) = slce.ter G(x, y)fr(y) dy as in Lemma 7. Thus u solves the ODE and 
has norm 
I141L*(l,nter) G c, I 
dx 
,ce”ter (E, _ qx))l’2 . 11 fill ~*K-enter) 
<c, I 
dx 
,acnter (E, - V(X))“~ I”“’ 
provided II H( . 9 - ) II Hitbert-Schmictt < f inf, E Ln,er I HI (~1 I to make the Neumann 
series converge. This condition is satislied by virtue of (19), since we picked 
N>K&-lo. 1 
COROLLARY. There is an exact solution F. = Ft” - F,,,,, of [d2/dx2 + 
E, - V(x)] F, = 0 in I,,,,, with IIF,,,,,I/~z < C.A!-2”‘~l,,,,(dx/ 
(E, - V(x))“‘). 
Proof: Take F,,,,, = u arising from f = (d2/dx2 + E, - V(x)) Ft” in 
Lemma 9. Thus the ODE is satisfied exactly, and IjFerrorJILz 6
C, ~,&W(E, - VX))“~) II f llL2. 
The global WKB lemma gives I f(x)1 < C, &“‘S-‘l”(x) BP2(x) point- 
wise in Z,,,t,,. Hence Jlanar 
so 
If(x?~,dxQC.~I:;N'(S,%n(dXl~1'2(x) B4(x))), 
v(x,,l,;je$IIIzpLj2$ C, A - (jl,nr,,W~,2 (xl B (x)))~~+,.r(dxl(E~ - 
~,m,,,W(El - Cd) 1 by hypothesis (W. I 
Now we can repeat the proof of Lemma 8: 
Let x(x) be a smooth cutoff function supported in I,,,,, = [a,, X2] with 
x(x) = 1 for 3, + 2, Bleft <x <X2 - E, Bright, 
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We work in the Hilbert space Y? = L2(ZCenfe,, x dx). The corollary of 
Lemma 2 gives 
llc92, = ll~~ftl15, 2 c s ,~“,,, (Ep;(x)),,2. I 
Moreover, 
) (FF", Fyy,I = j x(Fyy2 dx 
dmr 
bC,A-N’ s le”,er (E, -gxp 
To see this, write a partition of unity x =C, xy with 1, supported in 
{ Ix -x,1 < c# B(x,)} and satisfying natural estimates. Then we have 
I j ,ce”ter x(F:ft)2 dx / Gc 1 j[ce”,e, X (cT d-x 1 Y 
6 c# c i”,, Xv (A(x))“’ (E- v(x))“2 Y 1 
as one sees by applying the stationary phase lemma. Since n(x) > A, 
estimate (25) follows. 
Now (24), (25) show that Fy, Fy are nearly orthogonal in X. Also, 
(24) and the preceding corollary show that Fc, FC are small perturbations 
of Fy, Fp. We conclude that 
and 
In particular, I;, and FC are linearly independent solutions of (d2/dx2 + 
E, - V(x)) F= 0. Hence our given solution F may be expressed as a linear 
combination F= bit;, + b,Fc with uniquely determined (complex) 
constants bl, b2. Since F is real we have b, =6,, so F=2 Re(b,F,). 
Moreover, 
1 = IIFII tq,svpI 2 lIf’II~%dlb~12 llFcll$+ PA2 ll~cll~) (by (27)) 
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i.e., lb,1 < C.(f~$~;‘(dx/(E, - V(x))‘/*))-I’*. Here we have changed the 
limits of integration, but the order of magnitude of the integral remains 
unaffected. Now we have 
so that 
F= 2 Re(b, F,) = 2 Re(b, FF”) - 2 Re(b, F,,,,,), 
I IF-2 Re(b,F~“)[*dx &enter 
-1 
GC, 0 dx ~aentr (4 - WN”* > IIFcrrorlI :2
GC, 
0 
dx 
inter (4 - W))“* > 
-1 
x c, AK-2N’ 
I 
dx 
~center VI - VX))“~ 
= c&p-y 
Thus we have proven the following result. 
LEMMA 10. For a constant bzAter of size IbkttJ 6 C#(&$$) (dx/ 
(E, - V(x))‘/*))-I’* we have 
I IF(x) - Re(b~~~,,F~ft(x, El))12 dx < C, AK-2N’. L-e.sr 
Of course, there is an analogous result for F2h’, namely 
I 1 F(x) - Re(bz$& Fr’Bh’(~,E,))~*dx~C~/i~--~‘. (28) L”1.r 
for another constant bzz=, of size lb~~~,l G C.(jzg@‘)(dx/ 
(E, - V(x))“‘))-“*. 
Lemmas 4, 6, 8, 10 tell US how F looks on If,, reft, IAirey Itft, Imedium lcft, 
Z CCntCI’ The analogous results for the right-hand solutions tell us how F 
looks On 1, fight, f*ipy right, Zmdium ,.@,t, Z,,t,,. These intervals cover ZBvp, 
the domain of F. Since Imedium rcft overlaps both ~*ircy rcft and I,,,,,, we have 
two different descriptions of F on each overlap. Naturally, these descrip- 
tions must be consistent. We will deduce from this that the constants b in 
Lemma 6, bmectium I~R from Lemma 8, and bf$!,t,, from Lemma 10 are nearly 
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the same. Thus we can describe F on I,, lelt u ~*irey ler, u Imedium len u Z,,,,,, 
using a single unknown constant b. Analogously, we can describe F on 
Zfa, right U IAirey right u Zmedium right u Zc,,ter using another single unknown 
constant b’. On Icenter, we have two different descriptions of F, which must 
be consistent. This tells us that the phase @(El) must be nearly a multiple 
of J-C, and that b is approximately + b’. We carry out this plan in the 
paragraphs below. 
From Lemmas 6, 8, 10 we get 
(30) 
(31) 
The global WKB lemma gives 
IFAirey left - Re(FF”)l 
< C, A& (3/2)eN’B;;; on j*irey left n zmedium left 9 
f- I b Airey left f’*irey left - WbAirey teftFFft) I * dx IAmy Ml n hmiNun left
d (C # afit- 3eN’ lb Airey leftI * heft) ~~~~~~~ left * zmedium tert I 
< C, A;:,- 3=N’B2 left lb Airey left I * 
i C x J.:,o, 3”N’B;e,, . C # J-;l,o, Bi; (by (30)) 
= c, 160-3&N’. 
Combining this inequality with (29), (31), we get 
5 key kn n hoedium kft IRe((bAireylert-bmediurnte~t)F~)12dx 
< c, ng 3eN’, 
(33) 
(34) 
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Introduce a smooth cutoff x (0 <x < 1) supported in the middle half of 
1.4irey left n zmedium left. (Thus x - x,,,(E,) N I,&&, in supp x). The preceding 
inequality implies 
As in the proof of Lemma 2, the stationary phase lemma shows 
integral on the left dominates 
(35) 
that the 
c* 
* 1 bAirey left - bmedium left I* 
’ ’ # A~~~B1eft ’ 1 b.4irey left - bmedium left I *. , 
left 
Therefore I b Airey left - bmedium left I* G C, Af$3EN’S$ B,if:. Since S:LiB,;f: = 
L.rt B&f3 this yields I b Airey left - bmedium left I2 < C, Afe:tp 3EN’B,;ff, hence 
s IbAirey left Re(FF”) - Re(b medium left FE” ) I * dx bned,um Idt 
since S ‘I2 B left ,eft = Alert. Combining this with (31), we get 
s IF- bAirey left Re(Ft”)l* dx< C,A~~tp3cN’. Ldium ten 
Next, from (36) and (33) we get 
IRe((bAirey,eft-b~~tcr) F~)12dx~CxA65-3”N’+K. 
kedium I& ,--I ke.ter 
(36) 
Since lzmedium left n z,,te,l 2 C I heft, dist(Zmedium left n I,,,,, xleft(El 1) > 
c it heft, Lemma 2 shows that the integral on the left is at least 
CX IbAirey,eft - bEAl* Slmediumk,,nIfcntcr(dXl(E, - v X))“*) 2 C# IbAircy,eft - 
b!i%rl* S,ir?*&rt. Hence ~bAircy,eft-b~~t~~~‘~CCAK+65-3EN’S1~2B-1 so left left 3 
that 
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-cc ~65+K-3EN’G!lf:Blif~ s,“,.. (E -;(x))*,2 ’ # 
1 
<C,A 
2K f 65 ~ 3&N’ 
by 03). 
Combining this with (33), we have 
c IF- bAirey left Re(f’~“)12 & < C, A K+65-33EN’. (37) 
Since also SC,,,, IF(*dxGl, we get 
bkrcy left s (Re FF”)* dx < C, since N’ = [eN/SOO], N$ Ks-‘O. Lnter 
Lemma 2 shows that this amounts to c e b*. Amy left ~,~&W(~l- Vx))“*) G 
C, , i.e., 
I b*irey left 1 1 < C# (38) 
In writing (38), we changed the limits of integration without affecting the 
order of magnitude of the integral. Combining estimates (29), (36), (37), 
(38), we obtain the following result. 
LEMMA 11. For a real constant bleft of size I bleft I < C, (f y < E,( dx/ 
(E, - V(x))“*))-l’*, we have 
s- IF(x) - heft FAirey left(X, El )I * dx G C, AE 2N’ (39) hrey ldl 
and 
s IF(x) - heft RWf”(x, E, ))I * dx JTaxtlum left CJ&enter <C,A 2K + 65 - 3&N’ (40) 
Of course there is an analogous result for Fy: For a real constant b,,,, 
of he Ibright G CsCJ YcE,(dx/(EI - V(x))“*))-l’* we have 
J G, rig, IF(x) - btightI;Airey right (x, E,)l* dx < C, A;;,*“” (41) 
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and 
IF(x)-bright Re(Fy(x, Er))[‘dx 
<c /iZK+65-3eN’ 
’ # (42) 
Comparing (40) and (42), we see that 
s IRe(b,,f,F~ft-b,iahtF~gh’)12dX~CX/12K+65-3EN’. (43) L-enter 
From the global WKB lemma we recall that 
so 
s IRe(b,ftI;~-6,,ftd(El) FtBht)12 dx 4xnter 
<&A-‘“‘-2 1 
dx 
Imler (E, - v(x))“2 1b1eft’2 
<&A-‘“‘-2 by the estimate on lbleft I in Lemma 11. 
Combining this with (43) gives 
s IRe((b,jght-b,,ftd(El))F~h’)12dx~C~~2K+65--3eN’. &ntsr 
The corollary to Lemma 2 shows that the left-hand side dominates 
cjlc lbtight - 6,,fi,c4(E1)12 ~,jdx/(Er - V(X))“~). Hence we obtain: 
dx 
> 
-1 
(bright-bl&d(l!?1)12 < C, A2K+65-33eN’ 
V<E, (E, - v(x)p2 - (44) 
We next derive lower bounds for Ibrightl, IblcRI, to allow us to deduce from 
(44) that the complex number d(E) has small imaginary part. 
Note that &JaY’cft/a~)2 Ylcft = (E, - V(x)) + Error with IError < 
C, A,~~&, = C, B,iz in j*ircy rcfi, by the global WKB lemma. 
Also C, Bii > (8Y”“/8~)~ > cx B$, in IAircyrcR again by the global 
WKB lemma. 
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Hence 
< C, [Af$B,;i + IE, - V(x) + Error,]-1/4 
G c,rqfp,;;+ IE, - v(x),]-1’4 
(since JErrorJ < C, B,$ < Q’iB,$) 
< c, ,E,- V(x), -“4 in i*irey left. 
This crude estimate is enough to show that 
<C, 
s 
dx 
& ,eft , El _ qx), l/2 d c # sL’2BMt. (44bis) 
Hence (39) yields 
+ lhert12 1 
iAircy left I F.=tirey l ft(x, El )I 2 dx 
G C, k$t- 2N’ + C, Kr:‘2Blert lb,,, 2 
< c, A:it-2N’ + c, 5 dx Y<Et (El _ v(x))I/2. ,blefA2* (45) 
Similarly, 
< c, q&t2N’ +%I 
dx 
V<E, (E, - qx))‘/2. IbGht12. (46) 
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From (40) we get 
I IF( dx hdium M U Cnter 
cc A2K+65-3eN’+ Ib,,12J ’ # IFt7”“12 dx 
hedium Idt u Icenter 
’ # <c A2K+65-33EN’+ c, j,,,, tE 
1 
-d;(x,,,,2 Iheft12. 
Similarly, 
f IF(x dx Cnler iJ Imedium right 
<C,A 2K+65-3eN’+G J,,,, (E 
1 
-$(x))1,2 Ihight12. 
Lemma 4 and its analogue for ZFarright give 
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(47) 
(48) 
Since the regions of integration in (45), (46), (47), (48), (49) cover ZBvP, 
we may add these inequalities to obtain 
I IF(x)12dx<CC#/12K+65-3EN’ hVP + c# s,<, (E 1 -F(x)p2 
Here the left-hand side is 1, and the first term on the right is much smaller 
than 1. Therefore the second term on the right is at least f, which proves 
that 
dx 
> 
-1 
lh&12 + hight12 2 C# 
Y<E, (El - v(x)y2 . 
(50) 
From (44) and (50), we get 
l~right-~lclt~E4(~1)12~C~~2K+65-33EN’(lblel,12+ lbtigyht12). 
From the global WKB lemma we recall that 
d(E,) = R(E,) ei@@‘) with IR(E,)- 11 <h. 
(51) 
(52) 
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From (51) and (52) we get 
i Ibright < lbleftl <2 Ibright 
and then IIm &(,!?,)I2 < C, JI’~+~‘~~‘~‘. (53) 
Hence for a suitable integer k, we have 
I@(E,)-&,I <&/iK+33-(3/2)&N’. (54) 
From (51), (52), (53), (54) we get also 
Ibright - &dtNE, 1 e ink11 < ,-, /iK+33-(3/2)&N’ I(,,& (55) 
Therefore 
IbrightF.4irey right - R(El )( - 1 lk’ heft FAirey r,ght I ’ dx 
<c ~2K+66-33~N’ 
’ # 
s- 
IFAirey right I2 kc. lheft12 
fA,rey right 
<C,A 2K+66-3&N’ 
by (44bis) and the upper bound for l&l in Lemma 11. Combining this 
with (41), we get 
IF(x) - ( - 1 Ik’ R(E, I b,eftFAirey right I 2 dx 
<c /i2Kf66-3eN’ 
’ # (56) 
Similarly, 
J Ibright Re(Fy’) - (- l)k’ R(E,) blelt Re(Fy)l’ dx fmd,“rn right LJ L-mter 
<c /12K+66--3cN’ 
’ # IFr’ph’l’dx. Ibleft12 (by (55)) 
<C,A 2K + 66 - 3aN’ 
dx 
“<IT, (El - V(x))“2 hefJ2 
<c /12K+66-3&N’ 
’ # (by Lemma 11). 
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Combining this with (42) gives 
Estimates (39), (40), (49), (56), (57) give an accurate description of F(x) 
in terms of a single unknown real constant. We record these results as 
follows. 
LEMMA 12. For a real constant b of size c# (jv,&xl 
(E, - V)1’2))-11/2< lb1 < C,(j,,,,(dx/(E, - V)1’2))-1’2, we have 
I 
IF(x dx< CXA2K+66-33eN’ 
Ifar !A 
I fiiny kit 
IF(x) - bF*irey left (x, ,!?,)I2 dx< C, A2K+66-3EN’ 
I IF(x) - b Re(F’,““(x, ,?,))I2 dx< C, A2K+66-3EN’ kdium ktt 
I IF(x) -b Re(Fy(x, E1))12 dx < C, A2K+66-33EN’ &enter 
f IF(x)- (-l)k’ R(E,) b Re(Fy’(x, E,))j2 dx< CXA2K+66-33EN’ &mcr 
f IF(x)- (- l)kl R(E,) b Re(F?h’(x, I?,))12 dx< C, A2K+66-33EN’ bed#um light 
f 
IF( dx< C, A2K+66-3EN’. 
Iru right 
Here k, is an integer, and I@(E,) -ak,l <C, AK+33-(3’2)EN’. 
Of course the real constant b is determined (up to sign) modulo a tiny 
error by the requirement that j’IsVP Ir;l’ dx = 1. We postpone the calculation 
of b to a later section. 
Lemma 12 gives precise control of the eigenfunction corresponding to a 
given eigenvalue. We must now understand the eigenvalues. Lemma 12 
gives us strong information on the eigenvalues, but there is more to do. 
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Our next task is to show that there is at most one eigenvalue E, 
whose phase @(E,) lies near a given multiple of n. To show this, we 
check that the functions F A,rey left(x, El 1, WF%, El 11, Re(F?h’(x, E, I), 
FAirey right (x, E,) and the factor R(E,) change very little under a change in 
E, which produces only a small shift in the phase @(El). Hence by 
Lemma 12, if F1, F2 are eigenfunctions whose eigenvalues E,, E, both have 
phase near rck, , then F, must be nearly proportional to F*. If E, # E,, then 
F, and Fz are orthogonal and therefore far from proportional. This 
contradiction shows that there can be at most one eigenvalue E, with 
@(El) near zkl. We now carry out the details. 
LEMMA 13. For lE-E,1 <C#S,in we have 
J I ihey 14 
& FAirey left(X, El 2 dx 
(J 
4 
> 
3 
GC, 
V<E (E- V(y))"' 
f I 
a FF”(x, E) ’ dx 
hnedium left a  E 
dC, 
U 
dy 3 
V<E (E- v(y))“* > 
s I 
a Ff”(x, E) 2 dx 
&enter aE 
3 
<c, 
0 
4 
V<E (E- v(y))"* > 
J I L&m right 
& {R(E) Fy’(x, E)} I* dx 
(I 
dy 
> 
3 
<c, 
V<E (E- v(y))1'2 
I- I IAirey n*t 
& {R(E) FAirey right(X, El > I* dx 
3 
<C, 4 
> V<E (E- I'(y))"' ' 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
Here the intervals fAireY ,eft-fAirey right are defined in terms of the energy E. 
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Prooj First we estimate R(E) = II+ CfLI G,(E)I. The global WKB 
lemma gives IR(E) - 11~ C, A -‘, and 
<kk s A 1 4 .- v<Em’S1’2(y)B(y) Lw2(y) 
<A-k-l s dy V<E s”‘(y) 
C# 
<- 
s nk+l V<E (E-- v(y))“’ 
by (E7). (62bis) 4 
Hence laR(E)/aEl G C, K2 JvcE(dy/(E- V)‘12), SO 
4 
V<E (E- vp2 1 
by virtue of the analogue of (44bis) for FAirey right. This shows that (62) 
follows from the analogue of (58) for FAirey right. Similarly, 
which reduces (61) to the analogue of (59) for F2h’. So it is enough to 
prove (58), (59), and (60). 
To prove (58), note the estimates 
IA(t)1 GC, IA’(t)1 s C(1 + ItIp for PER, 
The estimates in UAireylee are consequences of the global WKB lemma. 
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Now recall that FAirey lelt (x, E) = n~~~“(aY,,,/ax)-“’ A(AfLi Y,en), so that 
Therefore 
6 C # Aeft &en S,;; Ikey MI 
d C# w2B:,ft by I f*irey left I 
< C, Blen and by definition of Aleft. (63) 
On the other hand, (J v<AWE- J’)“‘))’ 3c.(&lS:;;)3, so (63) 
implies (58). 
Next we prove (59). By definition of Fy we have 
&Fp(x,E)=exp (E- V(t))“‘dt 1 
Z,“h,u;“(x, “).i~-~ 
(E- VX))“~ 2 xld,(w 
(E- V(t))-“2 dt 
1 c,“l=, 24;” (X, E) + cfLo au:“(x, E)/aE 
-4 (E- V(X))~‘~ (E- qx))‘/4 . (64) 
In Imedium leftwe have 
C# C# 
(E - V(X))“~ ’ S,,f&.;2’3 
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and 
cjy: 1 lau~“laEl C# sl2 
(E- v(x)p4 G (E- v(x)p4 
by the global WKB lemma. So (64) shows that 
I I g GC,(E- v(x))-“4 i, v<E(E-dy,)l,2+s~f~~g-e I 
in Imedium left. Now the integral in curly brackets dominates Sl;r:/2B,e.t = 
%%t 2 which dominates the 2nd term in curly brackets. Hence 
laF~“/aEl < C,(E-- V(X))-1’4 {JYCE(dyI(E- V)“‘)} in Zme&uml&, from 
which (59) is obvious. 
To prove (60), we return to (64), and estimate the right-hand side on 
Z center. On Lter the global WKB lemma shows that 
I I 
5 up <c,, 
k=O 
I I N’ auf,“” N’ k?l aE < c C,kk s A 4 k=l VIE A(Y) s(Y) B(Y) 
<C, s 4 YiE4Y) S(Y) B(Y) 
=c# JV<El(Y)[S1”(Y$(Y), P(y) 
f 
4 <C&P - 
V<ES1'*(y) 
<C,P I 
du 
V<E (E- v(y))“* by 057). 
Hence (64) implies 
aFkft 
I I 
C# 
c %- V(X))‘/~ 
4 1 
aE v<E(E- ?‘)‘j2+(E- V(x)) on Ienter 
and since 
f d. 
B(x) 
VcE (E- v)l’* 2 c# p(x) (by (E7)) 
C# 4x) C# 4x1 
=s(x)‘(E- V(x))’ 
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the first term in curly brackets dominates. So we have 
I I C< C# s 4 aE (E- V(X))“~ Y<E (E- Q1’* on Lter y 
from which (60) is obvious. 1 
As E, varies, the intervals Zrar left, j*irey lelt, etc. in Lemma 12 vary. 
However, for a given energy E, , we form the interval { 1 E, - E, 1 < 3) = T-, 
with S = min(1,;; Sleft , AnTgEht Sright, c”# Smin). Then we can find fixed intervals 
Ifa, left 3 IAirey left 7 Imedium left 9 ~cente, 3 Imedium right 9 IAirey right 9 lra, right which cover 
Z BVP > do not depend on El, but satisfy Ifa, left c Ifa, left, IAirey left c f.tirey left, 
etc. for E, E Y. 
The conclusions of Lemmas 12 and 13 hold a fortiori with Zra, lelt-Zrar ight 
replaced by ffar dfafar right. 
For E, EY we note that f V<E,(dy/(El - V)“‘) is comparable to 
&$y(dy/S”*( y)), which does not depend on E,. 
Now suppose E,, E, E Y n (-cc, E,] are distinct eigenvalues of 
-d*/dx* + V(x). Let F,, F2 denote the corresponding (real) eigenfunctions 
of norm 1. Lemma 12 shows precisely how F,, F2 behave, in terms of two 
real constants b,, b2 of size N (Jzf’(dx/S”*(x)))-‘I*. Lemma 12, Lemma 13 
and the fundamental theorem of calculus show that 
and that 
> 
1/* 
IK’FA*+ lK%l*dx 
Since Zrar,, left, . . . . Zra, ,+&,t cover ZBvp, we get 
> u* IFI - (b,b;‘) F212 dx 
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Since Fl and Fz are eigenfunctions for distinct eigenvalues, they are 
orthogonal on ZBvP, so the left-hand side is at least one. Consequently, 
dc, if E,,E,E~={(IE-Ell<S}n(-oo,E,]. 
That is, if E,, E, are distinct eigenvalues in { 1 E-&j cc”, Smin) A 
(-a, E,], then 
Similarly for bSright/;l&t * Therefore the right-hand side of (65) is 
comparable to (j~~(dx/S”2(x)))-‘, and we get 
I&-E2l acu for E,, E2 distinct 
eigenvalues in { IE- Eel -cc”, Smin} n (- 00, E,]. (66) 
This is our basic estimate for the gap between eigenvalues. Let us check 
what it tells us about the phase difference. Recall that 
‘WE)= +;+s,,, (E- I’(t))1/2dt+Imlog G,(E) 
> 
(66bis) 
for a suitable branch of the logarithm. We know that 
Hence 
(67) 
E,’ j- 
dE’2 V<E 
(E- V(t))-‘I2 d+ j,,, (E- v)-l12 dt 
for IE-E& <cO,S,i,,. 
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For any two energies E,, E, in that range we have therefore 
I@(,!?,) - @(E2)1 > (c# ~~$‘(dx/S”*(x))). IE, - E,I. Estimate (66) now 
implies the following result. 
LEMMA 14. Let E,, E2 be distinct eigenvalues of -d2/dx2 + V(x) with 
IE,-&,I <cO#Smin (i= 1,2) and Ei<E,. Then I@(E,)-@(E,)I >c#. 
In particular, there is at most one eigenvalue with a phase near rrkl for 
a given integer k,. 
Lemma 12 tells us what an eigenfunction looks like, once we know the 
eigenvalue. It says also that eigenvalues have phase very close to multiples 
of rc. Lemma 14 says that for given k, there is at most one eigenvalue E, 
with @(El) near k,. It remains to show that there is at least one eigenvalue 
E, with @(E,) near k,. 
LEMMA 15. Suppose ]E, - E,J < (c$/2) Smin with @(El)= xk, for an 
integer k,. Then there is an energy E’, in the spectrum of -d2/dx2 + V(x) 
with IE’,--E,I <c$Smin and I@(E;)-nk,l <C#.4K+33--(3’2)EN’. In 
particular, if E, > E, + C#,K+33~(3’2)EN’(S~f~~(dx/S1’2(x)))-1, then E’, is 
an eigenvalue and E; GE,. 
ProoJ We use the global WKB lemma to construct a non-zero function 
F in the domain of H = -d2/dx2 + V(x) satisfying 
II (H - E, 1 J’II ~.q~wp) 
Elementary spectral theory will then show that some E; can be found in 
the spectrum of H, with 
lEi-E,J <c, J~+;-+-‘./iK+33--(3/*)~N’. (69) 
From (66bis) and (67) we have d@/dE<CS(~“,;~(dx/S1’2(x))) for 
[E-E,1 <c”, Smin. We will check that E; lies in this range. That is a 
consequence of the estimate 
s xnghl dx X,& sl/*(x) a c# (70) 
and (69). 
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To check (70), pick f E [xleh, xtight] with S(Z) N Smin. We may take 
I~---4 >CX&ft and 1% - xtightI > c + Bright. Then we have 
I 
-%ight dx B(x) 
x** s’/zo~~=c 
l(Z) c,n 
- # S(X) >s,i,) 
proving (70). 
Now we know that I&/&l < C,(j~~~(d~/S~/*(x))) for E between El and 
E;. Thus 
VW)--@(E,)I GC, JIr&) IJG-E,l 
<c /1K+33-~N’ 
’ # by (69). 
That is, I@(E;) - nkll < C, ,4K+33-(3’2)EN’. 
Furthermore, if E, 2 E, + C, AK+33--(3~2)EN’(j~~(dx/S1~2(~)))-’, then 
E; <Em. Since the part of the spectrum of H below E, consists entirely 
of eigenvalues, E; must be an eigenvalue of H. 
Thus the proof of the lemma is reduced to constructing a non-zero 
FE Domain(H) satisfying (68). 
Let XAirey left9 ?! me mm left 2 &enter 3 Xmedium right 9 XAirey right d’ be smooth functions 
with the following properties: 
XAirey left + Xmedium left + knter + Xmedium right + XAirey right = 1 
on jAirey left U lmedium left U Icenter U zmedium right ” IAircy right (71) 
G C: @,3,ert)-” and similarly for xAirey right (72) 
and similarly for xmedium right (73) 
I(f)^xce.,..(x)I GC:B-‘(x) (74) 
and with XAircy left supported in zAirey lefty Xmedium left supported in Imedium left, 
Xccnter supported in L.,tery Xmedium right sww-ted in zmedium right 7 XAircy right 
supported in ZAirey right. We may assume XAticy rcft > 0 in Ilsrt, and similarly 
for jAirey right. We define 
F= [XAirey left FAirey Iert(X, El) + (Xmcdium left + km,) WF~“(x9 EI ))I 
+ ( - 1)” R(E1)CXmcdium right * WF?‘% EI 1) 
•t XAircy right FAirey right(4 Et )I- 
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In view of the support properties of the x’s, we know that F vanishes in a 
neighborhood of the endpoints of ZBvp, hence belongs to the domain of H. 
The corollary to Lemma 2 shows us that 
(75) 
We estimate (d*/dx’ + E, - V(x))F on each of the intervals Z,, ,=rtZAirey ,ert- 
ZAirey right Zfar right. In Zrar wt we have 
$+E,- V(X) F=XAireyleft $ + EI - V(X) 
+ 2 &Airey left dFAirey l ft
dx ’ dx 
+ d*XAirey left . F 
dx* Amy left. 
Outside Zrar left n IAirey left the right-hand side is identically zero, while inside 
Z far left n IAirey left it is dominated by C, n&r’+ 2EB,;~i2, by the global WKB 
lemma. 
Hence 
d* 
z + E~ - ‘(XI 
> I 
F 2 dx G C, ~IGF~‘+~‘BILZ IzAirey leftI 
Hypothesis (E6) yields 
so that AG~~‘+~’ ,l;r:,,#,-*N’+K+4& xxi&t (jx,e, (dx/S ‘l*(x))) - ‘. Hence 
(75bis) 
(76) 
An analogous result holds for I,, right. 
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On 7 A,rey left = supp XAirey reft we have all the x’s identically zero except 
XAirey left and Xmedium left. Thus 
-$+E,- V(x) 
> 
F 
= XAirey left 2 + EI - v(X) 
> 
FAirey left 
+x d‘ lft me L”tn e
( 
-$ + E, - V(x) 
> 
Re(Ff”) 
+ 2 dXAirey left d 
dx z (FAirey left - Re(J’~” 1) 
d2 
on 7Aircy left. (77) 
Here we have used dxmedium lefJdx = -dXAirey ,,,Jdx and d2Xmedium ,efJdx2 = 
-d2XAirey ddX2, 
there. 
which hold On 7Airey left since XAirey left + Xmedium left E 1 
The global WKB lemma shows that the terms on the right of (77) are 
dominated by C, A,~,N’BL;~‘, C, ,l,$(3’2)EN 
c alO-(3/2)eN’+28~-312 
‘B1;f;,2, C, a;e;t- (3/2bN + “BI;f;/2, 
# left left 9 respectively, in view of our estimates on the 
derivatives of the x’s. Hence 
I( -$ + E, - V(x) > I F < C, A;$ (3/2)EN’+ 2EB,$‘2 on TAirey left 9 
so that as in the proof of (76) we have 
d2 
> I 
2 
z + EI - V(x) F dx 
<C ~20-3&N’+&~--2 
. # left left 
(78) 
There is an analogous estimate for TAircXright E supp xAirey right. Note that 
jAirey left c &key left 7 and similarly for IAircy right. Next we investigate 
zmedium left\zAirey left E 7rnedium left- Here all the x’s are identically zero except 
for Xmedium left, Xcenter. SO Xmediumlert + Xcenter = 1 on 7medium left, and thus 
F = Re(FF*) on r,,,medium ,eft. Hence the global WKB lemma gives 
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l(d2/dx2 + EI - V(x))FI < C, A~~~P’3’2’“N’B,$‘2 on Tmedium right, so that as in 
the proofs of (77), (78) we get 
j I( 
2 
7med,“m,eh g2 + El - V(x) F 2 dx 
> I 
(79) 
For 7 =I medium right - medtum right \7Airey right 3 the situation is different, since the 
matching of Fy with F3h’ comes into play. We argue as follows. Since 
d(E,) = R(E,) ei@(E1) with @(I?,) = nk,, we have &‘(E,) = (- l)kl R(E,). 
On Imedium right 3 all the X’S are identically zero except for xcenfer and 
Xmedium right’ Hence 
F= xcenter WF?t) -I- Xmedlum right 
.( - l)kl R(E,) Re(Fzgh’) in 7medium right 
Using dS.0 Xcenter + X,-,,edlum right = 1 in ~~medium r,ght we conclude that 
=x center 2 + El - v(x) ReV’~“) 
> 
+ Xmedium right . (- 1)“’ R(E,) 2 + E, - V(x)) Re(Fy’) 
+ d*xcenter ~. Re(Fy 
dx2 
- d(E,) Fy’) on 7tnedium right. 
The global WKB lemma shows that the first two terms on the right are 
bounded by C, ApN’Sr;$BrI,‘,,, C A1?-c3/2JEN’Br;,$, while the last X rtght 
two terms on the right are supported in I,,,,,, n Tmmediumright and are 
dominated by C, A- N’-‘Sr:g~~Br;g2ht and C, A-N’-‘S~g~~Br;g~t there. 
Hence l(d*/dx* + E, - V(x))FI < C, /i10~(3’2)EN’~~j~htB~~~~ in rmedium right, 
so that 
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~+E&‘(x) dX* 
by virtue of the analogue of (75bis) for wright, Bright. 
Next we loOk at Twnter = Zcenter\(fmedium left u Imedium right 1. Here Icenter s 1 
and the other x’s are identically zero. Hence F= Re(Ff”) on T,,,,,,. The 
global WKB lemma therefore tells us that l(d’/dx* + E, - V(x))FI < 
C, AeN’S-“” B-*(x) on T,,,,,, hence frEm, l(d2/dx2 + E, - 
V(x)) FI * dx < C, A -2N’ j,,Jdx/S l”(x) B4(x)). Hypothesis (E5) shows 
that the right-hand side is dominated by C, ~I-*~‘+~(j;;~(dx/S~/*(x)))-‘, 
so we get 
Estimates (76), (78), and their analogues for Zra, right, TAireY right, together 
with estimates (79), (80), and (8 1 ), show that 
(82) 
The reason is that the regions of integration in those estimates cover ZsvP. 
Now from (75) and (82), we see that 
which implies (68). The proof of the lemma is complete. 1 
We summarize our knowledge of the eigenvalues of E in the following 
result. 
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LEMMA 16. Let J = [E,- +c$ Sminr E, + a~“, Smin] n (-CO, E,], 
J(k)= {El JE-E,I <cO#Smin and I@(E)-& <C#AK+33--(3’2)EN’}, Xx= 
{k~ZlJ(k)nJ#@}. Then X= {kEZIk,i”<k<k,,,} for integers 
kmin < krnax. Every eigenvalue in J belongs to one of the J(k) (kE X). For 
kmin < k < km,, there is exactly one eigenvalue in J(k). Also there is exactly 
one eigenvalue GE, in J(k,,,), unless IE, - E,I < c”, Smin and 
[c&E,)-zk,,,I < CSAK+33-‘3’2)EN’, in which case there is at most one 
eigenvalue GE, in J(k,,,). 
Proof: First we check that X = {k E Z 1 kmin < k < k,,,} with 
kmin < krnax. In fact, X = {k E b 1 distance(rrk, Q(J)) < C, AKf33p(3’2)EN’}. 
Since 0 < c# fz;;;;(dx/S1’2(x)) < d@(E)/dE< C, ~~;~(dx/S”*(x)) for EE J, 
and since (length J) {“,TF(dx/S”2(x)) 2 $c% Smin $z$dx/S”2(x)) > c+ A by 
(70), we know that Q(J) is a finite interval of length ac, /1. Hence the 
desired form of X is clear. 
Next we check that every eigenvalue E E J belongs to J(k) for some 
ke X. In fact, Lemma 12 shows that (Q(E) - zkl < C, AK+33--(3’2)EN’ for 
an integer k. Thus, E E J(k). Also, ke 3’” since E E J(k) n J. So E belongs 
to J(k) for some k E X, as asserted. 
Next we note that every J(k) contains at most one eigenvalue d E,, as 
follows immediately from Lemma 14. 
It remains only to show that a given J(k) (k E X) contains at least one 
eigenvalue 6 E, , unless k = k,,, , IE,--E,I <cO#Smin and I@(E,)-nkl< 
C ,K+33-(3’2)EN’. Our argument is as follows. Given ke X there is by 
deznition some E, E J with l@(E,) - nkl < C, ,4K+33--(3’2)EN’. 
Now d@/dEac.j;$‘(dx/S”*(x)) on J+=[E,-(c$/~)S,~,,,E~+ 
(c$/2) Smin], and the distance from E, E J to the boundary of J+ is at 
least &O, Smin>c#A/(S~~(dx/S”‘(x))) by (70). Hence there is some 
,J?i E J+ with @(8,) = zk. Lemma 15 implies that there is a point E E J(k) n 
spectrum(H). If J(k) lies to the left of E,, then E must be an eigenvalue, 
by virtue of assumption (El ), and E < E, . Hence it is enough to show that 
J(k) lies to the left of E, unless IE, -E,I <CO#Smin and I@(E,)-zkl< 
C # AK+ 33- (3’2)EN’ and k = k,,, . This is proved as follows. 
Since k E X, we know that J(k) intersects Jc (- 03, E,]. Also since 
d@/dE> 0 on (IE- E,I < c”, Smin}r we know that J(k) is an interval. 
Hence either J(k) lies to the left of E,, or else E, E J(k). We need only 
analyze the case E, E J(k). Let k’ E X be different from k. The same argu- 
ment just used for k shows that either J(k’) lies to the left of E,, or else 
E, E J(k’). We cannot have E, E J(k’), since E, belongs to J(k), and 
J(k) n J(k’) = 0. Thus J(k’) lies to the left of E,, while J(k) contains E,. 
Since J(k’) and J(k) are disjoint intervals, it follows that J(k’) lies to the 
left of J(k). Since d@/dE > 0 on ( 1 E - E,,( < c”, Smin >, it follows that k’ < k. 
In other words, k is the maximal element of X, k = k,,,. Also since 
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E, EJ(~), we have by definition IE, - E,,l < c”, Smin and I@(E,) - T&J < 
c~,K+33-(3/2)EN’. Th is is what we were supposed to show. The proof of 
the lemma is complete. 1 
MINOR IMPROVEMENTS 
The hypotheses in the preceding section have become too baroque. We 
begin this section by introducing a reasonably simple hypothesis that 
implies the complicated assumption (E3). In fact, suppose 
(E3)’ For x~Zavr, x<xIelt-$~r~BleTt, we have V(x)-Em> 
100/l x - xlen I 2. Similarly, for x E ZBvP, x > x,ight + $Azgh, Bright, we have 
V(x)- E, 2 100/1x-Xfiigh~12. 
We check that this and (E4) imply (E3), with t = $. It is enough to 
study x < xleft - Gt heft 7 since the argument for x > xtight + A.:ghtBright is 
analogous. For x < xIeft - A& Bleft , we have 
s 
-wt(.9 
(V(t)-E)1’2dr 
x 
s 
xlcn - ( l/2 1 i& Blcn 10 
2 dt 
x It-Xleftl 
+I 
.wt(~) 112 C# 2 (x,,,(E) - t)) dt 
.xkn(E) - cx Bkn left 
Hence with z = 4 we have 
o( V(x) - E) exp 2( 1 - r) /X’a(E) (V(t) - E)1’2 dt) 
.T 
50 
2 ( 
lx - Xleft I lo 
IX-xXleft12 (1/2)l;ftB,ert > eryL’eR* 
For x G xleft - nEft heft 9 the right-hand side is smallest when IX-xXleftl = 
4k&t. Hence by (E4) 
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For Lft 2 C, , the factor in brackets is more than 1, so the preceding 
estimate implies (E3). We have Alert 2 n > C, , so (E3) is proven. 
Also, assumptions (E3)’ and (E2) imply (El) on the continuous 
spectrum of H. In fact, (E2) shows that V is bounded below on I,,,, while 
(E3)’ gives V-E, 20 outside a bounded subinterval Z’c ZBVP. Letting 
-M be a lower bound for V- E, on ZBvP, we cut Z’ into finitely many 
subintervals I, of length < 10 -‘oM-1/2. If F has average zero on each of 
the Z,, then I,,(F’)’ + (V-E,) F2 2 j,jF’)” - MF2 2 0, so f,!(F’)’ + 
(V-E,)F’aO. 
This shows that the quadratic form ((H - E,)F, F) is non-negative on 
a finite-codimension subspace of L2(Z,,,), which implies that H, has no 
continuous spectrum in (-co, E,). Thus (El) follows from (E2), (E3)‘. 
One last task for this section is to estimate the derivatives of the semi- 
classical phase 
4,,(E) = j-;,;;:’ b- Ut))“’ dt. 
Under the hypotheses of the global WKB lemma, we have the following 
result. 
LEMMA. l(d/dE)B 4,,(E)I < C, j:;;$” S1/2pB(x) dx for IE- E,I -cc”, Smin. 
Sketch of Proof Write a partition of unity 1 = 8,,r~(.u) + eright(X) + 
c, e,(X) in [XM - C # BM, -‘Cright -i- C +J Bright I, with 
Left supported in Ix - xleft I < c # heft, ~(~)‘+C:,K;,‘~ 
eright supported in I x - Xright I < C s Bright9 1(~~8.igttt~ GC#BigGttT 
0, supported in Ix-x,] < c# B(x,), 
I( > I 
-$ *e, <q&B-“(x,), 
Ix M - XVI7 IXright - x,1 > c# diam(supp 6). 
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Then 
d,,(E) = jm e,&(t) ’ tE- V(t))‘j2 dt + f m eright(t). tE- V(f))‘j2 dt 
-02 -cc 
We have E- F’(t)=(Gl,ft(t, E))‘.(t-x,,(E)) for IE-&I <c$Smin, 
t E ~UPP e,,,, with lQ?$G,,rtl < C”,BS$-BB,;f~‘2-a, in view of our 
hypotheses on non-degeneracy of V’(x) at xleft. Hence, setting t = 
$df)=+ s, we have heft(E) = jOm 4&dE) + 4 . GdxdE) + s, E) . 
- j: F,,(E, s) . sli2 ds, with F&E, s) supported in 0 < s < c x Blen, 
Id~FJ < C$ S,:/,:-BB,$2. Hence l(d/dE)B $,JE)I ~j?“~ CB, S,$-b 
B~r~‘2s”2 ds < C$ S :L/f: - pBl,ft < Cc JIX - xkn(E), < c1 B,cn S ‘I2 - B(x) dx. Similarly 
l(d/dW $right(WI G CB, Slx-xfight(E)I <cwBrigh, S”2-B(~) dx. Trivially, 
(d/dE)B 4,(E) = cB j 8,(x)(E - V(x))1’2-8 dx so l(d/dE)B &(E)I < 
CB, lsupp o, S 1’2 - B(x) dx. Summing our estimates for (d/dE)fi q5,(E), 
(d/W’ d~t(E)v (d/dE)’ bright(E), we get the conclusion of the lemma. 1 
In the next section, we summarize what we know so far about 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of - d2/dx2 + V(x). 
THE WKB THEOREMS 
Set-Up. We are given the following: A potential V(x) defined on a 
(possibly unbounded) interval I,,,; two positive functions S(x), B(x) 
defined on a subinterval Zc ZBvP; two real numbers E, < E,; positive 
numberss<&,K>landN>Ks- lo. We define N’ = [.sZV/SOO] and N” = 
t&N’ - K - 33. 
Our goal is to understand the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the 
self-adjoint operator H= -d2/dx2 + V(x) on L2(ZsvP), with Dirichlet or 
Neumann conditions at the endpoints. 
Hypotheses 
Assumptions on V(x), S(x), B(x) in Z 
(HypO) If x, YEZ and Ix- yl ccB(x), then c<B(y)/B(x)<C and 
c<S(y)/S(x)<C. 
(Hypl) For XE Z and a 2 0 we have I(d/dx)’ V(x)1 < C,S(x) B-‘(x). 
(Hyp2) The equation V(x) = E, has two solutions xlelt < x,ight in Z, 
and they satisfy dist(xbft, 8Z) > cB(xle.J, dist(xdght, 8Z) > cB(x,,,,). 
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(Hyp3) For xlen <x < xlelt + ci B(x,,r,) we have - V’(x) > 
Cs(Xj,,) Bpl(Xleft), and for X,ight - Cl B(X,ight) < X d X,ight We have 
+ v’(X) ’ CS(Xright) B- l(Xright). 
(HYPE) For Xmt -I- Cl B(x,,rt) d X < Xrlght - Cl B(Xright) we have 
cS(x) < E, - V(x) < CS(x). 
To state the remaining hypotheses, we establish some notation. Set 
J.(x) = S ‘j*(x) B(x) for x E I. Then set 
4eft = Bhft 13 Sleft = S(Xlefth Aeft = 4X,eft h 
B right = B(XrightL Sright = S(Xr,ght), lright = ltXright). 
For IE- Ed < cSleft, let x,&E) be the solution of V(x) = E nearest 
to Xleft, and for JE- E,I < cSright, let xrIght(E) be the solution of 
V(x) = E nearest to xright. Define Smin = inf.r,eft < x < .~ngh, S(x) and A = 
(f$h’(dx/S1’2(x) B*(x)))-‘. 
Our remaining hypotheses are as follows. 
Assumptions on V(x) in all of I,,, 
(Hyp5) If IE-Eol<c2S,i, and E<E,, then V(x)>E for all 
x E IBVP\ Cx,eft(E), Xright(E)I. 
(Hyp6) If x E I,,, satisfies x < xleft - $LEftB,,, then V(x) 2 
E, + 100/1x - xleft I*, and if x E I,,, satisfies x > xEight + $zgh, Bright, then 
V(X) 2 Em + IOO/1~-x,ight[*. 
Technical Assumptions 
(HYPE) max,,, S(x) G Gft&dt and max,,, S(x) 6 ljjpht&ght. 
(Hyp8) s’$,ht(dX/s l’*(X)) d AK. min(S;f~‘2B,,ft, Sr;glhl:B,-ight). 
(Hyp9) [~;;i(dx/S”*(x) B4(x))] . [&f’(dx/S”*(x))l d AK. 
WKB Condition 
(HyplO) n is bounded below by a positive constant depending only 
on E, K, and N, and on c, C, c, , c2, C, in (HypO)-(Hyp4). 
Definitions and Basic Properties of Phases 
Assume hypotheses (HypOt( HyplO). For 1 E - E,,I < c # Smin, define 
d(E) = JIz;; (E- V(x))“* dx and 
- [I 
xngh’(E)-d ICI(E) = 61iy+ V”(x)(E- V(x))-3/2dX--(E)6~1i2 
a&(~) + 6 1 
with q(E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. 
LEMMA 1. 
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Also cjr &F(dx/S1’2(x)) < d&E)/dE< C, J;F(dx/S”*(x)). 
The constants cx, C, , C$ depend only on E, K, N, c, C, cl, c2, C, in the 
hypotheses (HypO)-(Hyp4). 
WKB EIGENVALUE THEOREM. Zf (HypOt(Hyp10) hold, then there is a 
function Q(E) on [E,, - c + Smin, E,, + c, Smin] and there are numbers Ekmin, 
Ek,in + 17 ...y Ek,, 6 E, with the following properties. 
(A) WE) = +7d2 + 4(E) + &b(E) + L,,(E), with 
(B) {Knin, kmin + 1, ...p kmw.} is exactly the set of integers k for 
which I@(E)-nk( <C.APN”forsome EE [Eo-~c#Smin, Eo+tc.S,i,]n 
(-co, &,I. 
(Cl Vkmin Gk<kmax, then Ek is an eigenvalue of H. 
P) Vk=k,,, then Ek is either an eigenvalue of H or equal to E,. 
(E) For k,i”<k<k,,, we have IEk - EJ < C# Smin and I@(Ek) - zkl 
cc, A-““. 
(F) Every eigenvalue of H in the interval [E, - $c # Smin, 
Eo+$~S,in]n(-oO, Em] is one of the Ek (k”i”~k~k,,,). 
The constants c# , C$ depend only on E, K, N, c, C, cl c2, C, in (HypOk 
(HYPE ). 
Remark. Perhaps Ek,,, or Ek,., or both lie slightly outside 
CEo-bCxSrnin,Eo+~CxSmi,l, 
We prepare to describe the eigenfunctions of H. Given an energy E with 
I E - E,I < c x Smin, define intervals: 
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IE far left = I,“, 
‘Ley left = Cx,en(E) - G~l&~ %t(E) + &2,&1 
rLiium left = C%t(E) + &2’34en~ x,,,(E) + C# 4eftl 
‘,“,“,a = Cxleft(E) + ic # Bleft, Xright(E) - ic # Brlghtl 
zkdium right = CXrighttE) - c# Bright 3 Xright(E) - Azi$‘3Brightl 
IE Amy right = [Xright(E) - 2rp”ht Bright 3 Xright(E) + lr<iht Brightl 
IEr right = CXrighttE) + 2Fi$?3Bright 9 03) n IEIVF’. 
Also define regions 
u Amy left = {(x3 WI IE-&I <c# Sminr Ix-xkft(E)I <L~~fFBleft}3 
UAirey right = {(X3 ‘)I IE-EO <C#Smin, IXvxright(E)I <2&&htBright} 
Uoscil= ((X3 E) I IE- E,I < C# Smmt x,,,(E) <X < XrIght(E)}. 
WKB EIGENFUNCTION THEOREM. Assume (HypO)-( HyplO). Then there 
exist real-valued functions Y,eft(x, E) on UAirey ,ert, Yright(x, E) on UAlrey right, 
and complex-valued functions u,,~~(x, E), uright(x, E) on UOsci,, for which the 
following hold. 
Properties of the Auxiliary Functions 
(1) On UAirey ,ert we can write Ylefl = Yy + L,$Yyrt, with 
la~a$Y~~“l < Cz#BBiiSi{ and IZ~,(~Y~“/~X)~ Yy = E- V(x) to order at 
least N’ at x = x,,,(E). More precisely, I&t(aY,,,/ax)2 . Y,,ft + { Y,,rt, x} - 
(E- v(x))1 < c# ~~~‘slcft on uif:,,. Similarly, on UAirey right we can 
write Yright = y;;leht + ArTgit yrlght 
IZ;ight(aY;;‘Bh’/aX)2 Yyt = 
with Iaz8$Y:ightI < C$B,$,,S,$,, and 
E- L’(J) to order at least N’ at x = xright(E). 
More precisely, lnZi ht(ayrlght/ax)2 Yright + { Yright, xl - (E - v(x))/ G 
C + ‘lrTgfi Sright on U zky. 
(2) For IE - J&I < c # Smin and x E Iiedium ,eft we have la:u,enl < 
C; G; ((x - x,,,(E))14,,)-3’2 . (x - x,e~(E))-~, and IRe Ud G 
C, &;:((x - x&E))/BM-~. Similarly, for IE- &,I < c# Smin and 
x E zkzlium right we have lazUrightl 6 C> LrTglht((Xright(E) - X)/Bright)-3’2 . 
(Xright(E) - X)-’ and IRe UrightI < C, 2r&((Xright(E) - x)/Bright)F3. 
(3) For [E-E01 <cXSmin and XEZE,~~~ we have 
km ,enI < C; A -‘B-“(x) and IRe uleftl < C, A -2. 
Similarly, on the same region we have (d:u,ightj < C”,,U’B-“(x) and 
IRe U,ightI < C, Ae2. 
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Description of Eigenfunctions 
Let F(x) be a real-valued eigenfunction of H with eigenvalue E and norm 
1. Assume IE-Eol<cxSmi, and E<E,. Then there exist real constants 
b ref,, bright for which we have 
(4) fg,,,& IF( dx < ApN” and I+&, IF( dx <A-““‘. 
(5) j&m,,a IF(x)-~,,,~~~~‘~(~Y,~,(X, JW~)-“~ 4~~: Y,ertb, E))12 dx 
<AeN” and 
(6) 
s f’(x) -heft Re e ki(n/4)eij&a(E- V(t))1/2 dr E 
4nedium Ml” center P (E- V(X))“~ 
and 
I F(x) - bright Re 
e T i(n/4), - i cfiW(E) (E- V(t))‘/* dt 
Ldium right ” &er (E - J’(x))“~ 
.(1+u.,,,(x))]~2dx<A-“. 
(7) C# < (lb~cJ2 + lbright12) JZ~f’(dX/S1’2(x)) < C,, and 
(8) Ilb,ertl.lbrightl-1-~I~C~~-2. 
What the Constants May Depend on 
The constants c# , C, , and C$ above depend only on E, K, N, c, C, cl, 
c2, and C, in (HypO)-(Hyp5). 
Proofs. (HypO)-(HyplO) imply the assumptions used in the section on 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, namely (HO)-( H6) and (E 1 )-( E7). This 
follows from the discussion in the preceding section. The estimates for 
dsq5(E)/dEB in Lemma 1 were proved in the preceding section, and the 
estimates for (ds/dEB) e(E) are immediate consequences of the global 
WKB lemma and the fact that $(E) = 48 Im(Gi(E)). 
The WKB Eigenvalue Theorem is immediate from Lemma 16 in the 
section on eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. We define Ek to be the unique 
eigenvalue GE, in J(k), assuming an eigenvalue exists there; and we set 
Ek = E, otherwise. (See Lemma 16 for the definition of J(k).) This proves 
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(B)-(F) of the WKB Eigenvalue Theorem. Part (A) is already contained in 
the global WKB lemma. 
The WKB Eigenfunction Theorem is immediate from Lemma 12 in the 
section on eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. We set qelt = C,“l;, u’,““(x, E), 
U,ight = C,“l, uf;‘Bh’(x, E), bleft = b, and bright = (- l)k’ R(E,)b. (See 
Lemma 12 for the notation.) 
Parts (1 ), (2), and (3) of the Eigenfunction Theorem are contained in the 
global WKB lemma, and parts (4) (5), (6) and (7) come from Lemma 12. 
Part (8) asserts that IR(E,) - 11 < C, /i -2, which is contained in the global 
WKB lemma. 1 
NORMALIZING THE WKB EIGENFUNCTIONS 
The goal of this section is to compute the constants bleftr bright in the 
statement of the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem. The first step is to give a 
close approximation for integrals of the form j?“oo 0(t) A*(t) dt, which we 
accomplish in the next few lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose I(d/dy)” e(y)1 <C,R-” (m>O) and9 is of compact 
support and IK(y)I <C’/jyl”, where A4, R> 10. Then 
s 
m M-3 
tI( y) K(y) dy = c c(m) dcm)(0) + Error 
1 ??I=0 
with IError < Const.(C’, C,, M) . R--(“-2), c(m) depending onfy on K(y), 
and Ic(m)l < Const.(C’, M). 
ProoJ Taylor’s theorem gives e(y) = X,“Zd (l/m!) ecm’(0) y” + 
x(y). yM with Ix(y)1 < Const.(C,) ReM, so 
+ j" X(Y) y"W) 4 + j- e(y) WY) dy. 
1 R 
The last two terms on the right are dominated by Const.(C’, C,, M) RpcM- ‘), 
and the term 0(“-“(O). [(l/(M- l)!) jp K(y) yM-’ dy] is dominated by 
Const.(C,,,-,, C’) R-(“-l)ln R<Const.(C,-,, C’) R-@‘-*). Hence 
f 
m 8(y) K(y) dy = Mf2 e(m)(O). 
1 l?l=O [ .J 
f ,2 WY) Y” dy] 
- Mf 2 tP)(O) [i Jy K(y) y” dy ] + Error 
IT?=0 
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with IError < Const.(C’, C,, M) . R- (M-2). The second sum on the right 
is also dominated by Const.(C’, C,, M) RpcMp2), as is the term m = M- 2 
in the first sum. Hence the lemma is proven, with c(m) = (l/m!) 
f;” Y”aY) &* I 
LEMMA 2. Zf 6(y) has compact support and 1 I(d/dy)” fl(y)l < C, R-” 
(all m) with R > 10, then 
I 
O” e(4/3)iy3jl 
M-l 
y --s 0(y) dy = c c(s, m) 0cm’(O) + Error 
1 m=O 
with c(s, m) universal constants, [Error1 < Const.(C,, M) . RPM, and A4 us 
large as we please. 
Proof: Integration by parts gives the formula 
co 
e(W)iy312y-qy) dr 
1 
= cl(s) 0(l) + c2(s) c e(4’3)iy3’2y-((s+3’2)e(y) dy 
The integrals on the right are analogous to the left-hand side, with s 
increased by at least 4. Hence repeated use of this formula yields an 
identity of the form 
cc 
eW3)iy3i2y--se(y) dy 
1 
=I? C(S, j) @"1)(l) +jt c'(s, j) jy e(4/3)iY3'2y--sje(m;)(y) dy 
j=l 
with all the sj 3 M + 2. Lemma 1 (with M + 2 in place of M) applies to the 
integrals on the right, so we get 
co 
e(4/3)iy3’zy-yqy) dy 
hu M-l 
= jC, C(S, j) e(“+)( 1) + 1 C”(S, m) P’)(O) + Error, 
m=O 
with [Error1 <Const.(C,, M) ReM. 
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The terms c(s, j) @“J)( 1) with mj > M are dominated by 
Const.(C,, M) ReM, and for m, < M - 1 Taylor’s theorem gives 19(““)( 1) = 
c ,~m~M--I(e(m)(0)l(m-mj)!)+ error, with [error\ < Const.(C,, M) RPM. 
Therefore, the previous equation for our integral implies 
I 
m M-l 
e(4/2)iy3j2 --s y B(y) d,v = 1 c(s, m) ticm’(0) + Error 
I m=O 
with IError <Const.(C,, M) RPM. 1 
Of course, Lemma 2 has an analogue with e(4’3)iy3’2 replaced by e -(4’3)@3’2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose O(y) has compact support and satisfies I(d/dy)” tl( y)I 
<C,,, R-” (all m) with R 2 10. Suppose _aP( y) satisfies 
<C:,(l+ lyl)-” (any W 
Then 
jm -012(y)e(y)dy=;j; ~1+Z,“_;;~y-(3’2)k~2e(y)dy 
-cc 
M-l 
+ 1 c(m) ecm)(0) + Error, 
m=O 
where the c(m) are independent of 8, A4 is as large as we please, and 
[Error1 < Const.(M, cl,, C,) . RPM. 
Proof: Set 
HM(Y) = d2(Y) - 
( [ 
Re 
e * i(n/4)e(2/3)iy3i2 2 
Y 114 
1 + E Ck y--(3’2)k )I > xv> 1 . k=l 
Our hypothesis implies 
lHM(Y)l G cM(l + lyl)-“, 
Lemma 1 shows that 
A4 as large as we please. 
s 
02 M-3 
H,(Y) O(Y) dy = c c,(m) elm) + ErrorI, , 
l?l=O 
IError, < Const.(M, Cl,, C,) R-(“-2) 
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and that 
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I 
-1 M-3 
H,(Y) O(Y) dv = c c*(m) (3@“(O) + Error,, -02 m=O 
IError,l < Const.(M, CM, C,) R--(~-~). 
Taylor’s theorem gives 
s 
1 M-3 
--1 H&Y) O(Y) dy = 1 c3(m) ecm’(0) + Error3, 
m=O 
[Error,1 G Const.(M, C’, c,) R--(~-~), 
Adding the last three equations, we get 
s 
co M-3 
H&V) 8(y) dy = 1 cd(m) 0cm’(O) + Errorb, 
--m ??I=0 
(Error41 < Const.(M, CL, C,) RwtMT2). 
Therefore, the lemma follows if we can show that 
~-J;rn(~~[~*~‘~‘~~,~‘~‘~~(l+ 5 c,y-““‘*)])2qy)dy 
k=l 
1 +zL$Y -(3/2)k 2 
Y 
e(Y) 4 
M-3 
+ c c,(m) @“)(O) + Error, 
??I=0 
with /Error,1 6 Const.(M, C’, C,) . R--(M-2). 
We expand Q using (Re([))‘= (tc + fc)‘= i [[I2 + al2 + i[T. Thus 
Q=-1 2 * 1 1 + c,“= 1 
1 Y 
114 ck y--(3’2)k 2 
2 
Cky-W2)k 
e(Y) dy 
1 
I 
m e-(4/3)iy3l* 
1 + E ,zk y-WW 
2 
+ _ e T i(G) 
4 e(Y) dy. 1 Y l/2 k=l > 
(1) 
The last two terms on the right are sums of integrals to which we can 
apply Lemma 2 and its analogue for e-(4’3)iy3iz, and the desired Eq. (1) 
follows easily. I 
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We apply Lemma 3 to the Airey function. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose B(y) has compact support and satisfies 
I(d/dy)“8(y)(,<C,R-” (m20) with R210. 
For universal constants c”(O), c”(l), c”(2) we have 
with (Error/ < Const.(C,) . R-5/2. 
Proof: The Airey function A(y) satisfies the hypothesis of the previous 
lemma, with c, = k&i. Since c1 is purely imaginary, we have 
11 +c,“=, CkY- (3’2)k12 = 1 + 0( yP3) for y 2 1. Hence 
1 +c,“=, Cky-(3’2)k 2 
Y l/4 
e(y)dy=~j~~+j~K(~)e(y)dy 
1 
with K(y)1 < Cy- . 7’2 Taylor’s theorem gives 
e(o) + Ye’(o) +i y2e”(o) + o(Rp3y3) 1 dy 
+ jm K(Y) O(1) dy 
R 
+j,RK(y).0(R-3y”)dy+j~~(K(y)O(l)dy 
R 
The terms in curly brackets are all dominated by RP512, so that 
1 +c;z”=, CkY-(3’2)k 2 etyjdy 
Y 114 
1 “e(Y)dY 2 =- 
s T+ c c,(m) ecm)(0) + Error, 21 Y m=O 
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with IError,( <Const.(C,).R- . 5’2 The previous lemma therefore gives 
[?‘co A2(y) 8(y) dy = f jp(tJ(y) ~J/.Y”~) + xi=, c2(m) 0(‘“)(O) + Error2, with 
IError, < Const.(C,) . R- 5/2 Taylor’s theorem shows that .
1 ‘e(Y)4 
5 0 f -= $, 81m)(0)[~f~~dy]+Error,, JJ2 m=O 
with IError, < Const.(C,) R-3. 
Combining this with the preceding equation, we get the conclusion of the 
lemma. 1 
Remark. Later, we will see that the universal constants z(O), E(l), c”(2) 
are all zero. This will be important for the normalization of WKB 
eigenfunctions. The ideas in the proofs of Lemmas 14 have used only the 
asymptotic properties of the Airey function, which are not enough to 
specify the z(m). 
Now suppose we are in the setting of the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem, 
and let F be a real-valued eigenfunction of H, with L2-norm 1 and 
eigenvalue E. We assume I E - EoI < cx Smin and E < E, , so that F is 
described by the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem. Our goal is to compute 
jIsVP e(x) F”(x) dx for suitable smooth functions 8. 
Let us start with the case of 8 supported near a turning point. Thus we 
assume supp 8 c I& ,=rt = {Ix - x,,,(E)1 < IZ,;;Bleft}, and we assume the 
estimates I(d/dx)” e(x)1 G C”(A;;B,&*. 
For the next few paragraphs, we delete the subscript “left.” According 
to the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem, we have in supp 8 F(x)= 
bl-1/3(8Y/8x)-“2 A(A2j3Y) + Error, with f (ErrorI dx < A-““. 
Thus 
F2(x) < (1 + /l --(l’l”jN” )(bi”“(~e1’2A(li13Y))2+A(1i2iNv IError12 
and 
I;2(x) > (1 _ n - (lllO)N” )(bi”3(~~1’2,4(,12~3Y))2-A(1~2)N” IError12. 
Estimate (44bis) in the section on Schrodinger operators, together with the 
results on the order of magnitude of Ibl in the WKB Eigenfunction 
Theorem, shows that 
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Hence 
J le(x)l iF2(x)-(b;i’!‘(~-1’2A(I.“3Y))2~ dx<C;AF~‘Y 
SO 
~,~~s(x)P2(x)dx=b2k”~~(x)~-2’3(~~-1A2(i’”Y)dx+Errorl, (2) 
B 
IError, < C, A --(l”o)N”. (3) 
In supp 8, we have aY/ax > cB-‘. Hence we can make the change of 
variable t = A213 Y(x, E) to reduce matters to Lemma 4. 
Define I= Image of (lx-x(E)1 <P&B} under the map xH i = 
A2’3Y(x, E), and set 
for t = A213 Y(x, E), Ix - x(E)1 < A-&B; 
eyt) =o 
We have 
for t $2 
f -1 et.4 I -2’3 FI~(A~‘~Y) dx ,svp 
= 
s ,x-r(E),<1-‘Be(X)i-4’3 
= I co e”(t) k(t) dt. (4) --co 
Note that supp 8# cc 1, hence 0’ is smooth on the whole real line. To 
estimate the derivatives of 8# we argue as follows. From the definitions of 
t, 8#, and from the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem, we see that 
A-2/3t is a smooth function of 
x-x(E) 
B , with first derivative bounded below; 
(5) 
-2 
has the form l-4/3B2 
.(smoothfunctionof xiT(B’>. (6) 
Hence O”(t) has the form Ap413B2. (smooth function of A-2/3+Ef). The 
Cm-seminorms of the smooth functions in (5), (6) are bounded a priori by 
the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem. Hence we have O#( t) = Ap4j3B2 . Ox “(t), 
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with I(d/&)” t?##I < C$IZ(E-2’3)m. Applying Lemma 4 to (-I##, with 
R = A213 - ‘, we get 
s a, P(t) A2(t) dr -cc 
m 
0”(O) + Error, (7) 
with IError, < C, Ap413B2. (l2/3-&)--/* = C, 1(5/*)8-3~2. 
On the right-hand side of (7), we want to replace 
(i>” e”(O) by ($>” e”(t,), with to=A2’3Y(x(E), E). 
That is, to is the image of x(E) under x H t. 
The WKB Eigenfunction Theorem gives Y = Y. + A-* Y, with I Y, I < C, 
and Y, = 0 at x=x(E). Hence Ito1 < C, 12*j3 .A-* = C, Ip413, so 
< cm 1-413 . ~-413~2 . A(&--2/3)(m+ 1) < cm l-10/3+ Cm+ l)cBZ 
’ # # 
Putting this into (7), we get 
jm e#(t)k(t)dt=g= qy 
-cc 
m 8#(t,)+Error, (8) 
with (Error,1 G C, 12(5/2)E-3B2. 
We change variable from t back to x, obtaining 
m e”(t) P(t) dt 
-cc 
+ Error3, 
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that is, 
s m O”(t) A2(t) dt -cc 
=;~,,,B(x)(~~(~~ Y)-“‘dx 
+ Error,, (9) 
with [Error,1 < C, A(5’2)E-3B2. 
In (9) we would like to change Y to Y,, where we recall from the WKB 
Eigenfunction Theorem that Y= Y, + IP2Y,. To see the effect of this 
change, define 
9-(7)=j e(x) 1-l 
Yo+rY,>O 
(2+72)-l (Yo+zY,)-1/2dx, 
for 171 <c,. The integral on the right-hand side of (9) is s(A-‘), and we 
want to replace it by y(O). So we study the dependence of F(7) on 7. 
This is most easily done by introducing a new independent variable l= 
Y,(x, E) + zY,(x, E). We regard 5 as a function of x and 7. From the 
properties of Yo, Y, asserted in the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem, we see 
that 
and 
at z>c&l for Ix-.W)I, 171 < c#, 
and also that 5 = 0 when x = x(E), 7 = 0. The implicit function theorem lets 
us write x=x(E) + Bg(<, 7) for the solution of Y. + 7 Y, = r, with 
la;ay g(r, 7)l G q for 151, ITI G C; . 
Writing y(r) in terms of the new integration variable 5, we get the 
formula 
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Now lQ?:(aY,l8x + r(8YI/8x))-*( < C”,yB’-” and l8,6(x)l < 
C A+“B-‘. # 
Hence 
and 
for Ix-x(E)I<c,B, IzI <cI. 
Therefore 
=[~x{~(x)(~+~~)-2}]~B~ 
+[&{6(x)(z+T$)P2}] isdominatedby C,1”B2. 
The integrand in (10) thus has z-derivative at most IZEB2<-1/2. That 
integrand is supported in ( 151 < c x } because of the e-factor. Therefore 
from (10) we get JdF(r)/drl <C, I”-‘B2, for IrI < cx. 
Hence lF(Le2) -y(O)1 G C, 1”-3B2, so (9) implies 
s OD P(t) A2(t) dt -cc 
??I=0 
+ Error4, with IError, < C, Il(s12)r-3g2. (11) 
Recall from the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem that 12(aY&3x)’ Y, = 
E - V(x) to order >N’ at x = x(E). 
Hence in supp 8, Y, > 0 is equivalent to E - V(x) > 0. Also, Taylor’s 
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theorem with remainder and our estimates for the x-derivatives of Y,, V(x) 
yield 
Gc~s.(x-;(E))“‘-l (-J(x)) 
<C,Ip”‘N’-l’(E- V(x)) 
for Ix - x(E)1 <I-&B. Thus 
A2(aydax)2 ‘0 1 <c A-@-,) 
E- P’(x) - ’ # 
in supp 6. 
Hence 
1 
z 
Jyo>oe(x,(~*(~)2 Y,)I:idx 
1 
=2 s 
O(x)(E- V(X))~“* dx + Error,, (12) E- Y(x)>0 
[Error,1 < C, ;l-&cN’- l) lW)l(E- V(X))~“* dx 
&(N’-l)s-IIZB. 
(13) 
Since S-“*B = I-‘B’, (13) may be rewritten as [Error,1 < 
C ;1-‘-“(N’~l)B*~C#IZ~lOOB* . we take N>100~-‘~, IV’= 
[e%/SOO], 0 GE < l/10. Therefoie, F;yfe,nd (12) yield 
I O” O”(t) A’(t) dr --m 
1 
=2 E- V(X)>0 5 
O(x)(E- V(x))-“* dx 
+ i qm) ~-(*m+4)/3 
m=O 
+ Error, 
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with [Error,1 < C, 12(5’2)E-33B2. Putting this into (2), (3), (4) we get 
b-2 j, 
B 
vp O(x) F2(x) dx 
1 
=z s 
O(x)(E- V(x))-l/2 dx 
E- V(x)>0 
+ i qm) ~-W+4)/3 
m=O 
+ Error,, (14) 
where IError, < C, il (S/2)&-33~2+ c ,-(1/1O)N”b-2 
The WKB Eigenfunction Theore: gives bP2 < C, jz$dx/S”2(x)), and 
hypothesis (Hyp8) dominates the right-hand side by Cj,AKS-‘/2B= 
C, AK3,-‘B2. Hence 
IError, < C, g2. (j1W2w3 + ,~~-(~/~o)~“~--l). 
We record our results in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. In the setting of the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem, let F be a 
real-valued eigenfunction of H, with L2-norm 1 and eigenvalue E satisfying 
I E- E. I < c# Smin, E < E,. Suppose O(x) is supported in {Ix - x&E)1 < 
l,T,:‘Bl,n} and satisfies J(d/dx)” O(x)1 < Cz(lZi{Bleft)-“‘. Then we have 
bit lIBv, e(x) F2:2(x) d  
1 
I 
etx) dx 
+ i z(m)i,T,‘2”+4)‘3 
=2 E-v(x)>0 (E- W))“2 m=O 
~((~)-1%)“{B(x)(~)-2}lr-~,~~(E)+Error, 
with 
The coefficients c”(m) are as in Lemma 4. 
Of course, there is an analogue of Lemma 5 for e(x) supported near 
xright(E). Once we know that the Z(m) are all zero, Lemma 5 will simplify. 
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Next suppose O(x) is supported in I, = [xleft + cx ili;B,,,, 
Xright - c-K Bright] and satisfies 
(15) 
Again we want to compute j’,svP 13(x) F’(x) dx for eigenfunctions F as in 
Lemma 5. 
The WKB Eigenfunction Theorem shows that 
F= blertRe 
eiin/4eil&(EI(E- V(t))“2df 
(E- V(x))“” (1 + 4eft (x, E)) + Error, 1 (16) 
in supp 8, with 
IRe uleft(x, E)I <C, A3&-* in supp 8, (17) 
IO” U,ertk E)l 
I(;)” ulertk E)l 
<q/i-‘(B(x))-” in suppen {x>x,~~~(E)+c#B,,~~}. (lgbis) 
and 
f 1 Error, I* dx < .4 --“. (19) SUPP 0 
From (16) we get 
F2 < b&(Re[etc])2 (1 + A-(‘/‘“)““) + /i(1’2)N” I Error, I* 
and 
F* 2 b&t(Re[etc])2 (1 -A --(l’lo)N”) - n(1’2)N” I Error, I*, 
so that 
f e(x) F2(x) dx klVP 
e”“4e’j$ca(E- Y(t))‘/2dt 
(E - V(X))“~ 
x (1 + U,ertk El) dx + Error, (20) 
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with 
) Error, 1 < C, b&A --(ll’o)N” J dx k4VP I @)I (Em v(x))‘,’ + A --(1’2)N” 
< c#/i-w*w* 
(21) 
The last inequality uses our estimate of I b,,rt I from the WKB Eigenfunction 
Theorem. 
Now we expand (Re(c))’ = (c/2 + 5/2)2 = c2/4 + <‘/4 + 1 [I 2/2 to write 
bL 5,, WI Re ( [ e*in/4eil.;cnca(E- V(r))1/2df I) 
2 
(E- V(X))“~ (1 + ~,eftk El) dx 
= ; b:,ft I,,, 
qx) e+id2e+2ij&(s)(E- V(~)Vdt 
(E- V(X))“~ (1 + fheft (x, EN2 dx 
+$ b;ft J 
klVP 
‘12dt 
(1 + weft (~3 ~9)’ dx 
e(x) +; b;fi JIBvp (E- v(x)p I 1 + Weft (x, WI2 dx 
=Term l(~)+Term2(8)+Term3(0). (22) 
We shall show that Term l(O), Term 2(@ are negligibly small. In 
fact, using a partition of unity we can write O=C, 8, with each 0, 
supported in { 1 x-x, 1 < c# AME B(x,)}, satisfying I(d/dx)” 8, I < 
C% WE(%) Nx,))-“, X”, 1 -x, > c x A -&(x,) B(x,), and supp 0, c supp 8. 
We then have Term l(0) = Cy Term l(O,), Term 2(O) = C, Term 2(8,), and 
I Term WJ , I ‘km WJI G C, (GXzN (~kY~‘~2k)) bkft by the 
stationary phase lemma (i.e., Lemma 1 in the section on eigenfunctions and 
eigenvalues of Schrijdinger operators.) Hence, 
JTerm l(B)J, ITerrnZ(B)/hb:,n-“~~(~~~~~)~,:” 
Y 
CC LNb2 J 
xn dx 
’ # left -<&A-” (23) 
.q& P2(x) 
by the bound for I b,, I in the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem. 
Regarding Term 3(O), we have Ill- ulclt (x, E)I 2 - 1 ( G C, A -’ in supp 8 n 
{~>x~~~(E)+c,l?,,~}, by (17), (lgbi”). Similarly )ll-u,~,(~,E)(~-l~< 
C, A3’-’ in supp 6J n (x <xleft(E) + cx B,,,} by (17), (18), and the fact 
that lZlcft 2 c# A. Hence, 
Term 3(e) = i l1 
BVP 
bkft (E~~(~)l,z + Error,,, (24) 
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+ C, A3’-‘b&, j 
dx 
s”pp~n{xcx~ef,(E)+‘~~~ertl (E- v(x)p2 
(25) 
again using our bound on 1 bleft I. 
Putting (23), (24), and (25) into (22) and then comparing the result with 
(20), (21), we obtain: 
with 1 Error,, 1 < C, A3’-‘. Here we wrote the region of integration as 
(E- V(x)>Of, which is harmless since E- V>O on supp8. 
We record this result as a lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let F be as in Lemma 5, and suppose 0(x) is supported in 
C%t(E) + cc 424,,, x,ig~,(E) - c# &g~,l, satisfying l(d/dx)” O(x)1 < 
C$ (n-‘(x) B(x))-“. Then 
with 1 Error 1 < C, A3’p2. 
Of course there is an analogue of Lemma 6 with the roles of xleft(E), 
xlight(E) interchanged. At last we are ready to dispose of Z(m). 
LEMMA 7. The constants C?(O), E(l), E(2) in Lemma 4 are all zero. 
Proof We apply Lemmas 5 and 6 to the harmonic oscillator, and 
compare the results with the known behavior of the Hermite functions. 
Specifically, let H = -d2/dx2 + J2x2 on the whole line, and put E, = A2, 
E, = 10A2, Z= [ - 10, + lo], B(x) = 1, S(x) = ,12. Then our assumptions 
(HypO)-(HyplO) hold if ,I is bigger than a (large) universal constant. The 
eigenfunctions of H are the Hermite functions, and there are many eigen- 
values E with I E-E, ( < c”, Smin, i.e., I E - ,I2 I $ ,12. Let F and E be as in 
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Lemmas 5 and 6. Suppose O(x) is an even C” function of polynomial 
growth on the line. Using a partition of unity we can write 
+e medium right + e,4irey right + ofa, right 
with 
SUPPefarlert~(-~,Xlert(E)-C~~-&i, efar right tx) = efar left ( -x) 
SUPP eAiRy left = { I x - Xleft (E)I < I -“I, eAirey right (Xl = eAirey left ( -x) 
suPP &iium left = Cxkft W) + c # 1-‘, xleft W) + c x I, 
emedium right tx) = emedium left ( -xl 
SUPP k,,,, = 
[ 
xleR (E) + 4, Xright (El - F 1 3 
8 center (4 = bnter( -4. 
Since F is either even or odd, we have 
Irn e(x) F’(x) dx = 2 Jrn OfarleftF2 dx + 2 jrn eAireyIcR F2 dx 
-cc -cc -cc 
+ 2 j- kedium,e.82 dx + j* k,terF2 dx. 
-cc -cc 
The last two integrals on the right are computed by Lemma 6, and the 
integral involving OAircylelt is computed by Lemma 5. 
Since jTm F2 dx = 1, the rapid decrease of the Hermite functions in 
(-co,~~,~,(E)-x.l-“] implies that IJ’?“m OfarleftF2dxI <A-“. Conse- 
quently, we have the formula 
s c0 e(x) F2(x) --co 
+ Error (26) 
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(27) 
The WKB Eigenfunction Theorem gives b$- JE-A2xz,,, (~x/(,!-,?~x~)~/~) 
NIZ-‘, so (27) shows that 
I Error I < C, 13’-‘. (28) 
Equations (26), (28) hold for 0(x) an even C” function of polynomial 
growth. Let us test (26), (28) in the case e(x) = polynomial. The computa- 
tion of the moments JEW x’“P(x) dx is an elementary exercise using 
raising and lowering operators. We provide details for the convenience 
of the reader. We can express H= $(a,~, +a,~) with [a,, a,] a scalar 
multiple of the identity, using a, = + d/dx + Ax, a, = - d/dx + Ax, or by using 
a, = - d/dx + ;ix, a, = + dJdx + Ix. As operators we have x = (a0 + u,)/21, 
so x ‘“=(2R)-2”Cf ,“. i*,=ou;,ui*“‘ui,. 
Each monomial aila,, . .. a,, may be written as a linear combination of 
terms of the form 
a:*” [a,, ullm Hm2 with m,+m,+m,=m,m,#0 (29) 
uf” [a,, a,]* Hm2 with m,+m,+m,=m,m,#O (30) 
[a,, u,lm’ Hm2 with m, + m, = m. (31) 
In fact, (29) arises from monomials with more a,% than the a,‘~; (30) arises 
from monomials with an excess of Q’S; and (31) arises from monomials 
with as many a,‘s as a,‘~. 
Hence as operators we have 
xZm = (21) -.?m 1 coeiT’(m,, ml, m2) u:~~[u~, ullml Hm2 
mi3+m,+m*=m 
Ml321 
+(21)-*” 1 coefF”(m,, m,, m2) u~~~[u~, u,lml Hm2 
m~+m,+m*=m 
mo21 
+(2A)-Zm c coeff(m,, m,)[u,, u,]~’ H”*. (32) 
m,+m*=m 
This holds with the same coefficients whether we take u,=d/dx+ Ix and 
a, = - dfdx + Ix or instead we set a, = - d/dx + Ax and a, = + dldx - Ix. 
Thus there are two versions of (32), one with [a,, ai] = 21, and the other 
with [a,, a,] = -2A. 
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Averaging together the two versions of (32) cancels the terms 
[a,, ul]ml H’“* with m, odd, yielding 
X2m - - c coeff’(m,, m,, m2) a~moIm’-2mHm2 
mo+m,+m*=m 
mo21 
+ c coeff”(m,, m,, m,) a~mo~m~-2mH”1 
m#3+m,+m*=m 
mO>l 
+ c coeff(m,, m2) Am1-2m Hm2. (33) 
??Z,+??Q=m 
m, even 
We apply (33) to compute the inner product (xzmF, F) with F a 
Hermite function, HF = EF. 
The first two sums on the right side of (33) do not affect the inner 
product, since 
(a ;mO~W--mHmlF, F) 
= A”” - 2mEm*( a;“& F) = 0 
and similarly 
(a~mOl”L-2mHm2F, F) 
= ~m~-2mEm*(@‘JF, F) = 0 
Therefore (33) gives 
for m,2 1, 
for m,> 1. 
(x’“F, F) = 1 coeff(m,, m2) Am1-2mEm2 
m,+m*=m 
m, lwen 
= c 
E m2 
m,+m*=m 
coeff(m,, m2) I-“’ 2 
0 
. 
In, even 
In particular, for E/A.’ N 1 we get 
s 
al 
x2”F2(x) dx = coeff(m) 
-co 0 
$ m + O(i-‘) for each m. (34) 
On the other hand, from (26), (28) we get trivially 
xzm dx 
(E-A2x2)1’2 + o(n-“3), (35) 
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since bfeft - A and a Y,,,/ax satisfies Ia: Y,eft I G C; , a Y,,,/ax 2 c # by the 
WKB Eigenfunction Theorem. 
The change of variable x = (,!?“/A) x gives 
x*~ dx 
~-,12x2,0 (E-A*x*)~‘*- (36) 
so the previous equation implies 
s m x2mF2(x)dx=(~b~~ft~~1)(~)m&?(m)+O(A~1~3) foreachm. -m 
Comparing this with (34) and recalling that E/1* w 1, we get 
($bb:,,A-‘) c&&m) = coeff(m) + O(Ap1/3) for each m. (37) 
Taking m =0 and recalling that sEm F* dx= 1, we get c&&O) = n by 
(36), and coeff(O)= 1 + 0(;1-*) by (34). Hence (37) for m =0 gives 
$6&C’ = l/n + 0(i-1’3). So (37) may be rewritten in the form 
coeff(m) =$&i?(m) + O(A-‘I’). 
Here, coeff(m) and &?(m) are universal constants, while I may be taken 
arbitrarily large. Consequently, 
coeff(m) = k c&S(m). 
This equation and (34) yield 
s 
00 
x*“F*(x) dx = k zff(m) . 
E” 
0 
2 + O(L-‘), 
-00 
which is equivalent to 
by virtue of (36). This implies 
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for 0(x) = CL!= 0 uk (E, I.) xzk, provided 1 ak (E, n)l = O( 1). Comparing this 
equation with (26), (28), we conclude that 
3, 
I 
e(x) dx 
ii E-$,&,0 (E- 1*x*p* 
We first apply (37a) to 0,(x) = (x2 - E/J*)“, which vanishes to 4th order 
at x=x,,,(E) = -(E/L*)‘/*, so that the second term on the right in (37a) 
equals zero. Thus, (37a) for 13~ yields 
b:,,=;+o(P-l), since s e,(x) dx E-A*x*>O (~-~*x*)‘iZ~A-l* (37l-J) 
Putting (37b) into (37a), we get 
2b:,, i C(m) A--(2m+4U3 
m=O 
for ~(x)=~~!-~~~(E,~)x*~ with Iak(E,A)I =0(l). That is, 
mco E(m) r(2m+4”3 ((~)-‘f)“{ecx)(~)-*}I~=,,,, 
= o(,13--3). (38) 
We use (38) for special t?(x) picked to make the computation of Y,,r*(x, E) 
unnecessary. First take 0(x) E 1 in (38) to obtain 
ay,eft -* E(O) 12-4’3 - ( )I ax = O(P). x=-WI(E) 
Since a Y,,r Jax s C ++ near xlelt(E), this implies c(O) = 0. Next take 
e(x) = (E/AZ-x*). At x=xleft(E) we have 8=0, hence (lJY,efJax)-l 
dldx wwdw2) Ix=xlrft(Ej = tay,,,iax)-3deidXlx=xldt(E) = 
-2x(ay,crJax)-31,=,,(E)= + 2(E/A*)“* . (aY,,fJa~)-3 I X=xldt(6j. For this 
t9, (38) yields 
c’(l) L-2 .[2(~)ln.(~lr-411(b))-3]=O(j-a/3), (39) 
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since we already know that c”(0) = 0. The quantity in brackets has order of 
magnitude 1, so (39) implies Z( 1) = 0. Finally, take 19(x) = (E/l2 - x2)2. At 
x = xleft (E) we have 8 = 0, 8’ = 0, f3” = 8E/12, and therefore 
Since E(0) = Z( 1) = 0, Eq. (38) for this 8 yields 
[~(~)-41-~=~,~"irrl.E(2)L5"=Oo.'"-3~. (40) 
The quantity in brackets has order of magnitude 1, so (40) implies that 
c”(2) = 0 as well. The proof of the lemma is complete. 1 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5 we have 
with 1 Error 1 < C, ,4(5/2)E--2, 
Proof Since c”(0) = c”(1) = E(2) = 0, Lemma 5 gives (41), with 1 Error 1 < 
C,b:,rtB:,f~~~f~(~~~~*)“-2+/1~-~”’lo). 
From the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem we get 
and therefore bk,, B&A& < C, . Putting this into our previous estimate for 
the error, we get 1 Error 1 < C, (,I~~~‘“- 2 + nK- N”‘lO). Since Aleft > n and 
K-V/10< -2, the corollary follows. 1 
Now we can compute the normalization constants blen, bright in the WKB 
Eigenfunction Theorem. We write a partition of unity 
with 
1 = ofa, left + e,irey lert + bedium left + ecenter 
+e medium right + eAirey right + efar right, 
SUPP ‘J,, left = ( - ~0, xlert (E) - c # G~4,,1, I ‘Aa, lert I G C, ; 
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6Airey left satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 5; 
s”PP e me L”nl e d’ I ft = CXleft @) + c # &r,E &efo xlcft &) + c # &cft 1, 
omedium left satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 6; 
suPP ocenter = 
[ 
Xleft tE) + 4 Bleft9 Xright tE) - ? Bright 1 7 
e center satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 6; 
emedium right ana1ogous to emcdium left ; 
eAirey right analogous to eAirey Left ;
efar right analogous to ear ,eft. 
The WKB Eigenfunction Theorem gives 
e 8far right F2 dx < C, A -‘O”. 
The Corollary to Lemma 7 gives 
f ekrey left F2 dx =; bfcf, j- 
eAirey left (x) dx + Error, 
klVP E- V(x)>0 (E- v(x)p2 
with 1 Error 1 < C, ,(5/2)E-2. 
Analogously we have 
f e,irey right F2 dx = k b&ht j eAirey right (X) dx + Error bVP E- Y(X)>0 (E- v(x)p2 ' 
(42) 
(43) 
(4) 
with 1 Error I< C, II (5’2)E-2. We want to change bright to bleft. The WKB 
Eigenfunction Theorem gives I bright 1 = 1 bleft I - (1 + error) with I error I < 
C,Am2. Hence 
eAircy right(X) dx 
E- V(x)>0 (E- v(x)y2 
s C, A -2b:eft 
I 
+.ht (E) dx 
CC k2b2 
eight & 
(E- v(x)p2. Se 
left 
q&(E) I xl& s”2(x) 
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by the bound on blef, given by the WKB Eigenfunction Theorem. Putting 
this into (44), we get 
s OAirey right F2 dx &NP 
with 1 Error 1 < C, /1(s/2)E-2. 
Lemma 6 yields 
(45) 
s omedium left F’dx=;b:,,J e medium left (XI dx knT E- Y(X)>0 (E- V(x))“’ 
+ Error, with 1 Error 1 < C, A3&-*. (46) 
Analogously, we have 
s emedium right F2 dx = ; b;,,,, j emedium right(X) dx hwP E- v(x)>o (E- V(X))“~ 
+ Error, with ( Error 1 < C, A3”- 2. (47) 
As in the proof of (45), we have 
emedium right tx) dx 
(E- V(X))“~ 
CC L2b2 
s 
.+t,t(E) dx 
’ # left 
aft ( E) (E- V(X))“~ 
G C, A -‘b:,, s 
xr,ght dx 
-<C,A-‘, 
Xlcft s112 (x) 
so that (47) implies 
s emedium right F2 dx = ; b;,,, [ 8 medium right (XI dX klVP E- v(x)>0 (E- v(X))1'2 
+ Error, with 1 Error 1 d C, n3&- 2. (48) 
Finally, Lemma 6 yields 
5 e centerF2 
klVP 
dx = ; b&t j- 
e center(x) dx
E- V(X)>0 (E- v(x)p2 
+ Error, with I Error I d C # n3’ ~ 2. (49) 
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Adding (42), (43), (45), (46), (48) and (49) and recalling that 
e.4ircy krt + emedium left + e,“t,, + emedium right + eAirey right = 1 on {E - v(X) > O>, 
we obtain the formula 
s F2 dx = ; b:,,, j dx 
IBVP E- V(x)>0 (E- v(x))“2 
+ Error, with 1 Error 1 < C, n3&- 2. 
Eigenfunction Theorem tells us that 11 bright/bleft 1 - 1 1 < C, A -2, so we get 
the same result for bright as for blen. 
This completes our computation of the normalizing contants. We record 
our result in the following theorem. 
WKB NORMALIZATION THEOREM. The constants blert, b,,,, in the WKB 
Eigenfunction Theorem satisfy 
dx 
E- V(X)>0 (E-v(x)p2 
and 
dx 
E- V(X)>0 (E-v(x)p2 
with C, depending only on E, K, N, c, C, c, , c2, and C, in (Hyp Ok(Hyp 5). 
EIGENVALUES NEAR THE MINIMUM OF THE POTENTIAL 
In this section we study the eigenvalues of H= -&/dx’ + V(x) near the 
minimum of the potential V. We shall see that the WKB formulas for 
eigenvalues E remain highly accurate as E nears min V, even though the 
WKB description, of eigenfunctions loses precision. This phenomenon is 
familiar for the harmonic oscillator, all of whose eigenvalues are perfectly 
described by the semiclassical approximation. To prove our results, we 
transform H to the harmonic oscillator by a (formal power series) change 
of variable y = y(x). The precise statement of the problem is as follows. 
Let K, E, N > 0 be given with EN > 100. Let V(x) be a potential defined 
on a (posibly unbounded) interval ZBvP. Let S, B> 0 be given numbers, 
and let x0 E ZsvP be given. Define I = S’f2B. Let E, be a given energy, with 
E, 2 V(xo). We make the following assumptions. 
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(Hl*) I(d/dx)” V(x)1 dC,SB-” in Z= (xelR! ( Ix-x,, <cB}cZ,v, 
(H2*) d2/dx2 VB cSB-* in Z 
(H3*) V’(x,) = 0 
(H4*) For x E ZBvP\Z we have V(x) 2 min {E,, V(x,) + cP2’ S} 
(H5*) For XE ZsvP with Ix-xOI > $IKB, we have V(X) > 
E, + 1000/l x - x0 I2 
(H6*) 2 is bounded below by a constant depending only on 
C,, c, E, K in (Hl*)-(H5*), and on N. 
Let H= -d2/dx2 + V(x) on L2(ZBvP) with Dirichlet or Neumann 
conditions. Our goal is to understand the eigenvalues E of H in the range 
V(x,)<E<min(E,, V(xO) + clP2”S). We begin with two elementary 
observations. First of all, the continuous spectrum of H is contained in 
[IEm, co), since V > E, outside a bounded subinterval of I,,,. Secondly, 
for E < min( E, , V(xO) + CA-~&S) an eigenvalue of H, the eigenfunction 
F(x) is strongly concentrated on {I x-x01 <I-&B}. This will make it 
possible to study the eigenvalues of H by Taylor-expanding V(x) about 
x = x0. Specifically, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be an eigenfunction of H with L2-norm 1 and with 
eigenvalue E d min( E, , V(x,) + c# Ie2”S). Then 
In this section, c# , C, , C$, etc. denote constants depending only on K, E, N, 
C,, and c in (Hl*)-(H5*). 
Sketch of Proof: We follow the discussion of the Agmon lemma in the 
section on eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Schrodinger operators. We 
have {xEZ~~~I V(x)<E}=(x-,x+) with Ix+-xOI<c#A-&B, and the 
proof of the Agmon lemma gives us 
I eq dF2 IB”P\(L. x+) z (I I z +(I/-E)IF12 dx<jX+ (E-V)(Fl’dx (1) x- 
with q(x) = SC- (V- E)“‘for x < x-, q(x) = fz+ (V- E)“’ for x > x+ . 
We establish lower bounds for cp. Say x < x0 - A-&B. Then 
dx)3JX- 
x-PEE 
(I/- E)1/2 dy > cx ,-xo-(1’2)i-sB (A-2&&3)1/2 dy 
xg - j.FEB 
~c#~-~~BS~~~=C#IZ~~‘~, 
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since ~-E~(~(x,)+~cSB~2(x-x,)2)-(V(x,)+c~1~2”S)~c~~~2ZES 
for Ix-x,,1 -I-&B. 
If x < x0 - AKB, then 
s x,, - AKB > (v-E)“*dy+c#P*e x 
(by the previous chain of inequalities), and the integral on the right exceeds 
JF-“KB(lo/l y-xX,1)&= 10 ln( 1 x - x0 I/AKB). Hence 
q(x) > C# Al--*& if x<x~-A-~B 
V(x)-E~c.#A-*“S if Ix-xOI -A-&B 
cp(X)aC.A’-*“+lOln if x<x,-AKB. 
In (x- , x + ) we have E - I/< C, S, so (1) yields the following estimates: 
From (2) and (3) we deduce 
s IFl*dygC,A-q*+ IFl’dy. (5) InvpnCx0-1~B,x~-L-~B] x- 
From (4) and the inequalities 
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valid in IBvp n ( - co, x0 - ,IKB], we conclude that 
s 
-x +d c, ArN lf’12& since SB2 = 12. 
J- 
Putting this together with (5) gives 
s IF12dy<C+XN, I~“pn(-‘m.u-A-~B] 
since 
I-‘+ IF[‘dy<j IFI’dy=l. 
x - kwP 
Similarly, J ~~~PnCxg+~-~~,+m)IF12dy~C~~.-N, and therefore 
s IBVP~~Ix-.r,,l<l~EB~ IF12dy < C#IpN, which is the conclusion of the 
lemma. 1 
Next we show that H = -d2/dx2 + V(x) can be transformed to the 
harmonic oscillator by a (formal power series) change of variables y = y(x). 
The basic result is as follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let W(x) be a smooth function satisfying I(d/dx)” W(x)1 < C, 
and W(O)=O, W’(O)=O, W”(O)>c, >O. Then we can find formal power 
series y = Ck,m,s30 yk,,,srk2-2m~s and C = &m2O 7kmrkL-2m, satisfying the 
equation 
(y2-q(g)2+L-2{ -;g+;($2]= W(x)-z (6) 
x x 
with y,, > 0 (so that l/a, y makes sense as a formal power series). 
The coefficients ykms and fk,,, are uniquely determined, and are bounded a 
priori in terms of c1 and the C,. 
Proof Define the strength of a monomial CZ~~-~~X to be k + m. By 
induction on A > 0 we prove 
Assertion A. We can find coefficients (ypz:f”“‘) and (2Tr’) so that (6) 
holds modulo terms of strength > A if and only if for k + m < A we have 
ykms = y’$Lr’ (all s) and ?,, = ?pyt. 
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We Set ykm(x) = csa,, yk,,,sxs, and begin by proving Assertion 0. The 
terms of strength 0 in (6) give us the following equation: 
(y&-i,)(fgg2= W(x). 
Since y,, > 0, (dy,/dx)* is a formal power series with non-vanishing 
constant term. On the other hand W(x) vanishes to second order at 0, so 
y& - Q, is a formal power series starting with ux*. Therefore 2y,(dy,,,Jdx) 
has no constant term. Since dy,&x has non-zero constant term, it follows 
that y, has no constant term. Thus y& is a formal power series starting 
with ax*, and since y&-?,,,, also starts with an x*-term, we get too= 0. 
Equation (7) therefore becomes 
2 dYo0 * 
yOO dx (-) = W(x)- (8) 
Our assumptions on W let us write W(x) = (F(x))* with F smooth, 
F(0) =O, F(0) >O, and thus (8) amounts to y,,,,(dy,,,,/dx) = +F(x). 
Since y,, > 0 and F(0) > 0, we must have the “+” sign, so (7) amounts 
to f&) = 0 and y,(dy,/dx) = F(x), which in turn means that 
~(yoo)* = j’; F(t) dt. The right-hand side has the form ux* + higher terms 
with a > 0, and therefore has a smooth square root g(x). Thus (7) means 
that &=O and y,,,,= _ + fig(x). The sign is uniquely specified by 
requiring y,, > 0. Thus (7) holds if and only if z’, = 0 and yoos = y~~rect 
(all s). We have proven Assertion 0. 
Next we assume Assertion (A-l) and deduce Assertion A (A > 1). With 
ykms = yp;rt, fkm = tppt for k + m <A - 1, but with yknts, Z”k,,, arbitrary 
for k+ m > A, we examine the terms of strength A in (6). Thus we fix k, 
m with k+m =A. The rkl-*“-terms in (6) are as follows: 
where fkm is determined by ( ypiyt), (z’~~?) (k’+ m’ <A - l), and g,, is 
the rkl-*“-term in W(x) - T. In fact, fk,,, = ~s,ofkmsxs with fkm a polyno- 
mial in (yp:?‘), (?~~~‘) (k’ + m’< A - l), y&. Hence to solve (6) 
modulo terms of strength >A, we must solve (9)km for k+m = A. Since 
yooo = 0, y,, > 0, the constant term in (9)km is 
- fkrn ( y,,)* = constant term in (g, - fkm), (9bis) 
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which uniquely specifies z”,,. Once Sk,,, is specified, (9)km takes the form 
2 
2Yca 2 Ykm+a& 
( > 
($I$+) =.fil hkmsXS (lo),, 
with h kms specified by (y;:;‘), (?~~Y ) for k’+m’<A - 1. To solve (lo),, 
for y,, = CSzO ykmsxs, we solve successively for the coefficients ykms. The 
terms of degree (s + 1) in (lo),, are as follows 
(YOOl)’ (2 + 2s) Ykms 
+ (polynomial in yooSS and ykmsS. with s” < s) = hkmcs + 1 ). 
Since (Y,,)~ (2 + 2s) > 0 for s > 0, this allows us to solve for ykms in 
terms of yooSS and (s” < s). Hence we obtain inductively the unique sequence 
(Ykms)s,O that solves (lo),,,,. Thus z”,, and ykms (k + m = A) can be 
specified in one and only one way to make (6) hold modulo terms of 
strength > A. We have succeeded in deducing Assertion A from Asser- 
tion (A-l ). By induction, Assertion A holds for all A, so there is one and 
only one formal power series solution of (6). To obtain the a priori bounds 
on the coefficients Sk,,,, ykms we reexamine the preceding argument. For 
terms of strength 0, we saw that z”, = 0 and y,, = (l/s!)( f $)(d/dx)” 
g(x)l,,O with g’(x) = 1: @‘(t) dt. 
It follows that &, y,, can be bounded a priori in terms of C, and c1 
in the statement of the lemma. Also, y,, can be bounded below. Assuming 
we have bounded ykms, r”,, for k + m < A, we look at (9)km and observe 
that the coefficients of the power series fk,, and g,, are bounded a priori 
in terms of C,, c,, for k + m = A. (For fk,,, this follows from the fact that 
fkm = z3 fkmsxS with fkms a polynomial in quantities which we have already 
bounded a priori. For g,, it is immediate from the definitions.) 
Therefore (9bis) shows that fkrn is bounded a priori in terms of C,, c, . 
This in turn shows that the coefficients hkms in ( 10)k, are bounded a priori. 
Hence it follows by induction on s that ykms (which we obtain by solving 
(lo),,) is bounded a priori in terms of C,, cl. 
Assuming a priori bounds for fk,,, and ykms (k + m < A), we have derived 
a priori bounds for ?,,,, and ykms when k+m= A. By induction on 
A = k + m, the fk,,, and ykms are all bounded a priori in terms of C, and cr. 
The proof of the lemma is complete. u 
Note that y,= 0 and f,, = 0, as we saw in the proof of Lemma 2. 
COROLLARY. With W, ykms, fk,,, as in Lemma 2, set 
Y(-? J% A)= 5 ykms 
k,m,s=O 
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and 
E(E, 1)=12 f fk,,, 
k,m=O 
Thenfor IxI,IE/1’I~C21-“andI~C2 wehave 
( ) 
g 2 (py’4)+{ -;g+;(g)2} 
x x 
= A2 W(x) - E + Error(x, E, A) 
with I Error(x, E, n)l < C312FNi2, I(a/aE) Error(x, E, A)1 < C3;1-cN’2-2. The 
constant C3 depends only on C2 and on cl, C, in the hypothesis of Lemma 2. 
Proof: Set f (x, r, 5) = A-2 Error(x, E, 1) with r = E/l2 and 5 = Je2. 
Immediately from the definitions, we see that the C” seminorms off on 
{I xl, I r I Gc} are bounded a priori in terms of the C,, the ) ykms 1, the 
I z”k,,, I, and a lower bound for y,, . The a priori bounds in the statement of 
Lemma 2 shows that I a:,,, f I < Cm for Ix I, I t 1, I l I < c’ with C&, c’ deter- 
mined by ci, C,. On the other hand, the formal power series Eq. (6) shows 
that f (x, t, 5) = 0 to order at least N- 5 at (x, r, 5) = (0, 0,O). Therefore, 
Taylor’s theorem with remainder gives 
1 f(x, 7, 5)l < C’1-“‘N-5) and if( ( x, T, 5) < C’I-“‘N-6) 
for 1x1, 1~1, 151<C2APE, with C’ determined by C2,c,, C,. This is 
stronger than the conclusion of the corollary. 1 
The previous lemma applies to potentials n2W(x). A simple resealing lets 
us apply that result to study V(x). 
LEMMA 3. Let V(x), S, B, etc. satisfy (Hl*)-(H6*). Then there exist 
coefficients jks, fk for which the functions 
Y&E)= i 9 k,s=O ks(E-;‘xo’)*(~) 
satisfy the equation 
( > 
2 2 (py24+{ 2g+gg2} 
x x 
= V(x) - E + Error(x, E), (11) 
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with 1 Error(x, E)l < C, ;l--EN’2S, I(a/aE) Error(x, ,!?)I < C, AeEN/’ for 
Ix-x,,1 <C.il-“B, IE- V(x,)l <C,1~2”S. 
Moreover, we have the a priori bounds I jks 1, I Q, ) < C, , I jOO I < C, il p2, 
[<,I <c,r*, &>C# >o. 
Proof: Apply Lemma 2 to W(x) = ( V(xO + Bx) - V(x,))/S. With ykms, 
fk,,, as in Lemma 2, put jks = C,“=, ykmslZP2”’ and z^, = C,“=, f,,lP2”. The 
estimates asserted for Error(x, E) are then immediate consequences of the 
corollary to Lemma 2. From Lemma 2 we get I ykms 1 1 i,, I < C, , which 
shows that ljksI, IQkI<C#. Since y,=?,=O, we get also Ij,J, 
If,1 <C,1-*. Since yool>c, >O and 1 yOmll <C, for 1 <m<N we get 
h>c,>O. I 
Remark. In Lemma 3, we can take yks, and f, to depend only on N, S, 
B and the power series of V(x) at x =x,,. That is clear from the proof of 
Lemma 3, since the ykms and ?,,,, p rovide the unique solution to a formal 
power series Eq. (6) and are consequently determined by the power series 
of W(x) at x = 0. 
COROLLARY. We have the following a priori bounds: 
1 ~?~a$ y(x, E)I < C”,BB-T8 for Ix-xOI <B, IE- V(x,)l <S; (12) 
l(f)“E(E)~ 6CB,12SpD for II?- V(x,)l <c,S; (13) 
8Y &>c,B-’ for Ix-xOI <c.B, IE- V(x,J <c,S; (14) 
~>c&*S~‘=c.B2 for I E- V(x,)( < c# S. (15) 
Proof The upper bounds for I aqa$ y 1 and I (d/dy)B ,!? I are immediate 
from the definitions and I Pksl, I Q,l < C,. The lower bound for ay/ax 
holds at x = x0, E = V(xO) since iol > c# . Since I a2y/8x2 1 < C, B-* and 
1 d2y/dx 8El < C, BP’S-l, the lower bound for ay/ax remains valid 
throughout Ix-x,,<_c.B, IE-V(x,)l<c.S. 
To estimate (d/dE) E, we differentiate (11) with respect to E at the point 
x=x0, E = V-(x,). Thus 
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At x=x2, E= V(x,) we have y=y, and E=12& so 1 yI < C,Ae2 and 
p2y2-EIGCX. From (12) we get 
<(C,B-1).(C,B-‘S-1)=C,J-2atx=x,, E= V(x,,). (17) 
Also (12) and (14) show that 
< C, B-‘S-’ = C, 1-2. (18) 
From(12)andthefactthatIyI~C,1-2atx=x,,E=V(x,)weconclude 
that 
< (C, B-‘)2. C, S-’ = C, tl-2 at x=x,,, E= V(x,). (19) 
Putting (17), (18), (19), and the bound I(a/aE) Error(x, E)I < C, 12T”?“2 
into (16), we see that l(ay/a~)~ (dE/dE)- 1 I < C, K2 at x = x0, 
E= V(x,). So dE/dE>c.(ay/ax)-2ac.B2 at x=x0, E= v(x,), by 
(12). That is dE/dE> cx B2 = cx A2S-’ at x=x,,, E= v(x,). Since 
I(d/dE)2 81 <C, A2S2 by (13), the estimate (d/dE) ,!?a~, I’S’ remains 
valid for 1 E- V(x,-,)l < c# S. The proof of the corollary is complete. 1 
Lemma 3 says that x H y(x, E) transforms the equation [&/dx’+ 
(E - V(x))] F= 0 to 
E+(1 dy2 
with 
by taking 
?-1’y2)+Error F(y)=0 1 
I Error I < C, 12-EN”o for I yl <C,1-” (20) 
- l/2 
8’(y), which defines F(y) for I yI < C,I-“. (21) 
Hence we can use our knowledge of the harmonic oscillator to locate 
the eigenvalues of -d2/dx2 + V(x) = IX This is achieved in the next two 
lemmas. 
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LEMMA 4. Suppose E is an eigenvalue of H with ( E - V(/(X,)~ < c x ;1 -2ES 
and E<E,. Then with E’(E) as in the previous lemma we have 
I~(E)-(2k+1)AI<C&“N’” (22) 
for an integer k 2 0. Moreover, no other eigenvalue E’ of H with E’ GE, 
and IE’- V(xO)l <c,Ad2”S satisfies IE(E’)-(2k+ l)Al <C,lp”N’ll for 
the same k. 
Proof: Let F be the eigenfunction associated to E, and define F by (21). 
From (20) we get 
!l+(&py2) F 
dy2 1 II <c;, A- EN’1o II~lIL2(,v,<C*I.-~). Lz(l,l<c#n-“) (23) 
hnma 1 gives ~~~~~~~~~~,~~~lF(~)l~dx~C$~~~~,.~-.~~,~~-~~IF(x)I~dx, 
hence 
II PII L*(1/2C*I-E<IyI<Cxi-&)~C;Z~-N II~l12L~(,y,<(1/2)CX1~~) (24) 
by virtue of (12), (14). For lx-xoI<B we have IE-A2y21<C#A2 by 
(12) and (13), so (24) and (23) imply 
From (24) and (25) we conclude that 
II II 
dF 
dy 
< c;A-“N’ll IIP I)L2((y,<CXi-E). (26) 
Now let x(y) be a cutoff function satisfying J(d/dy)” x) < C’$ A”” and 
x(y)=1 for Iyl<$CIIzP”, x(y)=0 for lyl>C,I-“. We can pick C, 
large so that x(y(x, E)) = 1 when Ix -x01 <X&B. Estimates (23), (24), 
and (26) yield 
-$ + (E- n'y', 1 II (XP) G CkA-“N’ll IIFIl~~(~~~~~crj.-c). (27) L2W) 
Also, (24) gives II~lIL2(,y,gCxi-E)~2 IIx~~~~~(,~,~~~~-~)~ so that (27) 
implies 
II[ -$+(E-i2y2) (XP) 1 I/ < c:, rEN’ll 11XPll LZ(R). (28  LW) 
For ( x-x0 I < A-&B we have x(y) = 1 and F(x) = (c?Y/~x)-‘/~ p(y). Hence 
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XP cannot vanish identically. From (28) and the known spectrum of the 
harmonic oscillator, we get 
IE-(2k+1)11 <C!#Pv’” for an integer k 2 0 (29) 
and also xP= a&+2, with 3, the kth eigenfunction of -d2/dy2 + A2y2, a 
aconstant,and II~kII=*(W,~C;;l-EN’ll IIx~~I~~~~).I~J={Ix-x,I<I-“B} 
we have 
F(x)= g ( > 
- 112 
X(Y)&)= g -1’2.a3k(y)+ g -“‘gk(y), 
( > ( > 
and therefore 
(30) 
On the other hand, 
IlfIl LbwP) 2 g -1’2F(y(X,E)) IK > (I L2(lx-xoI<C’~l-~B) 
2 min ay -1 
Ix--x01 <C’;PB I( > ax I 
ay 112 
x -gj ~(Y(X, J?) 
IK ) II L2(lx-xcJ1 cC’;A-tlq 
2 min ay -1 
Ix--x01 <Cjrt.-‘B I( > z I . II Pll L2(lYl<c#l-‘) 
if we take C; large enough so that the image of {lx-x01 < Cl; A-‘B} 
under x I+ y(x, E) covers {I y I < C, A-“}. Comparing this to (30), and 
noting that (ay/ax) has a constant order of magnitude by (12), (14), we 
conclude that 
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Lemma I shows that II FII L2(,BVP) < 2 II F II L2(.,), and therefore 
- l/2 
?;,(Y(x, El) II <Cl, ApEN”’ 11 FIILztJ,. (31) LV) 
Thus in L’(J), F is nearly proportional to YE(x) = (c?~/~x)~“~~~((Y(x, E)). 
Next we investigate (~?/aE)f~ for E satisfying (29) and 1 E- V(x,)l < 
c#K2’. S. We have 
(by definition of fE and a change of variable from x to y) 
We have 
by (29) and (13). Thus, (32) implies 
II I/ &fE <C:, S-’ II ftllLq5) + c:, BS-‘l II A ll~(R). (33) LW
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On the other hand, 
ac:,B II~~Il~q,~,<c;i-~~ by (12). (34) 
Since we are assuming I E - V(x,)l < c # A-*&S for a small enough c x , 
Lemma 3 shows that I El <c’; A*-*’ with small c’;. We can make c’; as 
small as we please by taking c# small. By (29) we have I (2k + 1) 1 I < 
c’; A*- *&. If we take c’; small enough depending on c’# , then I (2k + 1) 1 I < 
c’$ A*-*’ implies that 3k is heavily concentrated in (I y I < c$ A-‘}. Hence 
(34) implies II fE II Lz(J) > c’# B II 3k 1) L2CwJ. Putting this into (33), we get 
Gc&-’ IIfEiiL2(J). 
L?J) 
We proved (35) for any E satisfying 
(E- V(x,,)l < c&*“S, 
Ia!?(E)-(2k+1)AI<C,il-“N’11 and E<E,. 
(36) 
In particular, if E, E’ both satisfy (36), then 
provided 
IIf~-f~11L2(J)~czIzs-1 IE-E’I Iif~iiL~(J), (37) 
IS-’ IE-E’I<c,. (38) 
Since (&/dE) -1*S-’ = B* by (13) and (15), condition (36) for E and E’ 
implies c.B*(E-E’I~C;;~-‘~“‘. This implies (38), and therefore (37) 
holds. Moreover, from (37) we get 
11 ft--fE, 11 Lo < c; As-’ * B-*z&~“~ 11 fd L2(J) 
= c I2-1-EN’11 )I fEllL2(J). # 
Thus fE and fE, are nearly proportional. On the other hand, we have seen 
that the eigenfunctions F, F’ corresponding to E, E’ are nearly propor- 
tional to fE, fE, respectively, in Z.*(J). Therefore F and F’ are nearly 
proportional in L2(.Z). Lemma 1 shows that F and F’ are almost entirely 
concentrated in J, hence F and F’ are nearly proportional in L2(ZBvp). If 
E # E’, then F and F’ would have to be orthogonal, and so could not be 
nearly proportional. Hence E’ = E, proving the uniqueness assertion in 
Lemma 4. This and estimate (29) complete the proof. 1 
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LEMMA 5. Let k be an integer satisfying 0 <k < c# A1-2E. Suppose 
either Em> V(x,)+lp2”S, or else Em< V(x,)+A-‘“S and (2k+l)A+ 
C#12-ENJ’1 G&E,). Then there is an eigenvalue E’ of H satisfying 
IE’-V(x,)J<c.A-*“S, andj~(E’)-(2k+1)A(<C.A~“N’11. 
Proof. We start by finding an E with 1 E - T/(x,)1 < c # I -“S, 
E(E) = (2k + 1) 2, and E + C, il-“N’loS< E,. In fact, we know that 
1 E 1 < C-# when E = V(xo) by the bound for to in Lemma 3. We know also 
that (dE/dE)ac.A2Sp1=c.B2 for IE- V(x,)l <cx3Lp2’S. 
Therefore, for 0 < k < c # 1’ ~ 2E, we can find E satisfying 
IE- V(x,)l <C&~‘S and ,?(E)=(2k+l)A. (39) 
It remains to check that E + C, EV--EN’1o S < E, . This is clear from (39) in 
case E, 2 V(x,) + A-‘&S. In the alternate case E, < V(x,) + Ap2’S, 
(2k+ 1) A+ C, ApEN’11 G&E,), we use (39) to get I!?(E) + C, A--EN’11 < 
&C 1. Then from (13), (15) we conclude that Em--E> 
C# A- ‘“‘“(A’/S)- ’ > C, 1 pEN’loS. Hence in all cases we have 
E+C,I- ENi’oS < E, , as claimed. 
Lemma 3 shows that the equation 
$+(E(E)-A2y2) F(y)=0 1 
is transformed into 
-$+(E- V(x))+Error F(x)=0 1 with 1 Error 1 < C, i pEN”oS 
for lx-x01 <C’,A-“B, (41) 
by setting 
F(x)= g ( > 
- 112 
Ft’(y(x> El) for Ix-xoI <C,P”S. (42) 
Since g(E) = (2k + 1) I, Eq. (40) is satisfied on the whole real line for a 
suitable Hermite function F Hence, defining F by (42), we get 
II[ $+ (E- V(x)) F 1 II L2( I J -xg Ic C+ EeB) 
dG-“N”oS II~II~~o,-x~,~~ri.-~~~ (43) 
by virtue of (41). Moreover, if 0~ k<c, Al-*‘, then the Her-mite function 
P is concentrated almost entirely in ( ( y 1 < c’# A-‘}. We can make c’# small 
by taking c# small. 
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In particular, we have 
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and 
From these estimates, (12), and the fact that cx B-’ < 8y/&x< C, B-! for 
Ix-x,,/ <cxB, we see that 
and 
<&ZNB-’ IIFII~2(,X--X0,<~-~~). (45) 
L2(1-EB<(X-x()I<C*rl-eB) 
Introduce a cutoff function x(x) satisfying I (d/&z)* x I < C> (A -“B)-“, 
x(x)=1 for Ix-x,I<I-“B, x(x)=0 for Ix-x,l>21-“8. From (43), 
(44), and (45) we get 
II[ -$+ (E- W)) WY 1 II < C, rEN’10 S II xf’ll ~.z~,~~P). (46) L2eNP) 
A glance at the definition (42) with P a Hermite function shows that 
XF does not vanish identically. Hence, (46) implies that the interval 
9 = [E- C, PN”‘S, E + C, PN”OS] contains some point E’ in the 
spectrum of H. (Note that IF satisfies the boundary conditions for H 
since supp x C ZBvP.) S ince the continuous spectrum of H is contained in 
C&V crs), and since E,> E+C,I- eN’1o S, it follows that 9 contains 
none of the continuous spectrum of ZZ. Thus E’ is an eigenvalue of ZZ. 
Since IE- V(x,)l <c~A-*~S and IE’-El<C,I-“N”oS, we get 
1 E’ - V(xo)l < cx J-*&S. We have 1 E’ - E I < C, PN/loS and therefore 
~,?(E’)-(2k+1)IZI=I~(E’)-~(E)I~CC,1*S-’ IE’-El<C,d2-eN’10< 
C # A--EN’11. The proof of the lemma is complete. a 
COROLLARY. There is a finite sequence E,, E, , . . . . Ek,,, with the following 
properties. 
(a) The integers k=O, 1, . . . . k,,, are precisely those for which we can 
find some E to satisfy 
(b) IfO<k<k,,, then Ek is an eigenvalue of H. 
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(c) Either Ekma, is an eigenvalue of H or else Ek,,, = E,. 
(d) Every eigenvalue E of H satisfying ) E- V(x,)l <c# Ap2’S and 
E<E, is one of the Ek (O<k<k,,,). 
(e) For 0 < k d k,,, we have 1 E, - V(x,)l < 2c,Ap2”S and 
@(E,)-(2k+ l)Al <C,l~VEN’“. 
Sketch of Proof: Define k,,, by (a), recalling that E H E is monotone 
with dEjdE m L2S-‘. If 0 d k 6 k,,, then either the hypotheses of Lemma 5 
are satisfied, or else k = k,,, and I E, - V(x,,)l <A-‘&S, I E:(E,) - 
(2k+l)IIdC&“‘? There can be at most one eigenvalue E with 
IE- V(x,)l <1-‘&S, IE(E)-(2k+ l)nl <C,I-“N’“, EdE, by virtue of 
Lemma 4. Also from Lemma 5 there exists such an eigenvalue, except 
perhaps in the case k = k,,, , IE,- T/(x,)\ <A-2ES, I,!?(E,)-(2k+l)AI < 
C, 1--EN/11. Hence we can define Ek = the unique eigenvalue E as above if 
one exists, Ek = E, if no suitable eigenvalue exists. Properties (a), (b), (c), 
and (e) are thus satisfied, and (d) follows from Lemma 4. We have seen this 
argument before in establishing the WKB Eigenvalue Theorem. 1 
It remains to give an explicit formula for E(E) modulo a small error. 
We shall see that E:(E) = (2/7r) 1(4(E) + &II/(E)) + (small error), where the 
phases 4 and $ are defined as in the WKB Eigenvalue Theorem. Thus the 
above corollary extends the range of E under which the WKB Eigenvalue 
Theorem locates the eigenvalues of H with good precision. Details are as 
follows. 
For V(x,) <E < V(x,) + c# S, the set {x I 1 x-x0 1 < c’# B, V(x) < E} is 
an interval (x,,~~(E), xFight(E)) with V(x,,,(E)) = V(xright((E)) = E. We 
define 
d(E) = j:I;;:’ (E- V(x))“‘dx 
and 
NE) = lim V”(x)(E- V(X))-~‘~ dx 
&en. ~nghr - 0 + 
- qleft (El SIS~~‘~ - qright (E) “r$‘hl: 1 
(47) 
(48) 
with qlert (E), qright (E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the 
limit. Equivalently, 
II/W) = dliy+ 
+ D 
V”(x)(E- V(X)))~‘~ dx-q(E) 8-l/2 
Ix--x0( <C#B 1 E- V(x)>6 
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with q(E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness of the limit. Our 
goal is to compare E(E)/2A with 4(E) + &j(E). We begin by studying the 
smoothness of 4 and @. 
LEMMA 6. The phases d(E) and t,b(E) satisfy 
for V(x,) < E < V(x,) + c# S. 
Proof: Resealing reduces matters to the following problem. Sup- 
pose I(d/dx)” W(x)1 <C,, W(0) = W’(0) = 0, W”(0) > cl > 0. Define 
hvw =L- WJx)>O (E- W#1i2 dx, h(E) = lima-,+ [SE- wcx),s W”(x) 
(E- W(X))-~’ dx-q(E) F1’2] for small, positive E. 
Then for O<E<c, we have l(d/dE)Bd,(E)I, l(d/dE)B@,(E)( <Cb, 
with c2, Cb depending only on c1 and the C,. This implies Lemma 6 by 
virtue of the scaling relations d(E) = @,((E- V(x,))/S), t,b(E) = 
A-‘t,b,((E- V(x,))/S) for W(x) = ( V(xo + Bx) - V(x,))/S. The rest of our 
proof studies d,(E), $,(E). W e can write W(x) = ( Y(x))~ for a smooth 
function y(x) satisfying y(0) = 0, y’(0) > C, > 0, I(d/dx)” y(x)1 < c, for 
Ix I <S. Here, C,, C, depend only on c1 and the C,. Changing variable 
from x to y = y(x) in the definitions of 4 w, $ w gives 
(49) C,(E)=JEpy2>0 (E-Y')"~ 6 (Y) 4 
(E-y2)-3’2$(y)dy-q(E)6-“2 1 (50) 
with T(y) defined by dx = F1 (y) dy, V” dx = F2 (y) dy. The Cm-seminorms 
of q are bounded a priori in terms of cl, C,. In (49) and (50), we may 
replace q(y) by $[z(y) + z( -y)] without affecting the answer. Hence 
we may suppose K(y) is even, and therefore q(y) = Fi(y2) for smooth 
functions Fi. The COD-seminorms of the Fi are bounded a priori in terms of 
c1 , C,. Changing variables from y to t = y’/E, we get 
&(E)=cj; E1’2.(l-t)1’2F1(Et).E1/2$ (51) 
and 
[, 
l--6 
$,(E) = c lim 
6-O+ 0 
E-3’2.(l-t)-3’2F2(Et) 
xE~‘~$-~(E)S-~~~]. (52) 
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The desired a priori estimates for b,(E) are immediate from (51), while 
$,(E) requires a little more work. 
Using the elementary fact that 
s 
1-6 
o (1-l)-3~2$=[(l”1;;l,2] 
1-d 2(1 -@l/2 
= 
6 112 =26-l’2+0(1), 
0 
so that lim,,,, [JA-” (1 -t)p3’2 (dt/t1’2)-226-1’2] =O, we can rewrite 
(52) in the form 
F2(Et)-F2(E) dt 
(1 -t)-3’2 E p-@(E) h-1’2 1 (53) 
with g(E) uniquely specified by the finiteness of the limit. In (53) the 
integrand has only a weak singularity at t = 1, so the limit is finite with 
G(E) = 0. Hence (53) is equivalent to 
$w(E)=c’jol (1 -t)-‘j2 “‘;;I;‘“‘$, 
which we rewrite as 
i/@)=c’j’ j1(1-i))1i2F;(~Ef+(l-~)E)d~$. (54) 
0 0 
The derived a priori estimates for +,(E) are immediate from (54), 
completing the proof of the lemma. [ 
In comparing (7c/2)(E(E)/A) with d(E)+ $ e(E), we make an extra 
assumption on V(x), which we remove later. The extra assumption is as 
follows: 
(H7*) E, 2 V(xo) + c# S. 
LEMMA 7. Under hypotheses (H 1 * t( H7 * ), we have 
< C#lp2+4E for V(xo) < E < V-(x,) + A-‘&S. (55) 
Proof: Let El < . . . < Ejmsl be the eigenvalues of H in the interval 
F= ((E-(V(X,)+C&~“S)I <:&2”S} with z# GE, 4 1. 
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We compute the Ej by using the results of this section, and indepen- 
dently by applying the WKB Eigenvalue Theorem. Our proof is based on 
comparing the results of these two computations of the Ej. 
First of all, Lemma 4 shows that 
<c,&W--I for integers kj. (56) 
Lemma 4 shows that the kj are all distinct. Since E(E) is increasing, we 
must have kj+l > kj. Thus kj+l, j > k + 1 since the kj are all distinct. We 
could not have kj+ 1 >,ki + 2. Otherwise, Lemma 5 would give us an eigen- 
value E’ with 1(7r/U) E(E’) - n(kj+ l)[ < C, ;l--EN’ll-‘, and monotonicity 
of i?( .) would imply Ej c E’ < Ej, , , contradicting the fact that Ej+ I is the 
next eigenvalue after Ej. 
Thus kj+ , = kj+ 1, so that k,=j+ m, with m an integer independent 
of j. Equation (56) becomes 
~~(Ej)-n(i+m+~)~4~~~-‘N~11-1 (l<j<j,,,). (57) 
On the other hand, we can analyze E, .*+ Ei,,, using the WKB Eigen- 
v_alue Theorem. In, fact, set i= { 1 x-x,, 1 < I-&B}, f(x) = V(x) - V(x,), 
S(x) = P2”S and B(x) = I-&B for x E 1, 8, = E, - V(x,), i?,, = C, A-‘“S. 
These satisfy the hypotheses (Hyp 0)-(Hyp 10) of the WKB Eigenvalue 
Theorem, and the constants cl, C,, etc. in (Hyp O)-(Hyp 5) depend only 
on the constants ci, C,, in our present hypotheses (Hl*)-(H7*). In 
particular, we find that Smin = AP2’S, A(x) = 1’ -” for x E 5 and A = 1’ -2E. 
The WKB Eigenvalue Theorem therefore implies that the eigenvalues of H 
which lie in F may be written as Elm,, c . . . c E,+,,, with 
1 #(E: ) + &II/W:) - 4k + :,I< C, /i -* = C, A-2+4E(p,in <k <p,,,). (58) 
The eigenvalues in Y are given as El < .. < Ejmax and as 
ELin< ... < Ej+-. Thus El = Ej-,,,, with m’=p,,, - 1, SO (58) becomes 
I~(Ej)+~~(Ej)--(j+m’+1)l~C,il-2+4” (1 Gj an,,). (59) 
Now set f(E) = (n/21) E’(E) - (d(E) + &e(E)) + n(m’-m). Estimates 
(57) and (59) imply 
I f(Ej)I < C, A-2+48 (1 Gj <j,,,). (60) 
607/95/2-10 
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Lemma 6 and estimate (13) show that 
< cc JLrp for V(x,)<E< V(x,)+c,S. (61) 
Take /I = 0, E = Ej, and compare this estimate with (60), to conclude that 
( m -m’ 1 < C, J.. This and (61) show that 
l($)@j-(Eli <C$JS-’ for V(xO) < E< V(xo) + cg S. (62) 
By (62) and Taylor’s theorem with remainder, we can write 
f(E) = P(E) + error(E), (63) 
with P(E) a polynomial of degree N, and 
[error(E)/ <C,I(E-SV(X”)) 
<C&2+4” for V(x,) <E-c V(xo) + 1-2”S. (64) 
From (60), (63), (64), and Ej~F, we get 
1 P(E,)I < C, IZp2+4E. (65) 
Any E in Y lies within C, S/1 of an Ej, by (57) and the fact that 
(d/dE)((n/2l)E(E))-1S-’ in Y by (13). Hence we can find E,, 
Ej, 9 ...y EjNeF with jEjv+, - Ejv 1 - (diam S )/N. Using (65) for the Ejv and 
applying the Lagrange interpolation formula, we obtain 
I P(E)1 < C, K2+4E for I E- T/(x,)1 < A-‘&S. (66) 
Estimates (63), (64), and (66) together show that 
If( <C,i-2+4” for V(xo) < E < V(xo) + il p2ES. (67) 
Let us specialize (67) to E + V(x,) + Lemma 3 shows that I E( V(x,))l = 
lA24,1 GC,, and Lemma 6 gives I G(E)1 G C, 1~ i. Immediately from the 
definition we get d(E) + 0 as E + V(x,)+. Hence for E very slightly 
greater than V(x,), the definition of f(E) gives If(E) +n(m-mm’)1 < 
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C, 1-l. Comparing this with (67) and recalling that m, m’ are integers, we 
conclude that m-m’=O. Therefore, (67) says that 
< c#A-2+4E for V(x,) c E < V(x,) + A-2ES, 
which is the conclusion of the lemma. 1 
COROLLARY. The conclusion of Lemma 7 holds also without the extra 
assumption (H7*). 
Proof: Suppose we modify the potential V(x) in { Ix-xOI > cx B), 
without changing it in { 1 x - x0 I< c # B}. The remark following the proof 
of Lemma 3 shows that E(E) will not change. Also 4(E), $(E) will not 
change, provided V(x,) < E < V(x,) + c& S. Therefore the conclusion of 
Lemma 7 is unaffected by changing V(x) in { 1 x - x0 I > cx B}. We can 
make the change in V so that V(x) 2 V(x,) + (c, S/B2)(x - x0)2 globally, 
and we then change E, to the value V(x,) + c; S for a small c; >O. 
Hypotheses (Hl *)-(H7*) hold for the modified V( . ), E, , and therefore 
the conclusion of Lemma 7 holds for the original V, 1 
We summarize the results of this section in the next section. 
THE WKB THEOREM ON Low EIGENVALUES 
Let E, K, N> 0 be given, with ENS 100. Let V(x) be a potential defined 
on a (possibly unbounded) interval Zsvp. Let S, B be positive numbers, 
and let x0 E ZevP be given. Define 1= S112B. Let E, be a given energy, with 
E, > V(x,). We make the following assumptions. 
(HO*) Z= {lx-x01 <cB} cZsvp 
(Hl*) I(d/dx)” V(x)1 < C,SB-” in I 
(H2*) d2/dx2 V2 c’SBe2 in Z 
(H3*) v’(x,-J = 0 
(H4*) For x E ZBvP\Z we have V(x) > min {E,, V(xO) + c”L-~“S} 
(H5*) For XE ZBvP with Ix-xOI > fA”B, we have V(x) > E, + 
1000/~x-xo~2 
(H6*) I is bounded below by a positive constant depending only on 
c, c’, c”, and C, in (HO* )-( Hl * ), and on E, K, and N. 
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Let H= -d2/dx2 + V(x) on L2(Z,v,) with Dirichlet or Neumann 
conditions at the endpoints. 
For V(x,) < E< V(xO) + IPZES, define x,,,(E) < xIight(E) to be the two 
values of x E Z at which V(x) = E. Then define 
4(E) = j-1;;;;:) (E- V(X))“~ dx 
q(E)= lim V”(x)(E- V(X))-~” d.x-q(E) 6-I” 
6-rOf .Y t I E- KY)>6 1 
D Jhgh, (E I ~&lghl lim V”(x)(E- V(X))-~‘~ d,y h. &gll1 + o+ -ah(El + &en 
- qleft (El d&‘2 - qright (E) 6rrp’h’12 
1 
with q(E), q,ef,(E), qright(E) uniquely specified by demanding the finiteness 
of the limits. 
LEMMA 1. The phases 4(E), $(E) satisfy the estimates 
for V(x,)<E< V(X,)+A-~“S. 
The constants c++ and C$ depend only on c, cl, cl’, C,, E, K, and N in 
hypotheses (HO*)-(H6*). 
WKB THEOREM ON Low EIGENVALUES. Assume (HO* t( H6*). Then 
there is a finite sequence E,, E,, . . . . E,,,, with the following properties. 
(a) Let w=$(E,)+&$(E,) with E,=min{E,, V(xo)+c.AP2”S}, 
and let fi be the largest integer with n(fi + $) < w. Zf minkGL 1 w - n(k + f)l > 
C#AP2+4E, then k,,,=ti. In any case, jk,,,-ii/ ~1. 
(b) IfO~k<k-,,,,, then Ek is an eigenvalue of H. 
(c) Either Ek,,, = E, or else Ek,,, is an eigenvalue of H. 
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(d) Every eigenvalue E of H satisfying E< E,, 1 E- V(x,)l c 
c#A-~~S is one of the Ek. 
(e) For O<k<k,,, we have V(x,) < Ek < V(x,) + 2c x A-=&S and 
I~(Ek)+~~(Ek)-K(k+1)1~CXIZ-2+4E. 
The constants c# , C, depend only on E, K, N, c, c’, c”, and C, in hypotheses 
(HO*)-(H6*). 
LEMMA 2. Assume (HO*)-(H6*). Let F(x) be an eigenfunction of H 
whose eigenvalue E satisfies V(x,) < E < V(x,,) + c+ A-=“S and E < E,. 
Then 
f 
bvP\ll~~-~ol <l-LB} 
IF(x)12dx9C,1~Nf~,~-~~,<*-“al If’(x)l=dx. 
The constants c# and C, depend only on E, K, N, c, c’, c”, and C, in the 
hypotheses (HO*)-(H6*). 
Proofs of the Results. Lemma 6 of the preceding section contains the 
present Lemma 1, except for the trivial estimate dd/dE > c# AS-‘, which we 
leave to the reader. The WKB Theorem on low eigenvalues follows at once 
from the corollaries to Lemmas 5 and 7 in the preceding section. Finally, 
our present Lemma 2 just restates Lemma 1 from the preceding section. 1 
WKB THEORY WITH WEAK TURNING POINTS 
In this section, we develop a crude form of WKB Theory that requires 
only very weak hypotheses on the potential near the turning points. 
Set-Up. We are given an energy E,, and a potential V(x) defined on a 
(possibly unbounded) interval ZBvP. The interval ZBvP is partitioned into 
subintervals L left 9 Lt9 Icenter, Iright, Zrar right with kr left to the left of bt, kt 
to the left of Icenter, etc. Here, If,, iert and Zral right may be empty. On Icenter 
we are given positive weight functions S(x), B(x). Set A(x) = S’/=(x) B(x) 
and n = (SI,,,, &/(1(x) B(x)))-‘. We make the following assumptions. 
Hypotheses. (Ho) Icenter is non-empty, and for x, y E Icenter with 
Ix-y I < cB(x) we have c < B( y)/B(x) < C and c c S( y)/S(x) < C, and 
I &enter ( > d(x). 
(HI) For x E L,, we have I(d/dx)” V(x)1 < C,S(x) B-“(x) and 
cS(x) < E, - V(x) < CS(x). 
(H2) A is bounded below by a large number depending only on c, C, 
C, in (Ho), (HI). 
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(Hg) Ileft, Iright are non-empty. If Icenter = [xleft, xright], then we have 
I Ileft I G CNxleft)9 Izright I G CB(Xright)3 A(xkft) G C9 A(xright) G C. 
U-I% If Ileft = Cxfarleft, Ed then we have I V(x) - &I Q 
C I Ziert 1 ~ ’ (x - irar ,ert) - ’ in Ziert . Here j?rar ,elt < xfar ielt with strict inequality 
unless Zrar ,elt = $3. 
(HS) For x E Iright we have I V(X) - E, I < C I Iright I p2. 
F-Is) For x E Zfa, left we have V(x) - E, 3 _c 1 Z,eft I-?. V(x) is C” in the 
interior of Z,, ,eft. 
(HT) For x E Zfa, right we have V(x) - E, 2 - 10p9/(x - Q,~)?. 
Our goal is to understand the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of 
H= -d2/dx2 + V(x) on L2(ZBv,) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Denote by C, a constant depending on c, C, and C, in (Ho) and (HI). 
Denote by C,, c* etc. constants depending only on c, C, C,, _c, and C in 
(H&(HT). 
Note that Z,ef, and Iright do not play completely analogous roles in our 
hypotheses. 
We start by studying Icenter. 
LEMMA 1. Let I, = { 1 x - x, I < c# B(x,)} c Z,,,,,,. Then the equation 
[d2/dx2 + E,- V(x)] u =f has a solution on I,, with II ~ll,~(,~) Q 
C, ~2(x,Y4x,)ll f IILmcr,, and II duldx II Lio(l,) G G W,)ll f II A. 
Proof: Put F,(x) = exp(i I?&, (E, - V(t))‘12 dt)/(& - V(X))“~ on I,. 
Then 
I[ $+ b%- W)) F,(x) 1 I 
5 (V’)2 1 V” =- 
16 (E,, - I’(x))~‘~ + 4 (E, - I’(x))“~ 
< c, B-2(x,) s-“4(x,), 
while I F,(x)1 < C, S-1’4(x,). Using F, we construct the approximate 
Green’s function 
G(x,Y)=F,(x)F,(J’) for x GY, G(x,y) = I;,(x) F,(Y) for x>y. 
Thus 
I Wx, Y)I G C, S- 1’2(x,), 
and as distributions we have 
-$+Wo- J’(x)) G(x,~)=H(~)~(x-~)+K(x,~) 1 
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with cH(y) = Im(F~(y) F,(y)) and 1 K(x, y)( < C,B-‘(x,) S-l/*(x,). We 
have Fi z(y) = i+ (const.) V’(y)/(E, - V(JJ))~/* = i+ b(y), with 1 a(y)1 6 
C, S-i/*(x,) B-‘(x,) = C,/L(x,). This implies 1 H(y)1 > cx on Z,. 
NOW set U(X) = I,, G(x, v) h(y) dy with h to be determined. Thus 
so u solves our ODE provided we take h to solve 
fm) h(x) +s, z+w? Y) h(Y) 4 =f(x). 
As an operator on L”(Z,), Th(x)= j, K(x,y) h(y) dy has norm 
ess supxel, [SIP I K(x, y)l dy] < C, B-‘(x,) S-‘/*(x,) = C,/n(x,). Since 
IW)l >C#, we can solve the integral equation by a Neumann series, 
obtaining also the bound 11 h II Lm(lVj < C, 11 f II Lm(lVJ. To estimate U, we note 
that 
I +)I G s, I W, ~11 4~. II h IIP(,~) G C, W,) S-1’2WlI h II Lmchj 
< c, m,) ~-“*(x”Nl f IlL=y,“) = c;;(;vJ II f IIP(I,). 
Y 
Similarly, 
G C, S-“‘(xv) WJ m,y $j f II f IILm~Iv~. I I 
We saw that IF,‘(y)F,(y)l = li+b(y)l < 2, SO IF;(y)1 G 
2(E, - V(y))‘” < C, S+1’4 (x,). Therefore the previous estimate becomes 
I du(x)/dx I < C, B(x,)ll f )I Lm(lVj, which completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let Z, = {Ix-x, I < cx B(x,)} c Z,,,t,,. Then we can find a 
complex-valued solution of [&/dx* + E0 - V(x)] F,(x) = 0 on Z,, of the 
f orm 
Fy(x)=(EO- V(x))-‘14exp 
( 
ijX (E,,- V(t))“* dt -Error,(x), 
an > 
with I Error,) ,< C, S-“4(x,)/J.(x,) and I(d/dx) Error,(x)1 <C, S+l14(x,)/ 
4X”). 
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Proof Let 
f= [d*/dx*+ (E,- V(x))l((E,- V(~))-‘/~exp(i~~,~, (E,- V(t))“* dt)}, 
and let Error,(x) be the function u(x) given by the previous lemma. 
At the start of the proof of Lemma 1, we saw that 11 f IILz(,,) < 
C’, BP2(x,) S-1/4(.x,), hence by lemma 1, 
II Error, II LYI”)~ C# qx,) v v 
B2(xv) Bp2(X ) s- l/4(Mx ) = C# s- 1’4(xv) 
4%) 
and 
~~~Error.~~I~I,,~~CXB(I,)C~~~2(x,~)~~1’4(x.) 
c, s+1’4(x,) c, s-“4(x,) 
= P(x,) B(x,) = &L) . 
Also (E,- V(X))-‘/~ exp(i f;,,, (E,- V(t))“* dr) - Error,(x) solves our 
ODE. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let I, be as in the previous lemma. Suppose 8, E C,“(I,) with 
I(d/dx)” 19,(x)1 d C$ B-“(x,). Then 
(a) Is,, 0, exp( f2i j&(E, - Ut))“* dt) dx I d C, W,)l~(-~,). 
(b) Let F,(x) be the ODE solution given by the previous lemma. For 
A a (complex) constant, we have 
< c I A I * S- 1’2b,) 4x,) 
’ # 4X”) . 
(c) F, and FV are linearly independent functions. 
Proof. We have 
+2iII (E,- V(t))“*dt dx 
-~lcft > I 
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GC, 
l&I IO”1 I V’l 
(E,- vy2+ (E,- V)3’2 S-“‘(x,) B-‘(x,) dx 
= c, W”) 
4%) ’ 
proving (a). 
To prove (b), we write F”(x)=(l +Error,(x)).(E,- V(x))-‘!4. 
expG J;, b% - V(f)) ‘j2 dt) with [Error,(x)) < C,/A(x,) by virtue of 
Lemma 2. Hence 
[Re(A1;,)]2=$IA12 IF,12+$422F~+$F~ 
=~IA12~(Eo-V(x))-1’2~11+Error,(x)12 
+ fA2. (I!?,, - V(x)) -‘12. (1 + Error,(x))’ 
x xexp 2i 
U 
(E,- V(t))“2 dt 
xlcn > 
+ 42’ . (I!?,, - V(x)) -1’2 . (1 + Error, (x))2 
This implies 
tIYIRe(AF,)]‘dx--kj, 0, IA12(E,,- V(x))-“2dx 
Y 
+ C, I A I2 j, 
Y 
(EO’~v~~I,‘12 I Error,(x)1 dx, 
since ) I 1 + Error, I2 - 
C, ( Error, ( . 
II, I(1 + Error,)2 - II, I(1 + Error,)2 - 11 G 
The sum over + may be estimated by part (a), and the last term on the 
right is estimated by using ( Error, (x)1 < C./,?(X,). 
The result is 
cEoe;d&,2i 
~ c, I AI2 ~-1’2w B(x,) 
4-G) ’ 
which is (b). 
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Finally (c) follows from (b) since F,, FV linearly dependent implies 
Re(AF,) = 0 for a complex number A with 1 A 1 = 1. From (b) we would 
then learn that 1 j,, (0, dx/(& - V)“*)l 6 C, S-‘12(x,) B(x,)/A(x,), which 
is plainly false. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let I,= {Ix-x,, <c,B(x,)) and Zy+l= (IX-xY+,( -C 
c+ B(x,+ ,)} be subinteroals of Zcenter, with IZ,nZ,+,I >c# lZ,l. Let F,(x), 
FV+ I (x) be the solutions of [d*/dx* + (E, - V(x))] F= 0 given by Lemma 2 
on Iv, Z,+I respectively. Then on Z, n I,, + , we have 
Fv+,(x)=A~Fv(x)+A~Fv:,(x) with IA:--11, IA:/< & (1) 
Proof: Since F,,, FY are two independent solutions of the ODE for 
F y + r, we can represent FV+ 1 by (l), and the only problem is to bound 
the Af,. We integrate (1) against g+ (x) = (E, - V(x)) + l/4 0, (x) 
exp( f i Jc,,,(Z& - V(t))“* dt). Here we take 8, E C; (I, n I,, r) with 8,~ 0, 
maxx E I” 0,(x) = 1, and I(d/dx)” 8, I < C$ B-*(x,). Lemma 2 gives 
f g;F,dx=J fL(x)dx+O j Ig;(x)lIError,b)ldx , 
1” L 1” > 
with the last integral dominated by C, B(xy)/A(xy). Thus, Is,,g; F, dx- 
sIv e,(x) dx I d C, %dl4x,). Similarly, Is,, g; F,, 1 dx - jI, Ux) dx I G 
C, WvMxv) and I fIv g: p, dx - ~,vh(x) dx I G C, KLMxJ. Also 
+ I I g: (x)1 I Error,(x)l dx. b 
Lemmas (2) and (3a) show that both terms on the right are domi- 
nated by C, B(x,)/l(x,), so I sIV g: F, dx I d C, B(x,)/l(x,). Similarly, 
I II, g: Fv + I dx I G C, WGY~~~) and I fIv s; Fv dx I G C, W,Y4x,). 
Using these estimates, we can integrate (1) against g’ (x) dx on I,, to 
obtain the equations 
X,=A;P;,+AfP;, 
Y,=AfP;,+A;P;, (2) 
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with 
Dividing (2) by J,, 8, dx N B(x,),weobtainEqs.(2)with [X,-11, IY,I, 
I Pi, - 1 I, I PL - 1 I, I PL I, I P;, I < C,/~X,). Hence I A!, - 1 I, I At I < 
C,/A(x,) as asserted. D 
LEMMA 5. Let u be a real-valued solution of [ -d2/dx2 + (E,, - V(x))] u 
= 0 on Lnter . For a (complex) constant Q we can express u as 
u(x) = Re[Q(E, - V(X))-“~ (e’fk,(EO- v(r))“2df + Error(x)}] 
with (3) 
I Error(x)1 < C,/A and i Error(x) < C, S’/*(x)/A. 
Equivalently, 
u(x) = Re 
[ 
x Q(E, - V(X))-‘/~ (1 + Error(x)) exp 
(J 
i (E,, - V(t))“* dt 
an )I 
with (4) 
I Error(x)1 < C,/A and 1 i Error(x) 1 < C, S’/*(x)/A. 
Proof Cover Z,,l,, by I,= {lx-xx,1 <c,B(x,)) so that IZvnZv+ll 2 
c+ I I, I. For each I,, let F, be the ODE solution given by Lemma 2 on I,. 
Since F,, FV are independent solutions of the ODE for u on I,, we can 
express u on I, as u = Re[Q, F,]. The complex constant Q, is uniquely 
determined. On I, + , n I, we have F, + , = At F, + A tFV as in Lemma 4, 
hence on I, + 1 n 1, u = WQv+JY+J = WQ,+,(AtF, + &FJl = 
WQ,+ I A~F~+Q,+,At~“]=Re[(QY+lAt+g,+,At)F,]. Since Q, is 
uniquely determined, this implies Q, = QV + r At + Qy + r AZ. Lemma 4 gives 
IAt-11, I AZ I < C&x,), hence I Qv - Qv+ 1 I G C, I Qv+ I I/4x,). 
Equivalently, QV + r = QV exp(b,) with 6, a complex number and I b, I < 
C,/A(x,). Since 1, C,/A(x,) < C’,/A, it follows that Qy = Q exp(b:) for a 
complex number Q independent of v, and with I b; ( < C, /A. Equivalently, 
IQv-QIGC, IellA. 
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On I, we have 
0) = Re CQJ’,(x)l 
Q,(E,- V(X)))“~ exp (&- V(r))“* dt + Q ) P”(X)] 
with I w,(x)1 < C, S-““(x,)/i(x,), I dw,(x)/d.x < C, S”‘“(x,)/A(x,), by 
Lemma 2. Hence 
Q(E,- V(x)))‘/4exp (E, - V(t))“’ dr + c?“(X) > 1 on I,, (5) 
with 8V(x)=(QV-Q)(&,- V(x)))1/4exp (iscleft (E,- V(t))“*dt)+ Q”w,(x). 
Our bounds on I QV - Q I and on I w,(x)/, I(d/dx) w,(x)1 gives us the 
estimates 
I $(x)1 G C, Sp”4(.~,)l Q I/4 
I I 
2 4,(x) G C, S+1’4(~v)I Q l//i. (6) 
Replacing &“(x) by its real part, we preserve (5) and (6). Now 8’” (x) is 
uniquely specified on I, by (5) and Im 8” = 0, so gV+,(x) = &YV(x) on 
1” f-l 1” + 1. Therefore, (5) and (6) become 
Q(E,,- V(x)))‘/4exp (E,- V(t))“‘& > 1 +&(x) on Lenter (7) 
with 
Iax)lG C, S-“4(x)I Q I C, S1’4(x)I Q I n 3 A . (8) 
Writing Error(x) = (&(x)/Q). (E,-- V(X))+“~, we get (3) with 
C d 
I Error(x)1 d A - Error(x) < 
C,S+1’4(x)IQ, S+“4(x) .- 
A ’ dx A IQI 
+ C, S-1’4(x)I Ql . S+1’4(x) B-‘(x) 
A IQI 
+ {s’/*(x)+B-l(x)) = c, y(x) (1 +n-l(x)} 
< 
c’# P(x) 
A 
These are the desired estimates for (3). 
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We can also put 
Error(x) = 
so that : (4) holds, together with the estimate 1 Error(x)1 < C,/A and 
i Error(x) < 
C#S+1’4(~)IQI S+1’4(x)+ C$-1’4(x)IQ, .- 
A IQI A 
X 
s+1’4(x) B-‘(x) + C, S-1’4(x)I Q 1 S3’4(x) .- 
IQI A IQI 
6 c, s1’2(x) 
A 
{l+l-‘(X)j<c#~(x) 
as asserted. The proof of Lemma 5 is complete. 1 
COROLLARY 1. In the setting of Lemma 5, the number of zeros of u(x) on 
Z Ce”tCX differs by at most C, from (l/rc) ~,,“,,,(E,, - V(t))“’ dt. 
Proof: Equation (4) shows that the zeros of U(X) on Z,,,t,, are the points 
of Icenter where 
f(x) = (arg Q) + jX (E, - V’(t))1/2 dt + Im In( 1 + Error(x)) s 0 mod 7~, 
aft 
with 1 Error(x)1 < C,/A, I(d/dx) Error(x)1 < C, P2(x)/A, and with a 
branch of ln( 1 + c) defined on { I c I < i} and yielding In 1 = 0. The func- 
tion g(x) = Im ln(1 + Error(x)) satisfies I g(x)1 < C,/A, I(d/dx) g(x)1 < 
C, S1’2(x)/A, while (d/dx)(f -g) = (E,, - V(x))‘12 2 c# S’/‘(x). If xk E Icenter 
satisfies (f-g)(xk)=nk, then 1 f(xk)-nk[ < C,/A, and f’(x) 2 
c# s1’2(xk) for Ix--k I < c# B(xk). Hence there is an x;EZ,,~~~ with 
f (X;) = nk and 1 xk - X; 1 < (C,/A)/c. s1’2(xk) = C, B(xk)/l(xk) A, UdeSS 
xk lies within C, B(xk)/(A(xk) A) if an endpoint Of I,,,,, i.e., unless 
I x& - Xleft,Fght 1 < c# B(Xleft,dght)/~(Xleft. right) A. so to every xk not too near 
an endpoint of Z,,,t,, there corresponds an xi. Different k give rise to 
different f (xi), hence to distinct x’ k. Since (f-g)’ > 0 there iS at most one 
xk for each k. Hence the number of solutions of f(x) ~0 mod II in 
Z center is at least as great as the number of solutions of f(x) -g(x) = 0 
mod a in &.r\ ulcft, right { I x - Xleft, right I d cX B(x,ef right )/A(Xkft,right) A > = 
Z center\ Uleft, right Jleft, right. 
The roles off and f-g can be reversed in the above argument, so the 
number of solutions of f(x) = 0 mod 7~ in Z,,,t,, differs from the corre- 
sponding number of solutions for f - g by at most the number of solutions 
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of f or f-g E 0 mod rc in Jleft u Jrigh,. In Jlelt we have 0 <f ', 
(f-g)' < C, ~1'2(~d and lJleft I G C, %d14xleft) A. Hence on -heft, f 
and f-g are strictly increasing and vary by at most C, /A. So there is at 
most one solution off(x) e 0 mod 71 in Jlert. Similarly, there is at most one 
solution off-g E 0 mod rt in JLef,, and the same argument applies to Jright. 
Thus, the number of solutions off = 0 mod n and off-g = 0 mod 7~ in 
I center differ by at most 4. (We could have done better.) The number of 
solutions off-g = 0 mod 7~ differs from (l/n) J,G,,,,,(E, - V(x))“* dx by at 
most 20 while we have seen that the number of solutions off = 0 mod rc 
is equal to the number of zeroes of U. Hence I(Number of zeroes of u in 
I center) - w SC,,,, bs - vl/* I G 24. I 
COROLLARY 2. In the setting of Lemma 5 we have 
Proof. For 0, > 0 as in Lemma 3 we have 
s 1” 
~~u2dx=~,,,B,(x)(Re[Q(Eo-V(x))~1~4 
> 
2 
(E, - V(t))“’ dt (1 + Error(x)) I> dx 
with I Error(x)1 Q C,/A. 
The proof of Lemma 3(b) shows that the right-hand side differs from 
$ I Q I2 f,, e,(x)(E, - V(x))-‘/* dx by at most (C, I Q [‘/A) S-“‘(x,) B(x,). 
Covering Z,,,t,, by Z,, we see that 
- y'c s-1’2(x,) B(x,). 
Y 
We can arrange the 0,, Z, so that each XE I,,,,,, lies in at most 
C# of the I,, and so that C, 8,= 1 on I= [x,,rt+c, B(x&, 
Xright - C# B(Xright)l c Icenter Therefore the preceding inequality gives 
s Icmer 
u’dx+E,,- V)-1~2d~~IQ12 
C# -- A s (E,- V)-1’2dx.IQ12. Lenter 
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Since cx j,, cT (E, - V)-l12 dx < lZ(E,, - V)-‘/2 dx, the last inequality 
implies ji,.,, u~dx~IQl’.(~c#-C,/n)l~~~~~~(E,-V(~))-”~ dx, which 
yields the desired corollary. 1 
NOW we study -8ldx’ + V(X) on Zm, Itight, Zfarlefty Zfarright. 
LEMMA 6. (a) Let HIert = -d2/dx2 + V(x) on Z,ert with the following 
boundary conditions. If Zrar leR is non-empty, then we use Neumann conditions. 
?f- zr.r left is empty, then we impose a Dirichlet condition at the left endpoint 
and a Neumann condition at the right endpoint. 
(b) Let Hright = -&/dx2 + V(X) on Iright with Neumann conditions. 
(c) tit Hrar,cft = -d2fdx2 + V(x) on Zfarlert with Dirichlet boundary 
condition on the left and Neumann condition on the right endpoint. (We 
consider HI,, left only if Zfar lert is non-empty). 
(d) Let Hfarright = -&/dx’ + V(x) on Zrarright with Dirichlet boundary 
condition on the right and Neumann boundary condition at the left endpoint. 
(We consider Hfarrirht only tfZfarright is non-empty.) 
Then all of the above operators have at most C, eigenvalues less than E,,. 
Proof For H,ert, note first of all that H,, is bounded below. After 
passing to a subspace of codimension 0 or 1 in the domain of Hlert, we 
may assume a Dirichlet boundary condition at the left endpoint. Then after 
resealing, we have only to prove that - &/dx’ - Cx- ’ on [0, 1 ] with 
Dirichlet condition at 0 and Neumann condition at 1 has at most C, 
negative eigenvalues. Here C, depends only on C. This bound is trivial. 
After resealing Hright , we are left with the operator -&/dx’ - C on 
[0, l] with Neumann boundary conditions. We must prove that this 
operator has at most C, negative eigenvalues, which is trivial. 
H tar left has no eigenvalues <E,,, since V(x) - E,, > 0 on If,, ,ert. 
For War rights we again impose a Dirichlet boundary condition at the left 
endpoint after passing to a subspace of codimension at most 1. 
Now we see that Hrarright has no eigenvalues < E0 by virtue of the 
elementary inequality fz ((l/y) j’Oy f (t) dt I 2 dy G 10’ J’F I f ( y)12 dy. 1 
LEMMA 7. The number of eigenvalues < E0 for -dz/dx2 + V(x) on 
Z BVP with Dirichlet boundary conditions differs by at most C, from 
(l/n) SImcer (E, - V(x))“’ dx. 
Proof: We compare our eigenvalue problem with separate problems on 
Zfa, left 3 4dt 9 Lt,, , 4ight, L right * To get a lower bound on the number of 
eigenvalues <E,, we impose Dirichlet conditions at all the endpoints. 
To get an upper bound on the number of eigenvalues <E,, we impose 
Dirichlet conditions at the endpoints of Znvp and Neumann conditions at 
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all the other endpoints. Lemma 6 shows that all the intervals except Z,,,,,, 
contribute at most C, eigenvalues to the upper and lower bounds. Hence 
it is enough to study HEenter = -d2/dx2 + V(x) on Icenter, with Dirichlet or 
Neumann boundary conditions. Sturm-Liouville theory shows that the 
number of eigenvalues <E, for Hcenter differs by at most C, from the 
number of zeroes of u on I,,,,,. Here u is the real-valued solution 
of [ -d2/dx2 + E, - V(x)] u = 0 with a Dirichlet or Neumann boundary 
condition at one endpoint of I,,,,,,. Hence Lemma 7 follows from 
Corollary 1 to Lemma 5. 1 
We turn to the study of an eigenfunction on Ileft, Z,i,,,. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose I u”(x)1 d C’,X~’ I u(x)] on (0, l), and let fc (0, 1) be 
an interval with I fl > c,. Then max,.(,, 1, 1 u(x)1 < C max,,Z I u(x)1 with c 
depending only on c, , C, . 
Proof: Let x0, x, be respectively the midpoint and right endpoint 
of i. Thus x,,, x1-x++,. By the mean-value theorem we can find 
an X between x0 and x, with I u’(X)1 = I(u(xl) - u(xo))/(xl -x0)1 < 
2 maxi I u I/($,). Also I u(X)1 < maxi I u I since X E i. 
Now (d/dx)( t{.;;) = (‘j’ “i-Y’)( $(c:) with 
d’ 
W(x) = 4x1 
i- 
if u(x)#O 
0 if u(x)=0 
Hypothesis implies I W(x)\ Q C1x-‘, so I(d/dx)(:;:=;)I < (1 + C,x-‘)I(;~~;)I, 
so (d/dx)[x” +c’) I(~~~~)l]~Oa(d/dx)[x~“fCI) I(z[;:)I]. Therefore 
and 
u’(x) 
( )I 4x1 Q 
u’(x) 
( >I 4x1 < 
u’(X) 
( )I 43 . (x/q” + =I) for X<x<l, 
u’(X) 
( >I 
u(x) . (.f/x)” +C’) for O<xdX. 
Substituting our estimates for I u(X)1 , 
we see that 
[u’(X)1 into the last two estimates, 
I u’(x)l, I4xh d t, max I u I for x,<x< 1, (9) 
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where CI depends only on cl, C1 provided x* > 0 depends only on c,, C,. 
We pick x* so that 
1 
x, Cl SC > 0 
Ini dt=k. 
For a constant Cz $ C, depending only on c,, Cl, we claim that 
lu(x)l <C’,max Iul i 
for O<x<x,. (10) 
TO see (lo), let X,in be the smallest number y>O for which 
maxb3 x*1 124 <C,matiIul. Either (10) holds or else 0 <x,,,i” < 
x*9 maxcXm,“J 1 I u I < C, maxi I u I and I U(X,in)I = Cz maxi ) u 1. We assume 
the latter case’ and derive a contradiction. Since I u’(x,)l < 6, maxi I u I by 
(9), we have for XE [X,in, x*] the estimate 
1 u’(x)1 < 1 u’(x*)I + jx* 1 u”(t)1 dt < I u’(x,)l + j” C, t-’ I u(t)1 dt 
x x 
~6,maxIul+(e,maxIul)Sx’C,I-‘dt 
i i x 
= (C, + Cl C2 ln(x,/x)) .rn~x 124 I. 
Since also I u(x,)l < CI maxi ( UI by (9), it follows that 
I U(Xmin)l G I u(x*)I + jx I u’(x)I dX +mn 
< cl max I u I + (max I u I) J-” 
i i 
(CI + C, Cz ln(x,/x)) dx 
-hi” 
( s 1 < 2C’, +x*c,C, ln(l/t)dt 0 > .rnp 1~1. 
We have 2e, < g, since we picked e2 B e,, and 
x* C1 Cz ji ln( l/t) dt = &,Cz by our choice of x*. Hence the previous 
estimate implies I U(X,in)J 6 fez maxi I u 1, which contradicts ( U(X,in)l = 
C, maxi I u I. This contradiction proves (10). The conclusion of Lemma 8 is 
contained in (9), (10). 1 
COROLLARY. If [d2/dx2 + (E, - V(x))] = 0 on IsVP and u is expressed as 
in Lemma 5 on Icenter, then we have 
y,~ Iul <C, lQl(Eo- WMJ-“~ 
607/95/2-l I 
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and 
Proof Take J= Z,ert uj with j= [xleft, xlelt + c# B(x,,,)]. Then jc .Z, 
ljl >c* IJI, and 1 V(x)-&, <C, IJJ-‘/Ix-min.Zj on .Z. Resealing this 
situation brings us to the setting of Lemma 8, which implies the estimate 
maxJ Iul<C,maxjlul. Lemma 5 shows that maxj 1~1 <C, 1 Ql . 
(&I - VXlcft 1) - 1’4> so we obtain the desired estimate for max,,e, 1 u). The 
estimate for max !ngh, Iu 1 is analogous and easier, since on Iright we make a 
stronger assumption on I V- E, I . 1 
We next study how u behaves on Zfarleft. (We will not need to understand 
Zfar right.) 
LEMMA 9. Let u(x) be a real-valued solution of [d2/dx2 + E,, - V(x)] u 
=0 on I,,, with Dirichlet conditions, with u described by Lemma 5 on Z,,,,,,. 
Then for x E II,, ,eR we have 
C, IQI 
(11) 
Proof: The corollary of Lemma 8 shows that (11) holds for x E Ziert, in 
particular for x = min Jleft = xlar ieft. Now set w = f u and 
C, IQI 
f(X) = (E, - v(x,,ft)p4 exp( -z* heft - xY~h,d) - 4x1 
with E, > 0 to be picked in a moment. We know that f(x,, ,eft) 2 0, and 
also that lim x + min It+vpfCX) a O since u satisfies Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. 
Also, f(x) is twice differentiable in the interior of Jfarlert, so either 
f(x) 2 0 throughout Jfar left or else f(x) has a strictly negative interior 
minimum at some point x* E Z,, ,=rt. We assume the latter case and derive 
a contradiction. Thus we assume f(x,) c 0, f’(x,) = 0, f”(x,) 2 0. In par- 
ticular w(x,) 2 (C, I Q I/b% - Uxd)“4) exp( -~*(xlerl -x* V&d) > 0 
since f(c,)<O. Also V(x)-E,,>c,B-~(x,,,) on Zfarlelt, by our basic 
assumptions on V(x). Hence 
w”(X*) = (Q,) - &I) w(x*) 
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whereas 
C, IQ1 ,, 
b% - w,,))“” 
ew( - & hen - xYB(x,eft)) 
=c, I~,IZ~-2hedlQl .exp -E,hrt-x,) 
b% - w,,,w4 W,,, ) > 
at x=x.+. 
Taking E, small enough and subtracting, we find that f”(x,) < 0, which 
contradicts our previous assumption f”(x,) 2 0. 
This contradiction shows that f(x) 2 0 in Zfarlef, for either choice of sign 
in the definitions of f, w. That is I u(x)1 < (C, I Ql/(E,- V(X,,,))“~) 
exp( - 2, heft - x* )/B(-d), as asserted. I 
We summarize our knowledge of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues in 
the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions (Ho)-(H?) we haoe 
(Number of eigenvalues of H c EO) -i fl (E,- V(t))“2 dt < C,. 
oenttr 
Suppose E, is an eigenvalue of H, and suppose u is the corresponding eigen- 
function, with u real-valued and having L2-norm 1 on ZBVP. Then 
IW12~C, ~Ien,cc(E,- W-“‘dt 
> 
-’ 
x (E,- V(x))-1’2 for x E Icenter 
I #)I2 < C, jfmn,er UC,- W))-1’2 dt) -’ 
x PO - Wleft 1) - ‘j2 exp -c* (Xleft - x) 
W,c~t 1 > 
for x E ZBVp , x < xleft = min I,,,,, . 
IW12~C, ~,en,er(Eo- v(r))-“2d~) 
-1 
x (Eo - V(X,ight))-1’2 for x E Ifight. 
As an application of this theorem, we study the following situation. 
Set-Up. V(x) is a potential defined on a (possibly unbounded) interval 
Z BVP. We are given a subinterval Zc ZBvP and weight functions S(x), 
B(x) > 0 defined on I. Set L(x) = S”‘(x) B(x). We are given an energy E,,. 
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We make the following assumptions. 
Hypotheses. (HO) For x, y E Z with 1 x-y 1 < cB(x) we have c < 
B(y)/B(x) < C and c < S(y)/S(x) < C, and 1 ZI > c&x). 
(Hi) For x E Z we have I(d/dx)” V(x)1 6 C,S(x) B-“(x). 
(HZ) {X E Zwp I V(x) < &} = (XM, Xright) c Z with distheft, 84 > 
cB(xwt ), diSt(Xright 9 84 > CB(Xright 1. 
U-W In CxleftT xleft + cl Wleft)l we have - V’(x) B c~b,,ft)l~(xl,ft), 
and in Cxright - ~1 B(-G~M)~ -Ycightl we have + V’(X) 2 CS(Xri,h,)/B(X,ight). 
(Hq) In [Xlert + C1B(Xd, Xright - Cl B(Xright)l we have Cs(X) < 
E() - V(x) < CS(x). 
(H5) In F;Fp n ( - co, xleft), V(x) is decreasing and C”. 
(Ha) A = (s;$’ (dx/A(x) B(x)))-’ is bigger than a large positive 
number depending only on c, C, cl, and C, in (HO j(Ha). 
Let H= -d2/dx2 + V(x) on L2(ZBvP) with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. 
THEOREM 2. Under assumptions (Hob(H6) above, we have 
(Number of eigenvalues of H < E,) - i s,,, (E, - V(t))? dt < C,. 
Zf E, is an eigenvalue of H, and if u(x) (real-valued, with norm 1 in 
L2(ZBvp)) is the corresponding eigenfunction, then 
/u(412=* j,BNP(&- V(i)),‘“di)l ( 
x (E, - V(X)) ~ 1’2 for xleft < x < X,ight 
{,,,, W,- WL1’2df) 
-1 
Cmheft) ~-2’3(X,,ft)l -“2 
-c*~2’3(xl,ft) 
(x x exp left-x) 
Bhert ) > 
for XEZBVP n (- 003 Xleftl. 
The constants c* and C, depend onfy on c, C, c,, and C,, in (Ho)-(Ha). 
Proof: We define intervals if,, ,eft, ileft, ICenter, fright, and i,, right and 
weight functions s(x) and j(x) so that Theorem 1 applies. With a large 
constant C to be picked later, we define the intervals and weights as 
follows: 
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f CI’W,,, ) far left = ZBVP n -co, Xkft - ~2/3(~,,f~) 1 
ileft = 1 cNx,ert 1 1 x - Xkft 1 < ~2/3 (X,eft) I 
Lem = Xleft + 
[ 
C‘B(x,eft 1 ~Wrig,t ) 
~2’3(Xleft)’ Xright- ~2’3(x,ight) 1 
cB(Xright ) 
Iright = { 1 X - Xright 1 G ~2/3(~~g~~) 
> 
ifar right = ZBVP n Xright + c 
B(Xright 1 
12’3(xright)’ O” * > 
For x E I,,,,, , we take B(x) = min ( ) x - xleft ) , ) x - x,ight ) , B(x)} and 
set s(x) = (S(x,,,)lB(x,,,))lx - xleftI if Ix - xleft I < cBhcft), s(x) = 
(s(xright)/B(xright))l X - Xright 1 if I X - Xright I < CB(Xright), s(X) = s(X) other- 
wise. 
We check that hypotheses (Ho)-(H?) hold. (Ho) and (HI) are obvious. 
To check (Hz) we note that 
+I 
%ighr -  CB(Xrighl) dx 
xlcn + Kahn) 4~) B(x) 
1 x - Xright I ‘,>. 
The first integral on the right is 
1 1 
N ~“2(x,crt)/B1’2(x,e~)(~B(x,,rt)/~2’3(x,ert))3’2 = 03/2’ 
The last integral on the right is N 1/(C)3’2 as well, by a similar calculation. 
The second integral on the right is at most l$$” (dx/A(x) B(x)) = A-‘. 
Hence Jr,.,, (dx/x(x) s(x)) < C,/(C)3/2 + A-‘, wrth C, depending only on 
c, c Cl, and C, in (HOk(H7). Hence (H2) holds if we take C large 
enough, which we now do. 
To check (Hg) we note that II,,,,, = [&, &ghf] with Zicft = xlcR + 
~B(x,,,)/12’3(x,~,), S&t) = S(x,a) . ~/A2’3(x,,ft ), &&I) = ~B(x,,,)/A2’3(x,eft) 
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so that X(J?-,,,) = $1’2(n,,r,) B(z?,,,) = (C)3’2. Th’ IS verifies the desired a priori 
bound on x(x,,r,) and shows that 1 ileft 1 = 2&R,,,). 
Analogous arguments work at xright, completing the proof of (H2). To 
check (Ha) and (Hs), note that ( V(x) - E, 1 <C, (S(x,,,)/B(x,,,))l x - xleh 1 I 
G C, %L) in Ltt, and %&J = (kkd)2 (&4,ft))-2 < C,@(4,dV2 d 
C, 1 ilen I-‘. Here we used X(z?,,,) < C,, which we verified before. Thus 
maxr,,, I V(x) - E. 1 < C, ( i,,rt I P2. Similarly for fright, completing the proofs 
of (Ha) and (HS). 
To check (Hs), we use the fact that V(x) is decreasing for 
x < xlert. Hence for x E iIar left we have V(x) - E, 2 V(x,,, - c&x,,,)/ 
~2’3hrtN - Eo 2 Cc* ~(x,,rtY~(x,,n)) . (~~(~,,,)l~“~(x,,rt)) = c* @;e,) = 
cj” (%Ld)2 (&4,dp2 2 c* I ileft I -’ since &h) = (c13’* and I hert I N 
B(ilert). Also V(x) is C” on jrarleR which completes the proof of (H6). 
TO check (H?) we just note that { V<E,) = (xleft, X,ight), SO V(x)-E,>O 
in zk right. Thus (Ho)-(Hq) hold, so we can apply Theorem 1. 
The number of eigenvalues of H < E,, therefore differs by at most C, 
from ff,,,e,(Eo - Vt))1’2 dt. Also s>., I E,, - Vf)l ‘I2 dt Q !I,,~, (C, I ileft I -2)1’2 dt 
and 
s” c(% - V(t)) 
similarly for Iright. Thus jimntcr(Eo - V(t))1/2 dt and 
‘I2 dt differ by at most C,. This proves the part of 
T?Tore”m 2 on ligenvalues. Regarding eigenfunctions, the conclusions of 
Theorem 2 are obvious consequences of those of Theorem 1, once we 
note that sim,,,,,(Eo- Vt))- ‘I2 dt has the same order of magnitude as 
f,,,,(Eo - v(t)) +1’2 dt, and that fiGleft) = ~~(x,~~~)/~~‘~(x~,,). I 
When we apply our ODE results to three-dimensional potentials arising 
from an atom of nuclear charge Z, Theorem 2 will be used for angular 
momenta in the range (Large Const.) < I < Z”, and Theorem 1 will be used 
for angular momenta 1~ (Large Const.). For angular momenta 12 z”, we 
use the much more refined WKB theory of the previous sections. 
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